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1. ELECTRIC QUADRUPOLE
INTERACTION

Electric field gradients In metals

-'Ą-. •

. .

G. Schatz, Dftpt. of Physics, University of Konstanc, Fed. Rep. of Germany

1.

Introduction

. Tremendous interest in electric, field gradients (efg) in metals is do¬
cumented by numerous experiments, which were done in recent years.
This field is a rather complex and heterogeneous one, containing nu¬
merous aspects, such as contributions from different sources to the efg,
sign of the efg, dependence on temperature and pressure. In this
lecture, only few of them can be treated, detailed reviews on this sub¬
ject can be found in literature (Ref. 1,2); the most recent one was
published by Kaufmann and Viaiiden (Ref.3). In the following, the main
emphasis shall lay on the temperature dependence of the efg in nonmag¬
netic metals. Some of the selected experimental examples are untypical,
they are however well suited to demonstrate the actual interest in this
largely growing field.
2.

Definition of the efg

The electric tieid gradient at a certain position - nere we axe unxy
ir-tcrcctcd in the cf~ »t s nv.?!?**- «<•»•» - •<« define* »•>•
v

<?i * a 2 V (r)

(1)

with the electrostatic potential Vi?) at the nuciear site (a,B denote
Cartesian coordinates). Very often also the notation eq ag = V a g is used.
These Cartesian components form a symmetric 3 x 3 matrix with a vanishing
trace; this is due to the Laplace equation for t f 0 electrons: i V « O
(s-electrons do not contribute to the efg). The efg can also be re¬
presented in terms of the components of a second rank tensor. In the
principle axis system the tensor components are:

'

V

(v

V

2,±1 " °

2,±2 ~i i^f xx - V • i

.

{2)

with the asymmetry parameter n - (V^ - v y y ) / V M .
Usually, the convention |VZZI >. IVyyl^jV.^1 is adopted, which results in
O £ ujt 1.
. The expression for the tensor components shows that the efg can fully
be described by only two parameters, V 2 Z and n, for axial symmetry
(n - O) only the parameter V"zz has to be considered.
3.

Contribution to the efg in metals

The efg in A metal can be imagined to be governed by three main contri¬
butions: the point charges from the metal ions, the conduction electrons
and the antishielding effect in the atomic shell of the metal ion. How
these contributions can be taken into account is schematically
illustrated in Fig. 1.
Starting from a noncubic lattice, where the metal ions are represented
by point charges, the efg can easily be calculated by the sura of all
efg's originating from each ion, acting at the probe site. This lattice
sum depends on the lattice parameter, these are generally temperature
dependent (upper part of Fig.1).
After filling in conduction electrons, the charge of the fcetax ions is
partially screened. This effect can be taken into account by an
effective point charge Z
• e. Inside a certain volume (e.g. the
Wigner-Seitz cell) around the probe ion, however, the explicit con¬
duction electron density has to be calculated using for instance the
band structure of the metal (middle part of Fig.1).
Roth. t-h«» nn-fnł- ch<*rg*n and the conduction electrons produce an efg
at the probe atom site. The atomic shell of the probe atom will react
in an antishielding of this efg, and therefore enhances the efg felt
by the nucleus. The antishielding (Sternheimer) factor (1 - y^) for the
efg from the point charges can be taken as the antishielding factors
for the free ions, the antishielding factor d - y ' ) for the conduction
electron contribution is close to 1, because the sources for the efg
overlap largely which the localized electrons of the probe atoms
(lower part of Fig.1). These contributions lead to the socalled con-

point charges
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Ze 2^
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o

o

o

r

>

lattice sum, depends on
lattice parameters a(T), c(T)

point charges +
conduction electrons

3cos*-e -

band structure
calculation

liii

nit

point chargen +
conduction electrons + antishielding

Sternheimer factors:

Fig. 1 : Illustration of the contributions to the efg in a metal.

ventional parametrizatlon
(3)

Recently, two experimental results however have shown, that the conventional parametrization is not adequate. The two results are:
1) Correlation between ionic and electronic part of the efg
(Raghavan et al, Ref.4)
(1

> Y i ) . vjj£ « - x ( 1 - Y j V ^ * "

with K s 2

ii) Temperature dependence of efg of the form:
(Christiansen et al, Ref.5)

As an example, for the host system tin the temperature dependencies
for 12o Sb(Ref.6}, 69 Ge(Ref.7), 111 Cd(Ref.5), and 115 Te(Ref.8) impu¬
rities are shown in Fig.2.
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Fig. 2 :
-1-5 temperature depen¬
dence of the efg for
120,Sb, 6 9 G e , 111Cd, and
115Te probe nuclei in tin
(Courtesy of W. Witthuhn,
Erlangen).
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4.

Charge screening approach and temperature dependence of the efg

In
Is
of
of

the charge screening approach the effect of conduction electrons
taken into account by an effective ion potential. This potential
a lattice ion, screened by conduction electrons, is givoa by use
the static dielectric function e(ic), as:
1

V(r) ' -\3

f vc(*>

) - V
'

ikr

*

*

dk

(4)

(>

V c (k) is the Fourier transform of the unscreened ion potential. • (r).
The tensor components of the efg are then found by differentiation
of Eg. 4 :

V 2rn (r) - - VEJ7?/ 24w2 J-S-g-

k2Y2łffl t^) e l k r dk i
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In case of a central potential VQ(r) and a spherical Fermi surflanae
(e(k) » e(k)) the efg components can be given in a factorized SScmas

where
In the asymptotic limit for large r, V(r) can be calculated usftng
e(k) for a free electron gas (kp Fermi momentum), resulting in tflbe
second derivative (Kef.9):
V"(r) s -

, cos(2k p r)
s-s2k)2
s-s3

.

|

<2kpr)

The total efg acting at a nucleus in a metal is then produced by
all the individual screened Jons at distances x^ j1 0:

(9,
An effective antishielding factor a•(1 - Y«) is introduced since
the screening of the ions makes them more neutral and therefore a
higher antishielding effect is expected (see Ref.3; |al'v- 6", Ref. 10).
The above sketched concept of screened potentials is very useful for
discussing the temperature dependence of the efg (Ref.11,10). If we
now allow the ions to vibrate, the distance of an efg producing ion to
the probe nucleus has to be expressed in terms of deviations from

equilibrium position r°
*

+

(10)

• Uj(t) and u_(t) are the displacements of the i-th ion and the probe
ion respectively.
The effect onto the temperature dependence can now be imagined in the
following way. A probe ion feeling a V"(r) in a region of a maximum
or minimum (see Fig.3) will see a V"(r) averaged over the vibrations
which depends strongly on the vibrations and therefore on temperature.
In regions of a nearly linear V"(r) no temperature dependence can be
expected (Ref.1O).

Radial dependence of the efg
produced by one screened ion.
The next neighbour position and
vibration is indicated by the
arrow (see Ref. 10).

In k-space this effect can be formulated guite elegantly as was done
by Nishiyama et al. (Ref.10). Inserting the time dependent ion po¬
sitions Into the Fourier form of the efg (Eg.5) one yields:
(k-)elk<u<t)-uo(t>>

(11)

The term [S(k) - 1] describes the structure factor of the lattice,
where the ions sit at the equilibrium positions,V, _(k) the Fourier
transform of V 2 m ( r )» and the exponential factor the Debye-Waller
factor, containing the lattice vibrations for host ions and the probe
ion.
For uncorrelated, isotropic vibrations of Identical host and probe
ions the Debye-Waller-factor is simply exp-(k 2 <u 2 >)/3. The interplay
of the terms in the above integral is illustrated in Fig.4. As one can
see, the contribution to the integral from that reciprocal lattice

vector, which is closest to 2 k F is dominating, since the product of
and the D
«bye-Waller factor has a maximum around 2
This
2

Fig. 4 t
Contributions to the
integral in Eq. 11.
The term S(k)-1 is shown
for the case of Indium.

argument leads to take the integral only at 2k F and the simple ex¬
pression given by Nishiyama et al. is obtained:
V

[-4k2 <u2>/3]

2,m ( T ) *

The temperature dependence in this approach is mainly governed by
the Debye-Waller factor at 2k f . For not too high temperatures one
V

2,m<T>

(13)

In the Debye model <u > is given by (6 Debye-temperature,$(^) Debye
integral).
<U

" ' MB 1 '

'

* TB~

*

+

T

(14)

The temperature behaviour of f(T).comes very close to the observed

.1.5 dependence, as was shown by many authors -(e.g. Ref.5)
A critical comment should be added here. The evaluation of the
integral in Egu. 11 only at 2 kj, is a rather crude approximation.
It may not be too bad for some metals with simple lattice structure,
where the first reciprocal lattice vector is close to 2 k p , for store
complicated crystal structures a full integration over all reciprocal
lattice vectors is necessary.

5. D « f r»lnatlon of
The interaction of the efg with the nuclear quadrupole moment of a
probe nucleus offers the possibility to determine the efg. The
. Harailtonian of this hyperfine interaction can be written as the scalar
product of the efg tensor with the tensor operator Q 2 m for the
nuclear quadrupole moment:
+

2

T

-

I_I"

o

.

•

.

'

•

•

•

•

tr

(15)

The matrix elements for a nuclear spin I and a quadrupole moment Q
axe then:

"•

• .

BQ(M,K') -

71"

Z ("}

l-

The Bamiltonian is only diagonal for axlalsyunetric efg's in the
principle axis system ( n " O * m « M - M ' * O ) .
In this case the energy eigenvalues are:
eQV,

zz

E Q (M) « [ 3 M 2 - 1

(17)

Tn Pig.5 the level splitting for a nuclear state with Z - 5/2 as a
function of the asymmetry parameter n is depicted.
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Fig.5: Energy splitting by an
electric quadrupole interaction
of a 1-5/2 state. At n- O the
transition frequencies are re¬
lated to each other by
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From the measurement of the transition frequencies the efg components
can be deduced, if the nuclear quadrupole moment is. known.

10

The most comm'enly used methods, which are based on the measurement
of the hyperfine transition frequencies, are:
i) Nuclear resonance methods
(eg.s Nuclear quadrupole resonance NQR, Nuclear acoustic
resonance NAR),
ii) Low temperature methods (e.g.: Nuclear orientation NO,
Nuclear magnetic resonance on oriented nuclei, NKR/ON),
iii) MOssbauereffect (ME),
iv) Perturbed angular correlation or distribution (PAC, PAD).
Detailed discussions of these methods are given by other lecturers
in this school, so that only short remarks shall be made where
details are needed for the following experimental examples.
6. Examples of efg experiments
Before some selected new experimental results will be presented, a re¬
mark on the application of efg experiments in metals should be made.
Looking at the most recent developments, a division of the metalic
system into the following four subsystems is appropriate for the
interests in efg's:
metal system

interests

noncubic metals

sign and value of efg
T- and p-dependence
impurity-host-system

distorted cubic metals*

efg's from impurities
and lattice defects
T-dependence
alloys

liquid metals

dynamical efg's
correlation times
alloys

amorphous metals**

efg distributions
structural information
T-dependence .

*' see lectures by K. Krolas and G. Vogl
see lecture

by G.Czjzek
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6.1

Temperature_dępendęncę_pf_the_ef5_components_fpr_
in.GallitMLJKSrnęr.ęt.ąlj^RefjJJ.]

Cd

The orthprhombic crystal structure of a-Gallium produces a non-axial
ęfg at probe nuclei at lattice sites. This offers the unique possibili¬
ty (besides Gallium only Uranium has nj'O) to study the temperature
dependence not only of the component V z z but also of V x x and V y y . To
111
polycrystalline Gallium the activity
In, which decays via
111
electron capture to
Cd was added. At the isomeric 5/2 state a per¬
turbed Y-Y angular correlation experiment was performed, in order to
The timedetermine the three transition frequencies w.,, u>2 and
dependent angular correlation for this case is given by
W(.9,t> - 1 + A 2 • G 2 (t) • P 2 (cos6)

(18)

where A, is a tabulated angular correlation coefficient and G 2 (t) the
perturbation factor, which for n ? O can be expressed as:
'

G2(t) " S o + S 1

COS

W

1 t + S2 < = o s u 2 t + S 3 c o s w 3 t

(19)

The constants s Q , s 1 , s 2 and s 3 depend on n and can be calculated
by diagonalization of the Hamiltonian (see Ecu.16) foi nonaxial
electric quadrupole interaction.
In Pig.6 the quantity A 2 G 2 (t) for T=126 K is shown, the solid line is
a least squares fit to the data using the form of G 2 (t) given in Equ.19.
Prom these modulation spectra for different temperatures, the transi¬
tion frequencies u^ (T), and a)2(T),(io3 = u^ + a>2)/can be determined,
from which V (T) and n(T) can be deduced. Using the definition of n
are obtained.
the other efg components V X X (T) and

PAC-spectrum for
111 Cd in Gallium.

MO

ThMlnstc]

Fig.7 shows the temperature dependence of the efg components; the
results, applying a T
dependence, are:
eQV

(6)/h - 148.55(6) MHz
ZZ
V „ „ ( o ) : V < o ) : V f o ) == 1: - 0 . 5 9 9 0 ( 8 ) : - O . 4 O 1 0 (8)
ZZ

JJ

no

1.23(2)'1O"5K"3/2,

1.85(6)-1O"5K'3/2,

B„ = 1.46(1)-1O"5K"3/>2
zz

This result demonstrates that the efg components may have different
T-dependence in the nonaxial case. In the axial case, because of the
Laplace equation, all three efg components have to possess the same
temperature dependence.

Temperature dependence of tfire
different components for the
nonaxial case 111Cd in GallŁua.

ao

so
Tin KIT*!)

6.2

181
Temg§rature_deEendence_of_sound_induged_§f2ig_for____Tą_in
Tantalum_j;str8b§l_gt_ąliX_R§fi23ii

At a nuclear probe located at a lattice site in Tantalum, no efg is
acting because of the body centered cubic crystal structure. If,
however, a sound wave propagates through the crystal the local strain
deforms the cubic cells and an efg is created. Such sound induced efg's
can be measured by applying the nuclear acoustic resonance (NAB) method.
The principle of the NAS method is quite similar to the conventional
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). Between the Zeeman split levels of
181
the
Ta ground state in an external magnetic field B Q , Am » + 1
and Am - + 2 transitions can be induced in case of resonance between

13

the sound frequency, which i s also the frequency of the created efg,
and the Łarmor frequency oQ • y B o or 2 u o . Por cubic"crystal symmetry
the sound induced efg i s expressed by the elastic strain tensor e a g :

V«a- <S1T S12> < l e « a - J 6 B e - ł eYY>
(20)

V2S44eaB
S

11' S 12' S 44 a r < components of a tensor with rank 4, -called gradient
elastic tensor. The term S ^ - S 1 2 describes a compression of the
cubic cell into a orthorhombic one, the term SĄi a shearing of the
cubic cell. In analogy to NMS the ultrasound absorption A due to
transitions between the magnetically split levels is then:

c 1 (s 1 1 -s 1 2 )+c 2 s44l

(21)

The factors^, c 2 depend on the relative orientations betvreen elastic
strain, B Q and the crystal axis. By an orientation experiment the
quantities (S.^ - S-,) a n d S 44 can be determined independently. Results
as a function of temperature are presented in Fig.8, showing that both
quantities have the same temperature dependence within the experimental
error. The dependence also is consistent with the T
dependence.

.Temperature dependence
of the quantities
S
S
44
1 1 " S 12
by NAR (Ref.13).

[W"V/m»]

$a««alO»|ł-iTwJ
SulO)>IS.7t 03.10* ¥/•»
1
K-"
3000

4000

9000
9000
T u [K t t l

measured

The 1 8 1 Ta in Tantal experiment is the first application of HAR to the
temperature dependence of efg's, induced by sound in cubic metals In principle with this method the temperature dependence of the efg
produced by compression and shearing of the cubic cell can be investi¬
gated separately. Since for both distort Jons conduction electrons with
different local symmetry may contribute, the influence of lattice
vibrations may not be the same.

There is an overwhelming majority of cases, which prove to a high
degree of accuracy, that the temperature dependence of the efg can be
parametrized as:
(1-BT1-5)
(22)
1.5
Few cases do not agree with a T
dependence, some remarks concerning
this point shall be added later A complete listing of all the values
for the slope B, where the pure system and impurity cases are measured.
is shown in Fig.9. The slopes range from 10-5 to 10.-4 K--3/2 and it is
M

z*

**?

•
•
•

•
•

•

Comparison of the values B
for systems where the tem¬
perature dependence is known
for the pure case as well as
for the impurity system.

•
•
•
•

•

*

* ><:
Sb m a B 1 s »

•

•
•
•

•

•
•

•

W
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noteworthy that in general the impurity-host systems have larger
slopes compared to the pure host system. No explanation for this
exists so far.
Let us first consider the pure noncubic metals. As we havs seen from
the phonon model, the temperature dependence is mainly described by
the Debye-Waller factor (Equ.12). With the assumption of the Debye
model the temperature dependent efg is then (Eg.13,14) given by

f(T>]

(23)

If the function f(T) is substituted by the T 1.5
" " dependence, the slopeB
should scale with the atomic mass M and the Debye temperature as M 8 .
In Fig.10 for all the-known pure metals the expression log B-H is
plotted versus log 0 in order to check the relation M - B « e 5 . The slope
in this plot yields C • -2.2(1), which is rather consistent with the
simple assumption of a Debye model so that for further discussion the
following relation is adopted

-1»
Me 2

(24)

Fig. 1O :
Dependence of the quantity
H'b on th.s Debye tempera¬
ture for pure systems.

Effects on the temperature dependence by probe atoms, which are im¬
purities, are much more complicated. It is then necessary to go back
to the appropriate Debye Waller factor (Equ.11) containing also the
mean square displacement of the impurity atom. In the above described

assumption, this would lead to the slope B for impurity systems:

e2

(25)

where now the influence on <u|> is shifted to an effective Oebye
temperature 6 6 f f .
In order to find the effective Oebye temperature, the impurity may
b« imagined as a mass M' exposed to a changed force constant Y ' betwesr. impurity and next host atoms. There exist numerous calculations
on the dynamics based on such lattice models. First, one has to cal¬
culate the change of the phonon spectrum of the impurity and then
approximate this by a Oebye spectrum in order to find e ff . For the
case of unchanged force constants, Y'*Y»the effect of the impurity
mass on the phonon spectrum is illustrated in Fig.11. For lighter im¬
purities a sharp localized mode at a frequency o>ioc above the maximum

Fig.11 :
Phonon spectrum for an impurity
with unchanged Iui.ce cons!.a.-.Łto the next host atoms (Ref.14).

frequency <i>m for a pure system is marked; for heavier impurities an
approximate local mode establishes itself at a lower phonon frequency
"a.loc."
Ohashi and Kobayashi (Ref.15), to quote only one of the theoretical
results, obtains for the effective Debye temperature
8

eff

-0.675(1-Y/Y1)] "1/2

With this relation the slope B for an impurity system- can be traced
back to the quantity Y / Y 1 . Here the situation becomes very unsatis¬
factory, since no real microscopic theory exists, which could predict
the quantity Y/Y'• Systematic analysis of Y/Y' via the slope B may
help to find relations between Y/Y' and impurity or host atom para¬
meters.

17

The temperature dependence of the sfg acting at 1 8 1 T a probes in hexa¬
gonal Holmium metal shows a pronounced deviation from the usual T 1 ' 5
behaviour. This result, which is presented in Fig.12, was obtained by
a perturbed angular correlation experiment, using radioactive 1 8 1 H f
parent nuclei. The temperature dependence of
Ta in Luthenium, which
o no an

300

TEW0UTWS (Kl
400
900

(00

Temperature dependence of the
guadrupole frequency
v Q - «oQ/2w for 1 8 i Ta in Ho
(closed circles) and 1 8 1 T a
in Lu (open triangles)(Ref.16).

is also member of the Lanthanides, shows the usual T 1 " 5 dependence in
contrast to 1 8 1 T a in Ho (Fig.12). An explanation of the deviation is
based on the unfilled 4 f electron shell in Ho, whereas in Lu the 4 t"
shell is filled. Phenomenologically to the normal lattice efg a contri¬
bution due to the thermal average of the electronic guadrupole moraent
is added (J electron spin):
(1 - C < 3 J ~ - J ~ > T )

(27)

The last term can be interpreted as a "guadrupole susceptibility".
This ansatz leads to the following temperature dependence:
„1.5. [ 1 - C < 3 J2. - ,
>T]
A fit of this expression to the data (see solid lines in Fig.12)
yields:
181
A:

18

181
Ta Lu

Ta Ho

.5 • 1 0

17

B:

1 .2 • 10"

C:

0 .048

5

V/cm
IT*/

2

2

5 . 5 • 1O 17 V/cm 2
1 . 5 • ID"5

0

K-3/2

(28)

Within the framework of the above considerations of a quadrupole
susceptibility the found deviations from the otherwise unique T 1 " 5
in rare-earth metals even when probe atoms have closed shell configu¬
rations can be understood. More microscopic informations how the host
charge deformation contributes to the screened potential are however
needed.
This work was partially supported by the Bundesminlsterium ftir
Forschung und Technologie,Bonn.
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Electric Field Gradients in Cubic Alloys ~^-

K. Królas
Institute of Physics, Jagellonian University, Cracow

Introduction
In a pure metal with the cubic structure the electric field gra¬
dient /EFG/ vanishes at each lattice site due to charge symmetry.
An impurity atom destroys symmetry and it3 charge excess induces the
EFG at neighbouring lattice sites. In a dilute alloy the EFG is diffe¬
rent from zero only at impurity surroudings and its magnitude dependson
the

distance from the impurity atom. A probe atom selected by mear.3

a specific method of the hyperfine interaction studies ia exposed to
this field gradient and measures directly its value.
Since the main purpose of the EPG measurements is to get informa¬
tion on electronic features of studied alloys it is necessary to elimi¬
nate an EPG dependence on a geometrical configuration of the probe and
impurity atoras. It is therefore crucial to learn as much as possible
about the distribution of the impurity atoms with respect to the probe.
An approach to this problem depends on whether the probe is an im¬
purity or the host atom. In the first case the probe itself perturbs
the lattice order and one can expect an interaction between the probe
and the other impurity atoms to be the interaction between lattice pc^it
defects. This leads to a nonstatistieal distribution of impurities
around the probe since some configurations of the probe and the impurity
atoms are more probable than it would happen for randomly scattered
atoms. In the second case the host atom chosen as a probe does not in¬
teract with impurities and all lattice sites in its surroundings are
equally favoured for the location of the impurity atom. In particular
for very dilute alloys the random distribution of impurities at lattice
sites around the probe is usually assumed. Por a given crystal structure
the probability of impurity position in the first, second and next nearest
shells around the probe can be easily calculated from the alloy concen¬
tration.

This procedure was used in EPff investigations with NMR method in
fil
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which for example Cu and Al nuclei were the probes in the copper
and aluminium based alloys, respectively. In hyperfine interaction mea¬
surements using nuclear radiation a suitable radioactive isotope of an
element usually different from the alloy components is introduced into the
matrix. The results obtained with the Mossbauer Effect and the time-diiferential perturbed angular correlation /TDPAC/ methods are analysed assu¬
ming that only some expected probe-impurity configurations are present.
In the analysis of the resulting spectra usually one searches for a few
components with the hyperfine interaction parameters attributed to each
particular configuration.
The purpose of this talk is to review results of EFG measurements
in cubic alloys with a random impurity distribution obtained in NMR expe¬
riments and to compare) them with data obtained when using TDPAC method.
Also some features of the EPG in cubic and hexagonal lattices will "be
briefly discussed.
Results of EFG measurements with NMR
First evidence of the hyperfine quadrupole interaction in cubic
alloys was given by Bloembergen and Rowland [1] who noticed the decrease
in the NMR. signal amplitude of ^Cu in CuZn alloys with increasing impu¬
rity concentration. Later two other new NMR techniques of the BPG inves¬
tigation in cubic alloys were developed. In the first method with high
magnetic field applied the satellite lines arising from the quadrupole
hyperfine interaction are observed while the main absorption signal comes
from nuclei not exposed.to the EPG [2j . In the other one an improvement
of the detection sensitivity allowed to measure directly the frequencies
which corespond to the splitting of nuclear sublevels by the pure quadru¬
pole interaction [3] . !Uhe application of the NMR methods for the EPG in¬
vestigation in cubic alloys was extensively reviewed by G.Gruner and
M.Minier[4].
In the first order perturbation calculations the energies of the
NMR transitions at the probe nucleus exposed to a magnetic field and
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to an axially symmetric EPG, can be expressed "by

/ V

where e<ł"Tz„ is * n e E^G component inj

the direction of the symmetry

axis /see lecture by O.Schatz/. I,Q and m denote spin, quadrupole mo¬
ment of the nucleus and magnetic quantum number of the nuclear sublevel,
respectively. © is;the angle between the magnetic field and the principal
axis of the EFG directions.
As seen from formulae hi the h)>1 »„ _.. ,„ transition is not affected
by the quadrupole interaction.' A small effect, however, appears in the
second perturbation calculation /see [$}/* In the absence of the EFG- all
transitions have the same energy and a single radio frequency absorption
line is observed. The EFG acting at the site of -the nucleus shifts the
NMR transition energy proportionally to its magnitude. The m and © depen¬
dence of hV
J.eads to a complex NMR spectrum which is i additionally comm*»m— i

•

,

plicated due to different EPG values at different probe atom sites.
To simplify an experimental data analysis one can assume thait a pro¬
be nucleus contributes fully to the NMR signal, if there is no imparity
within a critical radius r., and it does not contribute

if there is at

least one impurity within a critical radius r-. The probe nucleus? .con¬
tributes to NMR signal only by its i/2»-1/2 transition if there iis at
least one impurity in the volume between the spheres with radii ru and" r ? .
The number

of atoms within the spheres r 1 and r_ are called the sfirst-

order wipe-out number and the second-order wipe-out number, respectively.
The wipe-out numbers can be found experimentally by measuring tfee
variation of the central resonance line amplitude as a function of the
impurity concentration.
. T'ore detailed information can be obtained by measuring the positions
of the satellites lines. This technique is useful in the EFG investiga¬
tion only near the impurity,when the EPG is large and the resulting shift,
may exceed the width of the IJMR signal. The study of the intensity and
position of these lines as a function of crystallographic orientation
of the single crystal sample allows the identification of the probe-

impurity configuration.
Using the field cycling technique it is possible to observe the tran¬
sition between sublevels of the probe nucleus splitted by the EFG in the
absence of the magnetic field. Ihis technique allows to measure weaker
SPG than the gradient measured by the observation of satellite lines
but "the asslgnement of the detected transition to the various shells
around the impurities is more difficult. Both techniques complement each
other and are used for detailed investigation of the EPG near impurity.
The most complete results using different types of experiments were
obtained for copper and aluminium based alloys with s-p and d impurities.
As an example the resulting wipe-out numbers for some Cu alloys are
shown in Table 1.

Tablei.

•

The first-and second- order wipe-out numbers in copper
alloys taken from [5j

Impurity
Wipe-out
numbers
n

1

a

2

Zn

Ga

Ge

490

900

1400

18

38

63

As

80

i

Pd

Pt

1200

2100

34

60

The possible correlation of the second order wipe-out numbers with
the impurity charge Z' and with change in the lattice parameter are
shown in Flgsi 1 and 2, respectively. Whereas the correlation with ihe
impurity charge excess seems tc be quite obvious the variation with the
lattice stress parameter appears nearly random. Because of a poor solu¬
bility of most impurities in aluminium the wipe-out numbers data for
aluminium based alloys are rather scarce but from the available data it
follows that there is! no simple correlation between the impurity charge
ana the

n.

parameter in this case.

Pig.1. Correlation of the second
Pig.2.
order wipe-out numbers with
solute valence Z' in Cu.
Data taken from T.J.Rowland's
T.J.Rowlands
paper [5] and plotted in [6j .

The variation of the second
order wipe-out numbers for
the Cu alloys against the
change., of the llattice para., [6] #
meter -

The results of extensive studies of copper and aluminium alloys
with several impurities using the single crystal technique are shown
in the Table 2.
Table 2. The first neighbour electric field gradient in copper and
aluminium alloys, q. - EFG component in the impurity direction
9 - asymmetry paraneter. [<Q~ 10 cm
Data taken from the review article [4] .

Host

Impurity

EFG
Ag

Al

In

Sn

Sb

Pd

Si

Ge

?

0.216 0.556 0.316 0.849 O.966 1.11
0.70 0.036 0.32 0.63 0.74

0.713 0.676
1.30 1.10

?

0.218 0.1S2 0,180 0.266
0.31 0.03 0.30 0.37

0.282 0.328
0.03 0.03

<*.
Cu

. Cd

'
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The most unexpected result for Cu alloys is a large asymmetry parameter
of the nearest neighbour EPG. In a few cases the principal axis of the
5?G does not even coincide with the impurity-probe direction. In the
case of Al alloys the nonaxially symmetric EPG also occurs at the lat¬
tice sites nearest to the impurity but the tf parameter is usually lower
than in the case of Cu alloys. Any distinct corelation between q.and »
parameters was not found. The EPG in copper alloys increases with impu¬
rity valence while in aluminium alloys it does not change significantly.
For some dilute aluminium alloys the EPG at more distant lattice
sites was measured. To compare data for different impurities and diffe¬
rent probe-impurity distances-r EPG values were normalized by the first
order wipe-out numbers n, and r to the power of -3. Results obtained
are shown in Pig.3.

Impurity

0-05

O

0-04

a

4
•
•

Mg
in
O.

•

Os

O

ii

O

Cu

A

Ag

o-*
003

.i.

00!

V
SFWI nuniMr

<jfr)r /n,. values in various aluminium alloys.
The arrow indicates the mean value £3J.
Nearly the same mean values of the q(r)r /n 1 parameter for the first,
third and fourth neighbour in spite of a little lower value for the
second neighbour indicate that the assumed r dependence of q(r) is
reasonable.

Results of EPS measurements with TUPAC
The majority of the EFG investigations with TDPAC method ware per¬
formed using as a probe nucleus
Cd arising in the
In radioactive
decay. She- decay soheme of
In as well as of
Ag is shown in Pig. 4.

Pig,4.

Decay scheme of

Ag and

In

The interaction of.the quadrupole moment of the 111.
'''Cd nucleus
1-5/2, 247 keV excited state with the EPG perturbss the angular corelation of the 171-247 keV f-y cascade. She quadrupole interaction frequen-

^tt " T*"

/2/

can be extracted from the intensity ratio

1 8 0180
r.
PC
') "
166;' *t{
m
where ft(6,t) are coincidence time spectra obtained with,' angles 6 equal
to 180° and 90°. 9 is an angle between ccounters detecting the 173 ke7 and
247 keV fradiations. H(e,t) is given by

N(ett)-uoe*t/Tw(®»t) >

A/

where VQ and x are the number of coincidences at t»0 and the life time
of the 247 keV excited state," respectively.
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In case ot polycryśtallinej samples and an axially symmetric
the angular correlation function W(e,t) can be written as
w(e,t) » 1 + A2G2(t)P2(cos « ) ,
where the perturbation factor G, (t) is a simple function of the quadrupole Interaction frequency [7]

111
h»0

with

V

/8/

It is easy to show that
R(t) - A 2 G 2 (t).

/9/

In cubic alloys the probe nuclei are exposed to different EFG's values«Assuming|th^EFG distribution as a sum of several components which
describe various probe-impurity configurations and taking into account
the influence of the more distant impurities on the EFG magnitude
the G„(t) factor can be expressed in the following way: [s]

G29(t)
-Tc.G?;
l
A12 t

G,(t}-Ts,t)
c. * „4- cosfno
zn
01 exp(-i/2ff nt).
i

The c. are the fractions of the probe atoms which have the same nearest
surroundings and are exposed to the EFG described by Lorentzian distri¬
bution of the quadrupole frequencies with mean value w . and width <?..
In case of the nonaxial EPS the s 2

and n coefficients in Eq./1O/ are

functions of the asymmetry parameter [7J.
Examples of the time dependence of the perturbation factor for
an unique EFGr as expressed by formulae 111 and a Lorentzian disrtibution
of the EI'G acting on different probe nuclei are shown in Pig.5.
The majority ot the EPG in cubic alloys investigation by the TUPAC
method were performed with

In as the probe and for silver dilute

alloys with s-p and some- transition metal impurities. Both

In probe

atoms and the impurity atoms are charge defects in the silver lattice.
An interaction between such point defects depends on their charge
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V^V
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•
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Pig.5. Examples of the differential
attenuation coefficient G ? (t) for
a gamma cascade of 1*5/2 Intermidiate state and for different
distributions of the V «eq compo¬
nent of an axially symmetric EFG.

excesses. In a frame of Priedel model £93 one finds the repulsive inte¬
raction for the nearest neighbour defects with the same sign and the
atractive interaction between defects with the oposite sign of the charge
excess.
An example of the first case is the interaction between In and Sn
atoms which both posess positive charge excesses in the silver lattice.
Consequently In probe and Sn impurity atoms in the silver host appear
as the nearest neighbours rarely thus a distinct G-(t) component related

MM

Pig.6. TDPAC spectra of
In in
AgSn alloys. Solid lines are
weighted least-squares fits
to Bq. /10/ with only one
parameter 9.

2J>

to the EFG produced by "the Sn atom as the nearest neighbour should not
be expected. "The experimental data on the G o (t) factor measurements for
111
(
In in AgSn alloys are shown in Fig.6. The solid curves on the figure
represent the^results of the least square fits of the G_(t) expressed
*y /10/. The best fit was obtained when only one component of the G (t)
A - 1 / with, the mean value of 6>o«O was assumed. 3!hia means that the only
parameter describing the KF6 was the width - C o f the EPG lorentzian dis¬
tribution centred around zero. This parameter ia related to gross overall
quadrupole effects likewise the wipe-out numbers in HHR experiments quo¬
ted above. The"results of the ©measurements for various silver alloys
with aboutjG»5# impurity concentration are shown in Pig.7.
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Pig.7. Correlation of the width of the
EPG distribution with the impu¬
rity charge excess AZ in silver
alloys. Impurity concentration
e0.595. Data taken partially
from [8] and [10] .

Similary as the' second order wipe-out numbers for copper dilute alloys
/Pig.1./ , C parameter for silver shows clearly a correlation with the
impurity charge excess.
An effect of the atractive interaction between In and the impurities
of the negative charge excess in silver was nicely illustrated by obser¬
vation of two distinct components in the G,(t) spectra [11J, [i2J
The results of G 2 (t) factor measurements for some AgPd alloys are shown
in Fig.S.
One observes the G2(t) component identical with the previously dis¬
cussed in the case of AgSn alloys / compare Fig.6/ corresponding to the
small EPG produced by Pd atoms which occupy the lattice sites far from '
In probes. Aditionally the second component characteristic for large EFG
appears in all spectra as periodic oscilations. While the frequancy -u0
of these oscilationa remains constant, the amplitude increases with the
impurity concentration. This indicates that the EPG related to « 0
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lOO

200

SOT

' :

ił tlił

?ig.B. TDPAC spectra of '"in in AgPd alloys. Solid curves are the
suits of the least squares fits of Eq/lO/.

111
? i g . 9 .TOPACspectra of
'Ag.and
In in Ag
Pd
. Solid lines are
the f i t s of Eq./10/in *«ja case and an/apprópriate procedure in
1111
Ag case / s e e f i ? ] / . Dash curve is drown to coE^are the result^
of both experiments.

3'

originates f roa one particular probe-impurity configuration. The EPG mag¬
nitude suggests that it is 'the nearest neighbour configuration, which is
next confirmee! by the result of the additional experiment with the
probe in the Ag „ P d „
*yf

111

Ag

alloy [13] shown in Pig.9. In this case the probe

5

Ag atoms are the host atoms and because of the expected random dis¬
tribution of the Pd impurity charges one can apply the statistical pro¬
cedure in a calculation of the quadrupole interaction frequencies.
The obtained values of these frequencies for the impurity atom being the
first, second, third and fourth nearest neighbour are listed in Table 3.
Table 3.

The quadrupole interaction frequencies of
decay in. Ag „_Pd

Q,

Cd azćer

Ag

alloy attributed to different impurity-

probe distances.

first
neighbour

second
neighbour

third
neighbour

fourth
neighbour

43.0 ±1.7

17.714.0

3.5 + 3.3

4.4t2.0

O.42iO.4O

0.82* 0.35

1

1.17±0.23

/arbitrary
units/

The nearest neighbour EFG measurements were also performed for a few
ropper and gold "based alloys £14J . The results are presented in Table 4
?.nd some examples are shown in Ęig.10.
•'-•hie 4 .

111,
The quadrupole interaction frequencies for ' ' 'Cd in Cu,
Ag and An with Pd and Pt impurities at room temperature [14].

Host
Impurity

32

Cu

Pd

4S,6±0.5

Pt

78.8 + 0.8

Ag
43.7± 0.3
76.3iO.6

Au
13.3±0.3
38.8 + 0.8

A&i)

Pig.10. TEPAC spectra in copper,
silver ana goldj alloys with
0.3# platinum impurity.

IM

In each case the observed EFG within the limits of experimental uncer¬
tain! ty was axially symmetric/n^b.2/ . The most accurate.value of the
asymmetry parameter was obtained for AgPt alloy where »• 0.03± 0.05.
This is in contrast to the KMR results where for most studied eases the
asymmetry was observed* The only system for which the nearest neighbour
EFG was measured with Cu probe by NMR and with
Cd probe by TDPAC
method is CuPd alloy. A comparison of the results obtained by botbJ
methods gives identical EFG on Cu and
Cd nuclei if one takes the
proper Sternheiner factors into account fl5] .
The temperature dependence of the EPS in cubic alloys
In hexagonal metals the decrease of the EFG with temperature is
well reproduced by a
q(t)~(i- BT 3 / 2 )
relation [is] , where B is a constant of order 10 K
.
Ix has been shown recently [17J that approximately the same q.(T) depen¬
dence ia valid in case of the EFG in cubic alloys. Tha results of the SFG
measurements performed at different temperatures were analysed in terms
of the dependence given by formulae /11/. The parameter B extracted from
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T-dtpwJwct of łh« EF«

••w 1

, 1 1 ,J
MSmlm

Fig.11. Temperature dependence of the EPS in cubic alloys.
B parameter defined by Eq./11/ for different probe in
various host-impurity systems. The open circles denote
the B for the nearest neighbour EFG* Solid points de¬
note the results of 5(l) data analysis. Dash curves are
only to guide the eye. The lower limit of the B para¬
meter for non-cubic metals is also indicated.
this analysis is shown in Pig.11. It is seen that the temperature depen¬
dence of the EFG created by the distant impurities is nearly as strong
as for the non-cubic metals. In the same time the B parameter for the
nearest neighbour EPG in different alloys is almost constant and syste maticaly about one order of magnitude lower / B~2«10" K~/ /. Similar
systematics was presented by Weidinger and all P8j \ but here some additio¬
nal points coming from recent results [19] are added.

Final remarks
The results of the EPG measurements in the cubic alloys, are usually
discussed in a frame of the Priedel model [4] . In this model the EPG
in a vicinity of the impurity originates from the conduction electrons
which screen the charge excess of the impurity.
It seems to be appropriate to compare the features of the EFG
established for cubic alloys with those observed for other metalic sys¬
tems. For the non-cubic metals two main features were established, /see
lecture by G.Sehatz/

The first one is the universal correlation of the determined EPG'g with
the lattice electric field gradient which can be accurately calculated.
Xhe other one is the temperature dependence of the EFG which for diffe•l/n

rent metalic systems is always reproduced by the very simple T
rela¬
tion.
In cubic alloys the similar features discussed earlier exhibit the
EFG created at distant from the impurity lattice sites. Xhe proportiona¬
lity to the impurity charge excess together with the r radial depen¬
dence would correspond to the universal correlation quoted above.
Also when increasing temperature this EPG decreases roughly as fast in
the non-cubic metals case.
In contrast to that the nearest neighbour EPG does not show any correla¬
tion with the impurity charge excess and also its temperature dependence
is much weaker. Probably some other mechanisms should be taken into ac¬
count in consideration of the nearest neighbour EPG origin.
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INTRODUCTION
Inorganic oxide glasses are the oldest known non-crystalline
materials,made perhaps as early as 2500 B.C. by firing soda and sand,
as proved from archeological findings in Indian and Egyptian regions.
Inspite of competition from plastics, and new amorphous materials,
such glasses are of great technological importance due to its great
structural versatility and wide application. These glasses are
prinipally made from oxides of B, Si, P etc. as network formers with
the oxides of Na, K, Ca, Ba, Pb, Hd, Fe, Co, V etc. as network modifie¬
rs.

Presently, the glasses of any strength one wishes to have bet¬

ween the metal and honey, of any conductivity between that of metals
and insulators, of any magnetic characteristics between that of air
and ferrites, and of wide uses right from the detector of nuclear
radiation to the source of powerful laser beam have been succesfully
developed by the suitable material preparation techniques.(1)
A number of spectroscopic methods has been used in recent
years to study these glasses as shown in Fig.l based upon the
the estimates of Wong and Angell (2) . Out of the various appropriate
techniques, MSssbauer, UMR, and EPR

are used for using the presence

of 'hyperfine interactions to elucide the various structural details.
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HYPERFINE INTERACTIONS
It is customery to express the hyperfine Interactions
in the form of Hamiltonian,(3)
H

hf = H < E 0 ) + H ( M 1 > + H ( E 2 )
where E0, ill, and ME2 are the electric monopole, the magnetic
dipole and electric guadrupole terms in a multipole expansion.
H(E0) in eq.(I) menifests itself in (i) isomer shift(IS) in
MiJssbauer Spectroscopy, (ii) total NMR shielding constants in
NMR spectroscopy, and (iii) binding energy differences in ESCA
spectroscopy.

The H(M1) manifests itself in (1) A tensor in

spin Hamiltonian in NMR and EPR spectroscopy, (ii) the internal
fields in Mossbauer.spectroscopy. The H(E2) menifests itself in
guadrupole splitting of lines in NMR and Mttssbauer spectra. As
this term is a function of distribution around the nucleus(reso¬
nance absorption in which is to be measured),and is the measure
of deviation from cubic symmetry, it is of great importance in all
the above techniques.

Host extensive applications of magnetic resonance to the
investigation of the structure of glassy materials have been
to the study of borate structural anomaly in borates, borosilicates and many other boron containing glasses. Bray and
coworkers (4) have made most extensive use of H(E2) term in eg.(I)
for this purpose. Before 1970, the heavy reliance on finger-print
approach i.e. comparing the glass spectra with the corresponding
crystalline spectra limited the information obtainable from NMR
and EPR. The developement of computer simulation techniques by
Taylor and Bray (5) on the one hand , and transformation techniques
by Patterson, Xurkjian and Carnevale (6) on the other hand has made
magnetic reronance techniques very useful In structure.! analysis.
In recent years, many studies on oxide glasses using the
MSssbauer technique too have been reported, (7,8). Most of attention
has been towards the study of coordination numbers, the different
charge states, and the identification of precitipated phases. The
author and coworkers,(9,10), have attempted to study the effect
of boron anomaly on IS and quadrupole splitting (DQ) parameters
in a few borates and borosilicates containing Fe-O, using the
computer analysis of carefully recorded MBssbauer spectra in these.
In the following sections the boron anomaly, its Importance and
the author and coworkers _(9,10) recent results are discussed.

STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF BORATE GLASSES
Consider a B 2 O 3 glass. Its structure is such that (i) each
B is triangularly coordinated by 3 0, (ii) each oxygen atom
is shared between two B,0- units, i.e. is the bridging oxygen,
and (iii) major part of glass Is madeup of boroxol rings B^Og, (11)
H>ig.2].Let us now consider the addition of Me 0 , y=2 or 1 , and
assume that resultant glass after melt and quenching is xMe 0.
(l-x)B2O3,where Me is network modifing atom like Na,Pb etc. Assuming
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that Me atoms are randomly distributed throughout the holes in
the glassy network, the extra 0,associated earliar to Me before
quenching

is observed in borates to be used up,either to form

BO^ units, i.e. tetrahedrally coordinated B,or (BO,)" units,i.e.
B coordinated with 2 bridging oxygens and a nonbridging 0, or
in network former of random MeO network. Fig.3 exhibits different
possible effects in xMe0.(l-x}B 2 O 3 glass.
The fraction of B0 4 units after being studied by various
techniques like NMR, x-ray, I.R. and U.V. etc., has shown the
existance of three structural regions in this glass.The variation
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of N 4 , the ratto of B0 4 to BO 3 or (B0 3 )" units is as shown in Fig.4.
Region narked 1 in FigJ^is called the accumulation region. This
is due to the facts that (i) N 4 * x/(l-x) which means each extra
0 accumulating in glass on increasing x is used up in formation of
BO^ units alone, (ii) BO^ are not bound to each other but to the 4
BO, units surrounding it, and (iii) absence of (B0.)~ units.
Region marked 2 in Fig.4, and marked 3 in Fig.1are called destructive
regions. In these regions'extra O provided by increasing x is
used up in formation of (BO,)~ units or MeO glassy network with¬
in the borate network. In region 2, W 4 increases with x less
rapidly with x unlike the case in region 1, i.e. rt^ incresingly
deviates from x/(l-x) value on increasing x. In region 3, N 4
actually decreases with increase in x.
buch a variation of N. has important technological sig¬
nificance for borates and borosilicates. As shown in Fig.5,
the coeffient of linear expansion exhibits a minima, the softning
temperature shows a maxima, absorption of ultravoilet shows a
sharp rise at some value of x around the boundary between region
1 and 2. Similar features are noted in stength, thermal conduc¬
tivity, electrical properties etc. The position of boundary
between region 1 and 2 can be-altered by addition of SiO2, A12°3
etc. Hence, the above refered boron structural anomaly provides a
method to prepare oxide glasses of desired viscosity at a
given T, desired softning T, desired thermal expansion, desired
electrical and optical characterstics by adjusting x. Me, and t»j mixing
additional network formers.
The NMR investigations of borates and borosilicates have
played very important role in the analysis of BO^, BO^, BO^~ units,
a* each type of unit has different magnitude of H(E2) of eq.(I).£12)
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MOSSBAUER SPECTROSCOPIC INVESTIGATIONS
iio»t of Mttsibauer studies in inorganic oxide glasses
have been performed by doping these glasses with Fe 2 O 3 due to
(i) the etMe with which the spectra could be recorded, (ii) even
though iron is not generally a major constituent in glass, it is
some-tine an useful and sometimes troublesome impurity, (iii)
semiconductionphenomenon seen in some borates containg the
transition metal oxides, and (iv) the formation of magnetic
structures. The study of H(B0) using IS parameter has provided
the definite indication of a tetrahedral coordination of Fe 3 +

in silicates, and of an octrahedral coordination of Fe 3 + in
2+
phosphates, and the existence of Fe

, magnetic phases etc.

In borates,the assignment of octrahedral and tetrahedral coor¬
dination to Fe has been found to be bit difficult. Some progress
has however has been made recently by the developement of
computer techniques,(13). The use of such an analysis in future
may make the study of H(E0) term as imporant tool to structural
analysis.
The use of H(E2) term as observed in the form of DO for
analysis of the important anomaly pointed above is still in the
process of developement.T.Raman et.al (14) has attempted to correlate
IS and DQ parameters variation with x to boron anomaly in several
alkali, calcium and aluminium oxide , and Pe.O, doped borate glasses.
The author and his coworkers (9,10) have also made such measurements
in xPbO.(l-x)B2O3 doped with 5 to 10 raole% Fe.O, / and soda-borate
glasses containg 10 mole% Fe2°3

bv M

°ssbauer technique with an

Improved precision and the use of computer analytical techniques.
The lead borate system was choosen due to its wide glass forming
region and the large solubility of Fe,O3.
Fig. 6 exhibits the variation of IS and DQ with x. The
three regions shown in Fig.4 and three

different mode of variation

in DQ in Fig.6 shows a close resembelance. The similar changes
have been noticed by us in soda-borates,(10). The IS does
not exhibit such a marked dependance on x. This is not unexpected
as IS is determined mostly by the nature of bonding between the Fe
and nearest neighbour ions.
It can be hoped that (i) developement of suitable computer
simulation.techniques on the line of NMR (5,6), (ii) the precision
measurements as well as simultaneous use of EPR, NMR and SAXS,
and- (iii) the detailed theoretical developement, can make the
study of hyperfinefine interactions by MOssbauer spectroscopy
a Important tool for structure analysis in inorganic oxide glasses.

Fig. 6

Variation of IS, PQ 1 B xPbO •(!-*)

•

10 mole *
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QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION
IN METALS
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"Results of Quadrupole interaction Measurements in Metals"

^f

E. Bodenstedt, Institut fur Strahlen- und Kernphysik der Univ. Bonn
1) General remarks
We heard in the first week of the winterschool already about many experi¬
mental results for the quadrupole interaction of different probe nuclei
in metals. In spite of the tremendous effort which has been spent by
different groups during the last years on the problem the theory of the
absolute electric field gradient and its temperature dependence is still
in a bad shape. Certainly progress has been made, however, predictions
for the electric field gradient of unknown systems on the basis of these
theoretical calculations are still very inaccurate.
On the other hand the systematic experimental investigation during the
last few years gave a tremendous amount of data — the quadrupole inter1)2)
action has been measured in 159 different systems
- and from studies
of these data a few remarkable correlations and trends have been
detected. This is quite a challange for further theoretical work. But a
study of the measured cases in detail shows also that more experimental
work is needed since in many cases the sign of the quadrupole interaction
is not known, in many cases the lattice loc&tion of the probe nuclei is
not really known or data are too inaccurate or electric quadrupole
moments are unknown or badly known, or known values are wrong.
At present we are close to, but we have not reached the aim of being able
to predict the electric field gradient for any combination of probe
nucleus and host in order to derive electric quadrupole moments from
measured hyper fine interactions. I should like to point out that this is
still a very attractive aim for nuclear physics since many new cases can
be studied in principle by on-line experiments with recoil implantation
of probe nuclei into any metallic host after exci'tation, especially of
long lived high spin states by use of heavy ion reactions.
The following discussion is to clarify what our present knowledge and
state of understanding is with respect to some of the important problems
of the subject.

2) Lattice location of probe ions
Years ago it was assumed by most people working in the field that the ob¬
servation of a unique interaction allows the conclusion that the probe
nucleus is on a substitutional position. But at the Hyperfine Interaction
Conference in Uppsala (1974) the Raghavan group reported
the obser111
vation that the quadrupole interaction of
Cd in the host beryllium was
quite different when different parent nuclei which populate the same
state were implanted, i.e. 111 Ag, 1 1 1 In and 1 1 1 m Cd. In the meanwhile a
systematic investigation of the site of many different impurities im¬
planted in the matrix Be has been performed by use of the channeling
4)
technique at Bell Labs.
The results together with the old data by the
Raghavan group are shown in Table 1.

site

substitutional
tetrahedral
octrahedral
random

Table 1:

implanted element

Li, Os, Pt, Ag
Ti, V, Mo, Gd, W, Th, U, Cd, In
Ga, Ce, As, Sb, I, Xe, Cs, Ba, Tl, Pb, Bi
H, He

Recent results for lattice location of different elements im¬
planted in Be. 3 ) 4 )

Apparently in the host beryllium most impurity atoms prefer the tetra¬
hedral or the octahedral interstitional site, whereas the substitutional
site is only taken in a few cases.
Our present knowledge seefits to indicate, however, that the host beryllium
is an exceptional case. A recently published table on the results of
lattice location studies by channeling experiments
shows that in most
cases substitutional positions were found, in some cases a random distri¬
bution, and only in a few cases interstitional positions.
The discussion of this question in the panel gave a few additional interesting points of view:
a) It was suggested that someone should compare the systematic informa¬
tion, about interstitial or substitutional positions of impurity atoms
with diffusion data. The diffusion constants for atoms prefering an
interstitial site should be dramatically different from those who prefer

1*9

the substitutional site • (Gonsor).
b) A remark was nade concerning the usefullness of the Miedema
condi¬
tions for a prediction whether an Implanted impurity atom takes a
substitutional site or not. A recent investigation by Kaufmann et al.
showed that the Miedeaa plot for 25 Metallic elements combined with the
host Be gave good agreement with the experimental results obtained by
channeling for implanted probes in spite of the fact that the implanted
atoms fora only metastable micro-alloy*. The Darken-Gurry ' plot fails
to describe the same data (B. Sawioka).
c) It was mentioned that a unique interaction observed after ion implan¬
tation is quite often destroyed after annealing, which means that unique
sites reached after ion implantation may not be the thermodynamical
equilibrium sites. In such cases it may be doubtful whether channeling
experiments really determine the original unperturbed site. The channe¬
ling ions might throw Impurity atom)out of their inetastable site.
The conclusion is that in the majority of quadrupole interactions
measured the field gradient at a substitutional site is actually obser¬
ved. More lattice location studies are needed, however, in order to prove
the correctness of this statement in the critical cases.

3) The "universal correlation between ionic and electronic contribution"
When the "universal correlation" between ionic and electronic contribu¬
tions to the electric field gradient in metals was proposed by Raghavan
9)
et al. , the empirical evidence was not yet absolutely convincing. Host
data which have been obtained since then, confirm the universal corre¬
lation, but there are also definitely a few cases where the sign of the
electronic contribution is not opposite to that of the ionic contribu¬
tion. In most of these exceptions the probe ion has an unfilled inner
electronic shell which is probably responsible for the other sign. The
scattering of the factor K defined by (see Fig. 1):

eq « (1-K)

U£

shows that additional factors must play a role for the total EFG. It is
interesting to see that the systematics of the EFGs for the single probe
197
nucl
nucleus
Hg in different host metals (see Fig. 2) shows less scattering.
The essential progress made in empirical studies of the validity of the
"universal correlation" was achieved by determining the sign of the EFG
in many new cases.
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Fig. 1: Plot of the electronic

Fig. 2: The EFG observed for the probe
197
contribution eg versus
Hg in several
host metals
197
the ionic contribution
5/2 ( Hg) = 0.47 b is
of the electric field
used) / taken front ref. 10.
gradient in metals,
taken from ref. 9.
1

4) Recent experiments on the sign of EPG'S in metals
The most powerful technique to measure the sign of an electric quadripole
interaction is the measurement of the angular distribution of deexcifcation gamma rays after nuclear quadrupole orientation at low temperatures
in an aligned single crystal probe. Depending on the sign of the
quadrupole interaction the low m-states or the high m-states are popu¬
lated predominately according to the Boltzmann-distribution at low
temperature:

g
4

QT

T

As an example for the application of this technique table 2 shows

probe

host

C I4H

["]

122

Sb

Sb

_ 26 (2)

124

Sb

Sb

- 58 (6)

175

Hf

Be

- 173 (20)

+ 2.7

(+)

175

Hf

Zn

+ 211 (10)

+ 2.7

<-)

197

™Hg

Be

- 135 (15)

+ 1.61

(+)

In

+ 104 (5)

+ 1.61

(->

Zn

+ 164 (5)

197m
198

Hg

Au

+ 0.47

(-)
(->

(-)

Table 2: Preliminary NO-results by Herzog and Reuschenbach (BONN)
unpublished preliminary nuclear orientation data obtained by Herzog
3
4
and Reuschenbach with the He - He low temperature system in Bonn.
Apparently the sign for the system
SbSb contradicts the Raghavan
correlation whereas all the other cases where the sign of the quadrupole
moment is known confirm it. (The absolute values of the interaction
frequencies are not yet reliable since the fraction of probe nuclei on
unique sites is still unknown in these cases.) A possible explanation for
the exception in the case of Sb might be the fact that Sb is not a really
good metal and covalent bonds might contribute to the electronic contri¬
bution to the EFG.
In the discussion it was remarked that also the nuclear orientation group
in Berlin (Brewer) found some deviations in the sign of the EFG's which
show interesting systematic trends.

5) Probe dependence of the EFG in metals
In a well known paper by G.S. Collins ' presented at the Madison
Conference a strong dependence of the EFG on the valence of the probe
was detected. His plot (see Fig. 3 ) , seems to indicate that eq e l for
a given host is a linear function of the valence z., but not proportional
to
^~J|& a s proposed by the Raghavan correlation.
This diagram is not correct since we know today that some of the
assumptions on the Q^-values are wrong.
(The guadrupole moment of the 9/2 state of 6 7 Zn was determined by a
M5ssbauer experiment as 0.62 b 1 2 ' instead of the assumed value 0.2 b;
Collins assumed furtheron for the Q -value of the 9/2 state of 69Ge
32

the same value as that measured for the 9/2 state of 73 Ge which is known
as - 0.17 b. This is certainly not correct, since he did not take into
account the subshell filling factor 13) ( ^ - — ^ p H ) which is postulated
by the shell model.
Pig 3:
l7

V* U0 Vcm'*l

Probe dependence of V
for the host
Zn, taken from ref. 11. The open
points use more realistic values
for the quadrupole moments.
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Ge has probably like

Zn three neutrons in the g n / o subshell coupled
'

69

to I = 9/2 and it is therefore more realistic to assume for
Ge the
same quadrupole moment as for
Zn). With the more realistic values for
the quadrupole moments the data in Collins plot show no longer a linear
relation. If, however, the factor (1- J&(probe)) is applied according to
the "universal correlation" a linear relation results as shown in Fig. 9
197
of ref. 14. Now the only deviation occurs for
Hg, but there is some
experimental indication that the measured quadrupole moment of the
5/2
state of this nucleus may be actually by a factor of 4 too large 15)
The present evidence concerning the probe dependence of the electric
field gradient confirms therefore the most essential statement of the
"Raghavan correlation", i.e. that the electronic contribution is propor¬
tional to the factor (1-y.„(probe)).
6) Is the theoretical background of the "universal correlation" under¬
stood?
A recent review article by E.N. Kaufmann and R.J. Vianden
summarizes
and compares the various theoretical approaches which have so far been
developped in order to explain the experimental data. The most sophisti¬
cated and successful calculations use the OPW (orthogonalized plane wave)

-approximation for the calculation of the electronic wave functions and
they rely on pseudo-potentials which were applied successfully in other
solid state calculations. There are different contributions from the
different bands and large contributions of opposite signs quite often
cancel each other. Therefore it is difficult from these calculations to
'see how the simple "Raghavan correlation" can be produced. On the other
hand in the few examples where numerical calculations have actually been
performed the agreement in magnitude and sign with the experimental data
is quite good 1 6 5 1 7 ) 1 8 >.
In the following a naive model for the EFG in metals is described which
has recently been developped in our group ' in order to understand the
"universal correlation" and especially the sign of the electronic
contribution. This model is considered as a first order approximation
and because of the rather crude approximations used one should not
expect quantitative agreement between calculated EFG's and measured
values.
The starting point is the well-known formula:

for the contribution to the EPG by a single charge Q. at the position R. .
Apparently because of the third power of R. in the denominator the
charges of the immediate neighbourhood of the probe ion play a dominant
role and because of the P2(cos©A) term the anisotropy of the angular
distribution of this charge is essential.
In order to allow simple lattice sum calculations for the conduction
electron contribution the model charge distribution of fig. 4 was applied.
The conduction electron charge distribution is cut into charge clouds,
the centers of gravity of which are positioned in the middle between
nearest neighbour ions. The fraction of the conduction electron charge
which is insite the ionic sphere is taken into account by reducing the
ionic charge Z to the smaller value Z f f . The'calculation of the
electric field gradient is performed by taking lattice sums over the
ionic charges and the conduction electron charge clouds. This procedure
would be correct if the conduction electron charge clouds would have
spherical symmetry. This is, of course, actually not the case and a
precise lattice sum calculation had to include higher multipoles also.

Te-axis

positive ions

conduction titctron chargt clouds

Fig. 4: Model charge distribution for EFG calculations
A study of fig. 4 shows that all conduction electron charge clouds
within the hexagonal planes are on equivalent sites but the site of the
charge clouds between hexagonal planes is different. Therefore the
charges on both sites, Qn_~ and Qei~/ might be different which is
described by the parameter 5 defined by the equations:

Qhp
i Zeff ' e ' (1 +<f)
Q
ee" " 'i Zeff * e ' (1 " J )
The lattice sum calculation which took into account /*• 10.000 charge clouds
and ionic charges in the spherical surrounding of the probe ion for the
special case 0 - 0 gave the result shown in fig. 5. The essential point
is that in this simple picture the sign of the electronic contribution is
already opposite to the sign of the ionic contribution and the magnitude
is larger in agreement with the "universal correlation". Since all
charges which contribute to the field gradient are outsite the ionic
sphere of the probe nucleus the electronic as well as the ionic contri¬
bution have to be multiplied by (1 - &(probe)) again in agreement with
the "universal correlation". The factor K, however, is smaller than the
empirical evidence gave. The essential factor for the EFG is therefore
the conduction electron charge shift i from the sites between the hexa¬
gonal planes into the sites of the hexagonal plane for jj-> 1.633 and
vice versa. Such a charge shift certainly exists as the following simple
physical picture of metals shows:
The conduction electron charges are the glue for metallic bonds.
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Fig. 5:
The EFG produced by the model
charge distribution of figure 4
with 8 = 0, taken from ref. 14.

A deviation from ideal hpc-structure, e.g. - > 1.633 means therefore that
less glue must be between the hexagonal planes which gives a conduction
electron charge shift 8 of the right sign. The wrong sign of the old
19)
"swiss cheese" model given by Das and Ray
is simply explained by the
fact that in this model one has more charge between the hexagonal planes
for | > 1.633 because of the increased space.
A numerical calculation of the conduction electron charge shift 0 was
performed by use of a simple electrostatic model in connection with
measured elastic constants of the metal. The agreement of the absolute
field gradient in Zn is excellent and in the meanwhile additional cal¬
culations for the metals Cd and Mg again give very good results.
Finally the probe dependence has a simple explanation: The probe contri¬
butes nor* or less charge to the 12 nearest neighbour charge clouds
depending on the valance of the probe.

7) The temperature dependence of the EFG
The empirical evidence is that in a large number of cases the temperature
3/2
dependence of the EFG follows a T
-relation with an unbelievable

accuracy. Fig. 6 shows an example.

Fig. 6:
Examples for the temperature
dependence of the EFG.

There are some deviations observed,especially in the host Be and in the
region of rare earth metals?°)' 2 1 ) ' 22)
It is generally observed that the magnitude of the temperature dependence
is much larger than that expected by the point charge ionic model if one
takes into account the temperature dependence of the lattice constants.
In this connection a recent investigation of the temperature dependence
of
Ta in a series of rare earth metals by Forker et al. ', see fig.
7, is quite illustrative. The magnitude of the temperature dependence
becomes smaller when the electronic contribution to the field gradient
diminishes. One has to conclude that a strong temperature dependencie
is produced by the electronic contribution.
23)
Quitmann
pointed out first, a few years ago, that it is not correct
to take the average positions of the charges and determine then the EFGs
by a lattice sum calculation. One should take the instantaneous positions
of the charges, calculate the EPG and then take the average over the
lattice vibrations. When he calculated, however, the temperature depen¬
dence in this way he found that the effect was an order of magnitude too
small. Nishiyama et al. ' obtained an enhancement of the effect of
lattice vibrations by summing the EFG's of screened ionic potentials
which were calculated by use of Coulomb functions for the conduction
electron charge distribution. The effect is certainly overestimated in
this approach since interference effects of the electronic wave functions
are neglected and tha sign of the absolute electric field gradient is
wrong because of the assumption of sherical symmetry for the screening
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Pig. 7:
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In the naive model ' the effect of the vii ating ions is increased
because of the smaller distance of the essential nearest neighbour
conduction electron charge clouds compared to the distance to the nearest
neighbour ions and numerical calculations for Zn gave the right order of
magnitude.
3/2
The T ' relation remains a wonder, however, since neither the mean
square amplitudes of lattice vibrations nor the temperature dependence
of the lattice constants follow such a relation.
The only physical phenomenon which is known to follow a T 3 ' 2 law is that
of the Bloch's spin waves. A similar picture of guadrupole waves has been
developped by the Erlangen group in order to explain the T ' -relation of
the EFG. Some details of this model were presented in the panel
discussion by G. Schatz.
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Remarks on quadrupolar elementary excitations in
noncubic metals.
G. Schatz, Dept.of Physics, University of Konstanz,
Fed.Rep. of Germany.

The experimental finding of a rather exact T ' temperature
dependence of electric field gradients (efg) in noncubic
(nonmagnetic)' metals has stimulated considerably experimental
and theoretical work in the field of efg's. Among the different
approaches to understand the T
dependence there is only
one, admittedly a very speculative o n e , which would explain
an exact T 3/2 dependence. This model, suggested by
Christiansen and coworkers (Ref.1) is based on the intro¬
duction of an interaction between neighbouring atomic quadrupoles leading to elementary excitations in analogy to magnons
in ferromagnets. In the following the model will be presented
and some critical remarks on the possibility of quadrupolar
clcxiCwtcry excitations sh?.ll b? mpH» t
Let us consider a solid consisting of deformed
atoms with a quadrupole moment Q. Concerning an ordering of
the atomic quaarupole momenta, there cut; Lwu yusaiwle ground
states imaginable: a ferromagnetic like and an antiferromagnetic
like ordering (Fig.1).

a)
_

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

b)
_

0 © y ©
O 0 O 0

Fig.1: Possible
ground states with
respect to quadrupole

ordering depicted
for a two dimensional

0 O 0 O

aTferrómagnetic like,

(T) Q (V) 0

b) antiferromagnetic
like,

atomic quadrupole moment

The electric field"gradient q zz felt by the nuclear probe
is then just proportional to the thermal average of the
atomic Q-moment <Q> T - The Hamiltonian for such a system
can easily be formulated (i,j atomic index)

The first term describes the interaction of all the individual
ext:
Q-moments with an external applied efg q z z / which can arise
for instance by a noncubic arrangement of the atoms. In a
cubic lattice this term is zero. The second term contains
the interaction between the atomic Q-moments themselves
(isotropic and only next neighbour interaction is assumed)
producing a long range ordering of all the atomic deformations.
A detailed treatment of the dynamic of a quadrupole system
with an antiferromagnet like ground state is given by Ritchie
and Mavroyannis (Ref.2). In general, the quadrupole operators
are represented in angular momentum space and from there by
appropriate transformations (e.g. Holstein-Primakoff,
Raich-Etters) expressed in terms of creation and annihilation
operators. Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian given by these
uyeialuis uii.eui.ly ibauS Lu the JiajJeiSion relation fsr the
quadrupolar elementary excitation.
The existence of such quadrupolar elementary excitations,
called librons, was found in solid ortho-H2 by Raman effect
experiments (Ref.3).
For the system with ferromagnetic like ground state no fully
satisfying theoretical treatment is given, because of the
problem of degeneracy of the angular momentum orientation
with respect to the quadrupole moment axis. Neglecting this
problem, Heubes (Ref.4) has calculated the dispersion relation
for small wave vektor k* to be:

titdjc J C J ł c 3 a 2k 2
where c 2 denotes a gap energy, a the lattice constant/and
e 3 depends on the interaction strength and the atomic quadru¬
pole moments.
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With this and the Bose-Einstein-statistics the temperature
dependence of the quadrupole order parameter < Q 2 0 >can easily
be found and hence also the temperature dependence of the
electric field gradient acting at the nuclear site:

This result is in full analogy to Bloch's law for magnons
in ferromagnets and could explain the experimentally found T '
dependence of the efg. In the above given expression a critical
temperature T Q can be introduced as the temperature where the
efg vanishes:
c.

Applying this to the experiments, the critical temperature
ranges from 500 to 2000 K.
So far it was assumed that the atomic deformation is static,
which in a nerreal metal consisting of atoms with filled shells,
is certainly not true. In contrast/ in noncubic metals, the
q^fl1" produced by the noncubicity deforms the atomic systems
via Stark effect and also the conduction electron system
w m c n adjusts itseir to this "external* field gradient. The
atomic quadrupole noment is therefor* purely induced (Fig.2)
and the question arises if in such * situation quadrupolar
elementary excitations can exist? (The proposed nan* "guadrons"
for such excitations should therefor* only b* used for Metal
systems.)

„•xt
-

* • #

quadrupole
polarizability

.atom

Fig.2: Quadrupole polarization
of an atom. Typical
values are A * - 10~ cm
10" 1 8 cm2.
„d Qa t o n

It is clear that ail orientational changes of the atomic
Q-moment with respect to the induction axis have to be fast
compared to the relaxation time t r e l a x of the guadrupole
polarization. Therefore the following condition has to be met:
t

twist << *relax

where t. . -. are typical times in which the quadrupole
orientation is twisted with respect to the polarization axis.
An estimate using an averaged guadron frequency ó>k = c3/fi yields

By this c 3 is connected with the relaxation time
b

relax

For relaxation
times of 10
sec, one has to require
C
3
TV. « j — > 1000 K which is not inconsistent with experiments.
B

2

*• 18

2

On the other hand, since c 3 •< cQ with Q = 10
cm one finds
an estimate for the interaction strength c. Comparing this
estimate with the interaction strength c Q _ H in the solid
o-H2 system, where the Interaction is
simply des¬
cribed by the interaction of two deformed charged ellipsoids
at 2. lattice distajics, orss has to require

Such an interaction enhancement can only be imagined, if at
all, by conduction electron effects. Conduction electrons
Sf*aff#»i-(»rł »f- one dftfomifid atom may produce an enhanced field
gradient at the site of the neighbour quadrupole and may
therefore cause a much stronger ordering of the induced atomic
quadrupole moments.
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2. MAGNETIC DIPOLE
INTERACTION

HYPERFINE FIELDS IN HEUSLEH ALLOYS
I.A. Campbell
Physique des Solides, Universitg Paris-Sud, 91405 Orsay, France

Beusler alloys are cubic intermetallic compounds of composition
They are ordered in a L2. superstructure built up on a basic bcc
lattice. Typical X atoms are Ni, Co or Cu, ? atoms are transition ele¬
ments such as Mn, V or Ti and Z atoms are sp elements from columns III
to V ; thus, the original Heusler alloy is Cu2MaAl. A related set of
compounds vith the same structure are alloys such as Fe.Si in which
there are two different types of Fe site, so we could write it as Fe.FeSi.
Compounds containing Ha are always magnetic with local moments
on the Mn of about 4p_. Co and Fe atoms are also generally magnetic. Of.her
constituents are non magnetic.
The compounds where only Ma atoms carry moments are test cases
for models of magnetic interactions and hyperfine fields in metals.
The Mn-Mn distance* are large to there is no direct d-d overlap between
Mn sites, but Che systems are both structurally and magnetically ordered,
generally ferromagnetically.
We will give here essentially a selection of useful references.
The state of structural order, the magnetic ordering temperatures
and magnetic moments were established by X-ray and neutron diffraction^ '
T.ie magnon dispersion curves on certain alloys were also established^
giving detailed information on the magnetic interaction strengths' K
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Kyperfine fields in stochroraetric samples were measured showing that
Ma and X sites had strong negative hyperfine fields

' * Then impurity

atoms were substituted onto Z sites and the systematics of hyperfine
fields at these atoms was established (7 •8 •9 '10)'.It was found that in
Co2YZ the Co hypsrfine fields were positive

>I2

^. In Fe 3 Si it was

shown that impurity atoms selectively occupy very definite sites

'

.

NMR on off-stochiometric Heusler samples gave information on the conduc¬
tion electron polarization as a function of distance and showed that
Mn on Z sites were generally coupled antiferromagnetically to the host
Mn

'

. I n Co„YSn Heusleot, Fe on Y sites has a strong hyperfine

field while Fe on Co sites has a very weak field

. Again, in Co

Heuslers, Knight shifts measured above the Curie point are coherent
with low temperature hyperfine fields

*

. As Heusler alloys are close to being "ideal" local moment ferroraagnets, the magnetic and hyperfine data can be compared witfh model
calculations more easily than in the case of an elementary ferromagnet
such as Fe. The Mn-Mn magnetic coupling strengths as a function of dis¬
tance and the conduction electron polarization around the Mn sites agrer
reasonable well with the predictions of pre-assymptotic s-d model calcula(20 Ż1 22 16)
tions
' ' ' . The general systematics of sp atom hyperfine fields
both for sp atoms on sp sites and for sp atoms on Mn sites

' ' '

follow

the general behaviour predicted on a model in which the effect of the*
local charge screening at the sp atom plays a dominant role in modifying
the local conduction electron polarization (2U) .
The results in Co Heusler alloys, particularly the positive Co
hyperfine fields and the small fields at Fe on Co sites, remain to be
explained convincingly.
A more complete review of Heusler alloy data is in preparation

6B
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MAssbauer investigations of europium and gadolinium alloys
and intermetalllo compounds.

'

I. Tomala
Institute of Physics, Jagellonian University,
Irakdw, Poland

1« Introduction
liany magnetic properties of rare earth RE metals and alloys
can be explained by an interaction of localized magnetic moments
of the 4f shells via 5d and 6B conduction electrons. This inter¬
action leads to a polarization of electrons in a conduction band.
This polarization can be investigated by measurements of magnetic
hyperfine fields induced by polarized electrons at a point ot
atomic nuclei.
the hyperfina magnetic field acting on RE nuclei can be
decomposed into following contributions:

Hwf - H< f + H e
where H.-

H.

(LI)

- la the hyperfine field produced by the spin and
the orbital motion of the 4f electrons,

Eoo

- is the core polarization contribution due to
a closed shell of a electrons which are polarized
by the azchange interaction with the 4f shell,

HQJ

- is the hyperfine field produced by the conduction
electrons.

If the total angular momentum of a RE ion is a good quantum
number, the 4f shell contribution is given by the formula [1]:

The constants \ r"*/ ^f

and

^ J l| N j| J^>

are tabulated in

for all RB elements. H^ f is usually higher than 100 I and for
a trivalent erbium it almost reaches the value of 800 T. It
follows from the formula (1.2) that H, f is equal to zero for
empty La

and closed Tb

+

and Lu

4f shell ions. Moreover,

it also disappears for the half filled 4f shell Eu 2 + and Gd 5+ .
The core polarization contribution is given by the formula:

where

IH'C 0 )!^ and

J^C0)!^

denote the probability density

at the nucleus of s electrons with spins parallel and antiparallel
to the direction of the 4f shell respectively. For RB elements
this contribution can b« estimated from the formula

90*
lor a trivalent gadolinium the formula (1.4) gives

H

c o r e =-315

which is very close to the experimental value of -54 I. The
negative sign denotes that the hyperfine field is antiparallel
to the lireotion of the magnetic moment of the ion.
The hyperfine field due to the spin polarization of the
conduction electrons is usually divided into two parts

H t £ " HZ

+ HtN«

C1.5)

where H ^ is the "own" polarization term which arises from the
polarization of conduction electrons by the "own" magnetic moment
of the ion, the nucleus of which is considered. The H J L represents
the contribution due to conduction electrons polarized by magnetic
moments of neighbours /transferred field/. The Hgg is not very
large and except the case of intermetallic compounds of KB with iron
and cobalt does not exceed 30 T.
Dipolar field induced by magnetic ions at the position of
atomic nuclei is very small / < 1 T/ in comparison with contributions
discussed above, and is usually neglected.
Taking into account the relative magnitudes of separate
contributions to 3^

it may be concluded that, in order to get

information about the polarization of conduction electrons in metals,
elements, for which a huge 4f contribution to H h f disappeares,
should be used. Europium which is usually divalent in the metallic
state and gadolinium which is always trivalent are especially well
suited for this purpose, Fortunately for the both elements the
IWssbauer effect can be observed.
In the second part of this paper methodology of the Nossbauer
speetroaeopy in

151

Bu and 1^5fld nuclei will be discussed. Moreover,

calculations of the resonance hyperfina spectra in the case of
simultaneous presence of magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole
Interactions with the main axis of BFG tensor not parallel to the
direotion of H. f, will be described. This situation appeares very
often in gadolinium alloys and compounds. In the last part a few
examples of the UOssbauer investigations of europium and gadolinium
alloys and intermetallic compounds will be presented.
It the end of this brief introduction it should be mentioned
that this paper is sot aimed to give detailed description of all
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experiments which have, been done up to nov/ with alloys and inter^etallic compounds of europium and gadolinium.

It rather presents

a few examples which give an idea of experiments whicli can be done
in this field.

2, Kflssbauer spectroscopy of

" E u and

" < M nuclei

For europium and gadolinium elements the most suited isotopes
for solid state application of the MOssbauer spectroscopy are

Eu

1

and -^Gd nuclei. Nuclear parameters for these isotopes are listed
in (Table 1.
Table 1. Nuclear parameters for the 21.6 keV gamma transition
in 1 5 1 Bu and for the 86.5 keV transition in 1 5 5
Data are taken from ref.
151

transition energy
natural width of the excited state
spin and parity of the ground state
spin and parity of the excited state
g-factor of the ground state
g-factors ratio g e x /g g
quadrupole moment of the ground state
quadrupole moments ratio Q«_/Q_
ex g
For the 21.5 keV gamma line in

155

Eu

21.5 keV
0.65 mm/s
5/2 +
7/2+
1.3856
0.5332
1.14 b
1.30

Gd

86.5 keV
0.25 mm/s
3/2"
5/2 +
- .1717
1,235
1.6 b
0.087

Eu the MOssbauer absorption

can be observed wjS.th a source kept at the room temperature whereas
for the resonance spectroscopy in

"<5d a source and an absorber

should be simultaneously maintained at a low temperature.
2.1

^ Eu MBssbauer spectroaoopy
The magnetic hyperfine splitting of the ground and excited

nuclear states in "

Eu are presented in Fig.1a.

For M1 transition

there ar* 18 allowed g a m a lines between hyperflne leTels. To
gire an idea of the energy resolution in the oaee of europium
resonance, Fig*1b shows the bar-diagram of the absorption lines
and the experimental spectrum for Metallic europium.
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X

I
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•

-M

•

-W

Tig.1a. Ęyperfine splitting
of the nuclear
lerels in 151l a .

• VI
• ta
•

w

fig.1b.

Bar-diagraa sad
resonance speotrtai
for 21.5 keT gumm,
l i n e in 1 5 1 «u.
Absorber} So-aetal.

i s a source for 151Su resonance 151SB in the ohesical fozsi
of

i:>1

Sa?3 is usually used. Tor this source the half width of the

emitted gamma line P g »1.1 mm/a was obtained Z$) . this -mine can
be compared with the natural half width giren in Table 1. Because
51
5t
less than 2 % of 1151
Sa nuclei deoay to the 21.5 keY lerel la 115t
«u,

rather strong sources are neoessarjr for the HBasbauer experiments.
Ihey are now arailable with aotiTities up to 400 mCi

2.2. 155,Qd MBssbaner speotrosoopy
Sesonanoe absorption aaaaureaenta In " G d isotope have been
extensively applied to solid state problems since the discovery of
the single line source by Prowse et al. ts"} . The sources in the
fora of 1 ^ S u t W /europlua introduced into palladium matrix/ and
'"su : SaPd, emit « single line even when cooled down to the liquid
helium teaperature. Tor the 1 ^ B u t Pd souroe the half width of
the 86.5 keT gaaaa line r*g*0.35 aa/s can be obtained til*
łig.2a shows the hyperfine splitting of the gadolinium nuolear
levels in the case of a pure aagnetio interaction. Twelve transitions
between them are allowed by the selection rules for XI transition.
To give an idea of the energy resolution of the gadolinium reaonanoe
the bar-dlagraa and the Mossbauer speotrua for 0dI» 2 are shown In
fig.2b.
S/2

-3i2
-SI2
1

S O,2-

Tig.2a. Qyperfine splitting
of the nuolear
levels in 155fld.

3/2
1/1
-1/2
-3/2

Vlg«2b« Bar-diagram and
resonanoe spectrum
for the 86.5
gaaaa line in 1 5 5 Gd.
Absorber: GdTe 2 .

2.3. Hyperfine rasonanca apaetra for conblnad nagnetlo dlpola
and alaotric gnadranola interactions
Xt happana razy o;Ttan that aagnatio and quadrupols intaraetiona
occur siaultanaously. It this c u t , positions and ralatlTa intsnaltlas of tba absorption line* ahould bs caloulatad froa •iganTaluca
and alganTao'tfOra of tba hyptrflnc Haniltonian. If tha dlraotion of
oaln axis of an alaetris flald grediant I K la parallal to tha
quantisation s-axi* 7ig. 3 tha łiTparflaa Haoiltonian has taa
font to] t
•
•

C2 . 2)

wbarat A

• - S^J^if
- magaatio intaraotion oonatant «
i ft Cl\4».
AE&
M i a r - 4 ) * i a r - 0 » ^ *" *»**»P<>1» iataraotion
oonatant,
« m ( T J J J - T — ) /V ał - aayaaatry paraaatar of
I + »I_" apin-ap and apln-down oparatora,
X s - oparator of tha s-ooaponant of a nuolaar apln.

inglaa 6 and <f ara dafinad in Tig.3. Cha othar paraaatar* hav«
thair naval aaanlng.
than tha VK tanaor has tha axial ayamatry (^«0) t anargiaa of
tha hyparfina larals and transition prooaollitiaa bstwaan than do not
dar«nd on tha <f anglt. for tha oaaa of 7 B g parallal to E^ f (e « o )
tha analytical formula for lina positions can bs obtainad. ilao if

•me ot the interaction constant* ls aueb. saaller than the other
H a * positions oan I M approximately calculated analytically* In

rig.3. Orientation of H^ f
and the direction of
gaaaa ray ware veotor
with reepeot to the
electric field gradient axil*
the aoat general ease the nuaerioal diagonallsation of the Baailtonian
/2.1/ haa to lie performed. Splitting of the nuclear levels obtained
by the Alagonalisation la eoheaatioally ehoim in Tlf.4* ^f x and ^
as M i l as If ) ^ IH'/^ denote respectively energies and ware
fnnotione of aroitrary hyperflne lerels u and £ of the excited and
the ground nnolear states* • <x and •_ are the oagnetio qvantun noabers
and I !••)> denote eigenreotors of the nuclear spin operator*

9 "™~*

H g . 4 . Soheaatie splitting
of nvolear levels doe
to a ooablned Magne¬
tic and qoadrupole
interaction.

It should be emphasised that ^ and ^ as wall as the coeffi¬
and b^ /eigenreotors of the Baailtonian /2.1/ for the
cient* a££
excited and the ground state/ are functions of ^, A B Q . °\ , e and <f
Rxen the direotion of an absorbed gasaa quantua is spaoified
by », and fy angles /Jig.3/ the relative transition probabilities

/for a "pure multipole transition of the order of 1/ from the
ground state hyperfine level r to the excited one £ is given by
the formula:

where : X ^

=

e e

'YI J^

( ©J

*ft ^ "" ^-i *-^-in *

1

'

1

ł

- unit vectors in z and y direction,
-mg

^
g g e x e x ^ are 'Ule Cl8bscfl -Gord a a coefficients,
which couple the excited state 11-,,,!&_,/> to the ground state
|l_,m >
D

and the photon {JM]>

O

. nf., and D L i M denote matrix
# iii

•• iiKł

elements of finite rotation.
Por polycrystalline samples the probability given by (2.4)
should be averaged over 6.. and C, angles. The relative transition
probability from r to £ is then given by:

P(v->s) = j 2_

<b~,9 XX^, C « , ^ ^ |

2.5

Pig.5 shows the bar-diagram of transition lines and the
experimental spectrum of metallic gadolinium. The experimental
spectrum as well as the hyperfine parameters for the bar-diagram
calculation were taken from ref. [9] • Because the hype^fine levels
are now not pure "m" states, the resonance spectrum containes 24
instead of 12 lines as it was in the case of the cubic

•<

-1

-S

-I

I

I

1

t

(

Pig.5« Bar-diagram and
resonance hyperfine
spectrum for metallic
Gd.
Parameters [<Q:
H4f—32.5 T,
0
mm/s, 9-75°.

2.4. KBssbauer sneotra for polvcrrstalllne materials with a guadrupole Interaotion In external magnetic field [1O3
In order to decide about the sign of the hyperfine field the
resonance absorption is usually measured in an external magnetic
field H e x t .

When a polycrystalline sample with a quadrupole inte¬

raction is put into high enough H s r t , the hyperfine magnetic fields
acting on all nuclei are oriented in one direction /parallel or antiparallel to H e i t / whereas directions of V l t

are distributed randomly

in the sample. Quite complicated resonance spectra can. be obtained
in this case. We shall restrict our discussion to the oase of an
axially symmetric EPG. The resonance spectrum in this case can be treated
as a sum of many "subspectra" for definite values of 8 and 6,,. Hy¬
perfine line positions for each "subspectrum" can be calculated by
diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian /2.1/ for the definite values of 6.
If the direction of the gamma ray ware vector «> is parallel to H e I t
/this situation is usually realised in the experiment/ the relative
intensities of hyperfint lines for each "subspectiumncan be obtained
from the formula (2.4) with »., » 0. Then, all "aubopectra" should
be added with weights proportional to sin(e)
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Two axaaplea will be given to illuetrate poaalbilitiea of
1be prooedure deecribed abort. She flrat of thea concerns th«
aeaaureaent of the sign of the hyperfine field at gadoliniua nuclei in
GdVl- intexaetallic ooapound. Che absolute Talue of H^y ia thia
ooapound aaounta to 23.4 I. In the •iternal aagnetle field of 5 I
-ttie hyperfine field at gadolinium nuclei can be equal to - 19.5 I
for the aegatire and 27.5 I for the poaitira sign of H + f /it ia
sot aiaply the ana + {Hjgl + 5 1 becauee the deaagaetisatloa field >
ahould be taken into account/. Calculated reaonance apectra aa
a a w of 18 "aubapectra" for 18 different • ralues for both algaa
of H. f are ahoim in Flg.6a,b. She other hyperfine paraaetera
/quadrupole interaction, ieoaer shift/ were the aaa* aa obtained
froa the MOaabauer speotrun taken without the external magnetic
field* Ooaparieon with the experimental apeotrua preaented in
7ig.6o ahowe that the aign of H ^ at the gadoliniua aite in
ia negatire.

»ig.6a,b. Siaulated
aonanoe apectra
of Odll5 in the
external
tio field of 5 I
for both poeeible
aigaa of H^f
A 1Q-1.14

mja,

S 0 2 5 6 aai/a .

•i

S: '-£„:«

Tig.60. Resonance spec¬
trum of GdHic
in the external
magnetic field
of 5 T.

The second example concerns the sign of the quadrupole moment
ratio Q ex /Qg for the 86.5 keV level and the ground state in 1 ^ G d .
The pure quadrupole spectrum even for materials with a very large
ZK is aot sensitive to the sign of Q^/Qg*

From the spectrum of

Gd-li-O. two values of the quadrupole moment ratio: - 0.083+0.008
and -tO.0874p.006 were suggested C11]. Calculated resonance spectra
of GdgTigO^ in the external magnetic field of 5 I, under assumption
that at the temperature low enough complete polarization of gadoli¬
nium magnetic moments is achieved, are shown in Fig»7a,b, Both
spectra were calculated for Hj^ • » 16 1 and AIU * - 2.84 mm/s ["117*
Krom comparison with the experimental spectrum Fig.7c one can
conclude that the sign of the quadrupole moment ratio is in this
case positive. Zhis oonolusion agrees rtth the results published
in the papers [12] and [13] • Some differences between simulated
and experimental spectra may be caused by a small admixture of other
than GdgfigCU phase -the presence of which can be noticed in the pure
quadrupole spectrum*

7ig.7a,b» SlMulatsd spectra
of
7 la
T for two
different THITTW
of Q ex /Q g . Ota^Uta
polarization a£ ga¬
dolinium i
momenta was

Tig. 7c.

Resonance
of Gd2Ti2O7 ftn the
external m&gpmt&e
f i e l d of 5 X.
T - 1.1 X.

3. Mflsabauar inTestiaations of a l l o w and intentetalllo ooapoundg
of Ju and Gd
la this seotion two exawples of the resonance absorption
measurements will be discussed.

The first oonoerns independent

contribution* to the -hyperfine magnetic fields in the metallic euro¬
pium and gadolinium1. She seoond deeoribes experimental results of
the Wssbauer Investigations for interaetallio compounds of gadoli¬
nium with the aagnetio 3d elements Ie,Oo and Vi.
It should be mentioned that the exoellent review of the
Mssbauer results for intexaetallio compounds of europium has
reoently been published C12"J • Some results of the MOssbauer
investigations la the gadolinium intermetallcs were reported in
Moreover, aa extensive review of JWR results in the gadolinium intermetallos has been published in [15}»
5.1.' Obatribtttions to the hroerfine field in the aetalllo europium
and gadolinium
Jroa formulas (1.1) and (1*2) the hyperflne field in the
enropiimi and gadolinium metals can be written In the fora:

Ihe H + f ooatributlon disappeares beoaa** europium is divalent and
gadoliniiai trivalent la metal*
In order to get information about Independent contributions
to Hjf aeasurements of the hrperflne fields for a series of alloys
la whioh aagnetio ions are dilated by a diaaagnetio are usually
perforaed* Ihi* dilution oausss a continuous change of the trans¬
ferred field iaduoed by magnetio neighbours. If the concentration
dependenoe of H + f oaa be reasonably well desorlbed by the straight
lias, ta* extrapolated to *pure" diamagnetlo lattice value of H^ f
gives direotly H o o r # + B^| . *hm, under assumption that H c o r t
for aa loa in. metal is the same as for a ionlo ooapound, HJJ ean be

obtained. Moreorer, when one assumes that the pand structure and
the density of states at the Feral energy of the nagnetlc material
la not changed considerably by dilution, tha transferred contribu¬
tion ^ j can be calculated from foroula (3.i)«
Tor metallic europium the best diluent seans to be the metallic
ytterbium. In alloys with europium Tb ions are divalent with the At
shell occupied by 14 electrons. Xherefore, they have no their own
magnetic moments.
She MSssbauer effect measurements in the Xo z Tb 1 _ z system were
reported in [3] • '&• concentration dependence ot H ^ obtained la
that paper Is shown in Tig.8. Change of the slope for x*0,5 is
due to ohange of the orystal structure fron bee Bu - metal to
foo Tb - metal.

?ig,8. Hyparfine magnetic fields
at 1 5 1 lu nuclei In
alloys.

H,

from these measurements the extrapolated to z • 1 value of
wfca to -15 T» Talcing Into aooount that the hyperfine field

for the metallio europium Is equal to -26.5ip.5
•
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If th« metallic gadolinium Is ooneernad, there are at leaat
three elements which eaa be used aa Tery good diluents, namely:
So, I and In. they fona solid solutions with gadolinium in the
whole range of oonoentratlon» Die ideal diluent should hare
saae ionlo radius as a magnetio ion crystallize in the sane
structure and if possible with the same lattice constant. All
these parameters for Gd as well as for So, T and In ions are listed
in fable 2.
fable 2* Atomic and erystallograjfaic parameters for Gd, So,
T and lu [17] .
. Gd
electron configuration 4f 7 5s 2 5p 6
of triralent ion
atomic radius 1
1.801
crystal structure
h cD
lattice constants:
3.634
• <«>
0 (i)
5.781
1.591
©/*

La

Sc

T

3-V

4s 2 4p 6

4f 1 + 5s 2 5p 6

1.641

1.803

1.735

3.650
5.741
1.573

3.505
5.553
1.584

h 0 V

3.309
5.268
1.592

She hyperflne field measurements for Gd 1a>z Lu x were mentioned
by Howik [17*] . from the drawing shown in his paper the value
of Hj£ extrapolated to x • 1 amounts to -18 I. Ihe results for
Gd,,_z3oz and ^mJ^x Alloys are presented in Fig.9a,b [18] . the
straight lines, in Tig.9 are the least-squares fits to the experlmental data* The ohange of the slope In the gadolinium - yttrium
alloys for x « 0,4 i« probably caused by the ohange of the magnetic
structure from ferromagnetic to spiral near this concentration.

Kg.9a. Ęyperflne magnetic
fields in Mi.. x So x
alloys.

?ig.9b. Hyperfine magnetic
fields in G d ^ T ^ .
alloys.

Results obtained for So, T and 2u alloys are shown In Table 3.
Table 3. Hyperfine fields at

"<Jd nuclei in So, I and Lu.

Matrix

3c

T
Lu

H

•4+0.7
-18.4 + 0.4
•18

- ralue of
a^j

- obtained for

OP

OB

+ 30.0 + 0.7
+ 15.6 + 0.4
+ 16

extrapolated to x • 1,
• - 34 I.

Xable 3 one oan see that H Q ^ for Gd in So is much bigger
titan tli* sane contribution for Gd in T and lu. It may be a warning
taat possible diluent should be ohosen very carefully in order to
Set reliable ralues of separate contributions to n^

for magnetic
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materials* Inspection of Cable 2 shows, that yttrium and probably
lutecium are better diluents for gadolinium than scandium*
_OP
Assuming that Bgg * + 15.6 I and talcing into account that Ej^j
tor aetallio gadolinium amounts to -33*3 + 0.3 I ^18*3 • the
transferred contribution B J B for metallic gadolinium oan be estima¬
ted as equal to -14f9 + 0.7 t ,
Is oonoerning the different ralues ot HJ^ for gadolinium
in I, In and So it seems that for interpretation of the results
differences in the density of states at the fermi energy in these
elements should be taken into aooounti' lately, the theory of a con¬
centration dependence of magnetic transition temperatures for
QdSo, OdT and GdXu alloys has been published [19~] • Tery good
agreement with the experimental data was obtained under assumption,
that continuous change of the density of states at the feroi energy
takes place with dilution. It aeeme that densities of states In So,
I and In obtained in that paper explain qualitatively the results
of Bgg for gadolinium in these metals*
3*2* Hroerfin* ^"Łypactions in the interme^allio compounds of
gadolinium with 3d elements fa. Oo and-11
Gadolinium forme variety of intermetallio oompounds with
magnetio 3d elements fe, Op and Xl. fsll known are oompounds:
laves phases GdMe2 (Me « Te, Cb and Vi), Odlfej (He « fe, Oo and Hi)
and OdHee. (Me * Oo and Hi). Recently, the MOssbauer effect measure¬
ments at gadolinium nuolel for these oompounds have been re^rted
£12,20],
In the laves phase cubic compounds each gadolinium is surround¬
ed by 12 Me ions* QdMe. compounds crystallise in the hexagonal
type structure in which all Od ions are ozystallographioally

M

equivalent aad surrounded by 18 lie neighbours; Gadolinium ions
in GdMej compounds occupy two nowquiralant lattice positions.
In the first of then the local symmetry is nearly oubie like in
GdM«2 whereas it is hexagonal like in OdHe. in the second position.
Syperflne magnetio fields at gadolinium position measured by
155

Od resonance were eolleoted in Sabls 4.
Table 4, Qyperfine magnetic fields at gadolinium site in
intemetallio compounds with Je, Ob and Ii«

compound

Gdle2
ffd0o2
GdHi2
Gd7e?
GdOo5

local symmetry
(nearly) oublo

hexagonal

ref.

+43.48+0.06
+ 3.5 ^0.3
-12.0 40.5
(+)39.9+0.1
(+)11.7jO.4
C-) 8.0±0.3

(+>22.4+0.2
C+)4.7+0.3
(-)13.ą+0.2
C+)4.3+0.1
- 23.4+0.1

[12^B|

* Signs of Ł f are related to the direction of the
magnetio moment.
In a few oases information about signs of H^. were obtained operimentally. Ihe signs indicated in par.eatheses are suggested by the
results for gadolinium ions in the sane local symmetry and from the
correlation between hyperfine fields in Gd and Sy isostrnetaral
compounds lZO] , Unfortunately, it was impossible to apply the
method described in (2.4) for determination of signs of Bj^ in
compounds with iron aad cobalt because they hare rery high anisotropy
field and could not be oriented in the external magnetic field of 5 I.
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Eig.10a,b present the'Hjf resutls in the graphical form.

Pig.10a. Hyporfiue magnetic
fields at gadolinium
site in GdMe2 o and
Sdllee • .

Fig.10b. Hyperfine magnetic
fields at gadolinium
site in Gdlle^ compounds.
o - nearly cubic
symmetry
• - hexagonal surro¬
unding.

Pig.10a,b a few qualitative conclusions can be drawn. Because
the values of H ^ decrease going from the iron to nickel compounds
and because as it is also well known, the magnetic moments of 3d
elements behave in the same way (nickel moment is even equal to zero
in GdHi 2 and GdNi.) j it can be suggested that the large positive
hyperfine field in GdTe2 (in comparison with the Gd

free ion value

of - 54 T ) is oaused by the transferred contribution from the iron
sublattioe. Xhe fact that the hyperfine fields are less positive
at the site of the hexagonal symmetry (18 3 d iocs in the nearest
surrounding) than that of the cubic symmetry (12 nearest 3 d ions),
what means that the transferred contribution is not proportional to
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the number of 3d-neighbours, suggests that this contribution ehould
be strongly dependent on a distance between Gd and 3d ions. The
last conclusion can be still better seen from the MHR measurements
at the T aublattice in isostructural oomponds with yttrium [21,22]
which give directly the transferred (from 3d sublattioe) contribu¬
tion to H... Unfortunately, up till now, no thorough theoretical
treatment of this problem has been published. Explanation of the
origin of this transferred contribution should throw some light on
the problem of the exchange interaction between RE and 3d elements
in the intermetallic compounds.
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The magnetic properties of ferrimagnets are determined by. the type of ordering
and strength of couplings of their magnetic atoms. The saturation magnetisation
and the Curie temperature obtained from magnetometrie measurements are usuaXly
treated as characteristic parameters of a sample under investigation /1/. 02his
is certainly correct for concentrated ferrimagnets, however, it may be note ao for
diluted ones, particularly at elevated temperatures. Diluted ferrimagnetis are
not homogeneous ss far as the strength of magnetic couplings between ioma La con¬
sidered. This is due to the random distribution of non-magnetic atoms imaa&«
a given type of crystallographic position.
A bulk material is often considered to be divided into small regions of which
the dimensions are widely varying throughout the crystal /2/. Magnetic opaerin.;
exists within these regions, whereas the magnetic interactions between neigh¬
bouring regions are supposed to be rather small, depending on the degreeraffdi¬
lution. There are thermally activated fluctuations of magnetic moments islttSjin
regions and/or fluctuations of magnetization vectors of the regions, whie'a are
usually described in terms of magnetic /3-5/ or superparamagnetic /€-&/ relax¬
ation processes. They cause the saturation magnetization of a sample and 'Conse¬
quently its Curie temperature to be, from the microscopic point of view, tfcae
dependent functions. Thus, the experimentally determined saturation magnet¬
ization and Curie temperature are values averaged not only over the volume of the
sample but also over the time interval of the measurement. Particularly tM.s Is
the case for a magnetometrie method, because it is a macroscopic method with the
observation time of the order at least a few seconds. Magnetometrie measurements
are performed for external magnetic fields usually of the order of up to about
100 kOe. Such fields have strong influence on the rate of magnetic or superpara¬
magnetic relaxation processes. Moreover, the application of high external mag¬
netic fields may even change the ordering of ionic magnetic moments in ferrisagnets /9,10/, similarly as is observed in antiferromagnets /11,12/. Thus, the
values of saturation magnetization and Curie temperature determined for diluted
ferrimagnets by means of the magnetometrie method may not necessarily have the
same physical meaning as those determined for concentrated ferrimagnets.
"*
Comparison of the results obtained for diluted ferrimagnets by the magnetometrie
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aethod .with those resulting, from complementary methods are therefore of great
importance.
The MSssbauer spectrosoopy has proved to be a very good microscopic tool for
studying the properties of diluted ferrimagnets /13,14/. Shis is due to its
high energy resolution and short observation time. The 57j e MSasbauer spectroscopy can, for example, resolve two Zeeman patterns originating from hyperfine
magnetic fields which differ by about 6 kOe. (Thus, in contrast to the magnetometric method, IMesbauer apectroscopy is used for studying sublattiee magnet¬
izations /15/, and even their structure caused by the random distribution of
non-magnetic atoms /i6-19/« Such Investigations do not require the application
of external magnetic fields. However, if the external magnetic field is used
its influence on the sublattice hyperfine fields can be directly observed.
Moreover, the JUffssbauer spectroscopy can register the fluctuation of hyperfine
fields provided that its rate is of the order of the Larmor frequency /about
10 Ha for ^ P e / of a nuclear magnetic moment.
Diluted ferrimagnets often show litfssbauer spectra with shapes strongly de¬
pendent on temperature and on applied external magnetic field. Such behaviour
is explained either by a random distribution of non-magnetic atoms and/or by re¬
laxations of the magnetic or superparamagnetic type. Nicicel ferrite-aluminates
Bi:Fe2_tAl.|.O4 /0<X<2/ are good representatives of diluted ferrimagnets since
non-magnetic Xl^ + ions enter both the tetrahedral /A/ and the octahedral /B/
sites /20/.
In this paper we report some new results of 5 'Pe and Ni MJIasbauer effect
investigations of NiP«2_fAlt<^4 s e r l e s performed in a wide temperature range and
in high external magnetic fields. The results of our earlier studies have been
published elsewhere /21/. In the present study special attention has been paid
to the influence of temperature and external magnetic field on the shape of the
IMJssbauer absorption spectra. The 57p e measurements have been performed for the
t • 0.2, 0.75, 1«0, 1.25, 1.3. 1.35. 1.5. 1.75 and 1.9 samples in a temperature
range from 4.2 K to temperatures above appropriate Curie temperatures. For the
i, * 1.25 sample additional $l$t spectra have been taken at 301 K in the trans- •
verse external magnetic fields of 1 icOe and 4 W e , while the t - 1.5 sample has
been measured at 4.2 K in the longitudinal external magnetic field of 60 kOe.
The 6 1 N1 measurements at 4.2 X have been done for the t » 0.2, 1.0, 1.5 and 1.9
samples. For the t • 1.0 and 1.9 samples additional ^ 1 Ni spectra have been ob¬
tained at 4.2 K in H e x t • 60 kOe parallel to the gamma-ray direction. Some
typical 5 7 Fe Mflssbauer spectra of weakly /t - 0.2/ and highly /t - 1.5/ diluted
samples are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively.
Low temperature 5??e spectra of all the investigated samples are Interpreted
as composed of tetrahedral and octahedral Zeeman patterns. The Influence of the
random distribution of Al 3 + , N i 2 + and Fe 3 + ions in the A and B sublattices on
the internal magnetic fields H / V and H/B/ corresponding to X and B sites, mani¬
fests itself as the broadening of Zeeman components. The observed Zeeman pat¬
terns are treated as not influenced by relaxation processes as long as the ratio
r., - &^/A*»
(or r 2 • A 2 5 / A 3 4 } *•• temperature independent! &±* denotes the
distance on the velocity scale between the i-th and j-th Zeeman line. The

values of r^ and r 2 for static Zeeman patterns are 6.33 and 3.67, respectively.
The above procedure is justified
since the spectra exhibiting
Zeeman patterns show no apparent
quadrupole interaction. It is
also the os.se for most investi¬
gated hitherto diluted spinels.
Shis fact can be explained by
talcing into account the direc¬
tions of easy magnetization and
of the EPO principal axes /22/.
At elevated temperatures re¬
laxation processes begin to play
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Fig. 1. " F e HOssbauer spectra of
tfiFe,,agAl0<204 at the temperatures'ofi A - 77 K, B - 601 K,
C - 700 K, D - 750 K, E - 770 K.
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an important role. They appear
at lower temperatures for highly
diluted samples than for weakly
diluted ones. This is reflected
in the MOesbauer spectra in the
form of Zeeman line broadenings,
larger than the broadening at low
temperatures /Figs. 1 and 2/, and
in a distinct increase in the
values of r 1 and r £ /Figs. 3, 4/.
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Fig. 2. ''Fe M0ssbauer spectra of
j . S ^ t . c ^ at the tempera¬
tures'of i A - 82 K, B - 92 K,
C - 138 JC, D - 162 K, E - 185 K.

The magnetic relaxation MOsabauer spectra are characterized bv rather narrow and
intense inner lines as compared with the broad outer ones. The growth of the
inner lines at the expense of the outer ones is observed as temperature in¬
creases. The inner lines are the part of the relaxation Zeeman pattern and can
not be treated as the superparamagnetic doublet originating from the superparamagnetlo clusters /23/, unless the distinct structure of the inner lines can be
clearly seen /24/. The shape of the relaxation spectrum changes in an applied
external magnetic field, even of the order of a few icOe /Tig. 5/. The described
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Influence of temperature and of a relatively weak external magnetic field on the
shape of the IKIssbauer speotra'i* treated as evidence of the existence of relax¬
ation processen of the magnetic type in the Investigated series.
A relaxation spectrum is fully transformed
into a quadrupole doublet at the temperature
above which the separation of the inner lines A 3 .
is found to be only slightly dependent on the
temperaturę /Pig. 6/. Some MOssbauer absorption
spectra of each of the investigated samples show
relaxation features over some temperature regions
below its Curie temperature. These regions are
narrow for weakly diluted samples and relatively
wide for highly diluted ones. Shis is clearly
seen in Pig. 7» in which three temperature re¬
gions At B and C are distinguished. In region A
normal /static/ Zeeman patterns are observed.
Relaxation MSsabauer spectra are fcund in region

Fig. 3. r 1 /*/ and r 2 /o/ versus reduced tempera¬
ture T/Tc for » i ? e n a i l 0 < 2 0 4 .
*
w

B, while in region C quadrupole doublets are reg¬
istered. For each of the investigated samples a
quadrupole doublet is observed below the magnetometric Curie temperature. Similar behaviour was
reported for the other ferrimagnets /2,8,25,26/.
This seems to be clear evidence of the influence
of the external magnetic field on the results de¬
rived from magnetometrie measurements. Por con¬
centrated ferrimagneta this influence is removed
by the extrapolation of saturation magnetization
values, for a given temperature, to zero external
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Fig. 4. r 1 /•/ and r 2 /o/ versus reduced tempera¬
ture T/To for H i F e 0 5 A l 1 # 5 0 4 .

magnetic field. However, this can not be correctly done for diluted ferrimag¬
nets since their magnetic properties, investigated in an external magnetic
field, strongly depend on the value of the field's strength and are distinctly
different from those in a zero external magnetic field. ffhia fact is due par¬
ticularly to the stabilization of relaxation processes by the applied external
magnetio field.
She broadening of time-independent Zeeman spectra /region A in Fig. 7/ can be
explained by a random distribution of Fe3+, Ni 2 + and Al?+ cations in the tetra-

aedral and In tha octahedral sublettices. A tatrahadral ion has twelve nearest-neighbour B-slte ions and four nearest-neighbour A-site
iona, whila an octahadral ion haa alz nearest-neighbour
A-site ions and alz nearest-neighbour, B-*ite ions /27/.
The distribution of la 3 *, Hi2+ and Al3* ions between tha
A- and B-sites has baan datexninad previously /20.21/.
Taking i t into account, tha probabilities of various
possible nearest-neighbour B or A, or B and A, type con¬
figurations around a given tetrahedral or octahedral site
ion can be calculated from the well known bionomial for¬
mula, assuming a statistical distribution of the ions in
the tetrahedral and octahedral sublattices. In principle
one Zeeman spectrum may be attributed to each of the
nearest-neighbour configurations around the ferric ion in

5. 57Pe Mflssbauer spectra of HiPe O75 Al 1#25 at 301 K
when the transverse external magnetic field H ext « 0 /A/,
H ext « 1 icOe /B/ and E e x t - 4 kOe /C/.
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the A or B site. In order to explain
the influence of the random distribu¬
tion of Je 3 *, Hi2* and Al3* ions on
tha hyperfine magnetic fields H/i/
and H/B/ acting on 57Pe nuclei at the
A and B positions, respectively, one
has to consider the strength of all
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Fig. 6. Separation between innermost
lines A34 versus reduced temperature
T/I for

fig. 7. The diagram of the types of Ifflsabauer
spectra for the HiPe 2--t Al t 0 ł aeries. Three tem¬
perature regiona are distinguished: A - timerindependent Zeeman patterns region, B - relax¬
ation region and C - quadrupole doublets region.
Phe dashed lines Indicate extrapolation.
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couplinca between magnetic ions. In most of the Mgssbauer effect investigations
of spinels performed hitherto, i t was usually assumed that A-A and B-B couplings
are negligible when compared with a strong A-B coupling. This i s not the case
for the HiFe^jAl^ series, since besides antiferromagnetic ?e/A/-?e/B/ and
Pe/A/-»i/B/ couplings, also the ferromagnetic Fe/B/-Hi/B/ coupling of comparable
strength, exists / 1 / . This was at least numerically verified for the t * 0.0
sample /15.28/.
It i s a well established fact in the Mffssbauer spectroscopy of spinels that
the distribution of H/B/ i s much larger than that of H/A/ /14,25,29,30/. This
i s also observed in the investigated series. Therefore, one H/A/ value i s used
in a fitting procedure. The small distribution of H/A/ values i s included in
linewidths of the Zeeman pattern corresponding to the A aublattice. The dis¬
tribution of H/B/ values i s caused by the weakening of Pe/A/-Fe/B/, ?e/A/-Ui/B/
and Fe/B/-Ni/B/ couplings when the samples are diluted with Al atoms. For a
given nearest-neighbour configuration of the A and B type ions around the octa¬
hedral ferric ion, the hyperfine magnetic field acting on " F « nuclei at the B
positions may be approximated by the formula:
HB(k,l,m,n) - Hfi(0) + kAH., + 1AH2 + mAH3 + nAB4 ,
where H£(0) i s the hyperfine field at the B site corresponding to the nickel
ferrite / t > 0.0/ configuration, while kAH.,, lAHg and mAH^ characterize
changes of H/B/ when k ?e/A/, 1 Pe/B/ and m Hl/B/ atoms are replaced by k, 1
and m Al atoms, respectively; nAB. accounts for the replacements of n Fe/A/
atoms by n Ni/A/ ones. Each set of k, 1, m and n integers corresponds to a
given configuration of nearest-neighbour A- and B-site ions around an octahedral
ferric* ion. The sum of probabilities of configurations which are taken into ac¬
count in the HB(k,l,m,n) fitting procedure i s close to unity. The area under a
Zeeman pattern corresponding to a given configuration i s proportional to the
probability of that configuration. The quadrupole interaction i s assumed to be
zero, both for the A and B cublattices. Three linewidths and ons isomer shift
are used as fit parameters for all B-site Zeeman patterns. Fig. 8 shows, as an
example, the spectrum of the t * 0.2 sample at 404 K fitted with one A-site and
twenty five B-site Zeeman patterns. The procedure for deriving AHt values from
; the fitted spectra, which i s in prog¬
ress, will make i t possible to inves¬
tigate the changes in AH^ parameters
with temperature and concentration of
Al atoms. These parameters are very
important since they, characterise the
supertransferred hyperfine fields in
the investigated series /25.31.32/.
Hflssbauer spectrum of
0
i 8 0 ł 2
4 at 404 K. The solid
line is a fit according to a procedure
described in the text.

fig. 8.
VELOCITY I MM/S )

The Tan Der Voude - Dekker description of the aagnetie relaxation to
bauer spectra / 3 / i s being adopted for our apeotra froa the region B /tig. 7/.
We hope to obtain some information on the influence of temperature acd saaple
dilation on the relaxation time.
•'
5*1 ''
~-\
The 5 '»e spectra of the t « 1.5 eaaple
•eaaured at 4.2 I in sero and 60 kOa longitudi¬
nal Magnetic field / f i g . 9/ chow eereral intereating f eaturea. The epeotrua in Kg. 9A i e de¬
composed into three, noil* that to Mg. 9B - into four components /Table I / . Coaponant I
of the sero external Magnetic field apectrua ia
the moat intense one. I t ia concluded froa i t a
intensity and llnawidth that both tetrahedral
and octahedral Zeeaan pattema are contained to
this ooaponent. In order to elucidate on the
broadening of the apectrua llnea the fitting
procedure for apectra froa the temperature re¬
gion A to Tig. 7, described above,ia to be uaed.

9. 57Pe Mosabauer apectra of
5 1
at 4*2 K in a zero external magnetic field /A/
and to a longitudinal field of 60 kOe: /B/.
•Ufen'ftwuY

Table I . Results of data analyses by the transmission integral method baaed on '
the zero-field spectrum to Fig. 9A and on the applied-field apectrua to Wg. 9B.
Sotations used: c - fraction of the total intensity of a component /derived froa
areas/, S - isomer shift with respect to pure It at 4.2 K, u - unpolarlsed frac¬
tion; y and I^{H) refer to absorber widths / s e e ref. / 3 3 / / * Valuea marked with
xwere kept constant during the f i t . Standard deviations are given to parenth¬
eses,
/A/ H e x t = 0
Component
I

II
III

o(%)
86(2}
4(2)
10<2>

<f (OB/S)

0.215(0.006)
0.35(0.03)
0.25(0.02)

452.9(0.5)
522(2)
0

^(HUkOeJ
/(•»/•)
0.35(0.04) 14.7(0.8}
0'
0.1*
0.72(0.09)

/B/ H e x t > 60 kOe
Component

clSt)

<f(aa/s)

O^XkOa)

y(-*/.)

VJLjJH) (kOa)

la

55(2)

0.213(0.009)

478(1.4)

0.35*

22.8(1.4)

Zb
II
III

27(2)
2(1)
16(2J

0.213(0.009)
0.35*
0.25(0.05)

412.1(1.3)
585(3)
65(2)

0.35*
0.1*
0.7*

11.5(2)
0*

o»

u
0.84(0.03)
0.76(0-06J
0*
0*
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Component II cornea from those B-site ferric lona ahoae nearest-neighbour coordi¬
nation ahell la more rich in ?e and Hi atoma than on the average. It la to be
noted that such a component ia observed throughout the whole composition range
/ 0 < t < 2 / and ita intensity "decreases with dilution t. as should be expected."
The component III is situated near zero Telocity. It may come from Pe atoms
which have been excluded from magnetic ordering due to the high Al dilution of
the t * 1.5 sample or/and from Pe impurities in the berylium sample holder.
She very weak /of the order of 1 % of the total intensity/ con-magnetic compo¬
nent is also indicated in the fli spectrum of this sample. The above mentioned
alternative is to be solved in the following experiments. She external magnetic
field increases the Zeeman splitting of component II by a value directly corre¬
sponding to B e x t » 60 lcOe and induces a Zeeman splitting of non-magnetic compo¬
nent III. Component I is Bplit into two parts Ia and Ib.
As is known from our magnetometrie data /Fig. 6 in ref. 21/ the saturation
magnetic moment per molecule has a negative value for samples with 0.63<t<i.6.
Therefore, the A sublattico magnetisation is parallel, while the B sublattice
magnetization is antiparallel to the external magnetic field vector, provided
that collinear ordering of atomic magnetic moments exists. The collinear order¬
ing has been proved for samples with t^1,25 by our magnetometrie and neutron
diffraction measurements /21/. In a collinearly ordered sample from the
0.63<t<1.6 region, with domains aligned parallel to the external magnetic
field vector, the value of H ex ^ should be added to the H/B/ value. This is ex¬
actly the case for component II of the H e x t = 60 kOe spectrum. Thus, at least
component II corresponds to iron B sites in which iron magnetic moments are coi¬
linearly ordered and aligned antiparallel to the external magnetic field vector.
The non-zero intensity of A m « 0 lines of components Ia and Ib /Fig. 9B/ is
certainly direct evidence that iron magnetic moments are not aligned parallel to
the hyperfine magnetic field direction. However, this need not be necessarily
treated as a proof of the aon-collinear ordering of the t • 1»5 sample. Since
the component II has been shown to be assigned to such B-site positions which
are occupied by iron atoms with coilinearly aligned magnetic moments, it is
rather unlikely that non-collinearity will occur for iron atoms with a nearest-neighbour shell less rich in magnetic acorns. The dilution process, which ef¬
fects both the A and B aublattioes /21/, diminishes all inter- and intrasublattlce magnetic couplings, probably without any distinct preference. The composi¬
tion t * 1.5 ia very near the compensation point composition /t * 1.6/, i.e. for
the t » 1.5 sample the A sublattice magnetisation only slightly surpasses the 6
sublattice magnetisation. A smal?, external magnetic field of the order of a few
kOe will cause partial alignment of magnetic domains, if a collineax ordering of
the sample is assumed. The A-site magnetization will be approximately parallel,
while the B-site magnetization will be approximately antiparallel to the exter¬
nal magnetic field vector. Therefore, the A-site magnetization will be in an
equilibrium energy state, but the B-site magnetization will not. An increase in
the value of H e x t will "bend" the antlferromagnetio coupling between the A and B
sublattice magnetizations /9»11,34/. The magnetic moment vectors of the A and B
sublattices /SA and "3^/ will make the angles «cA and 180 - «CB with H^xt» re¬
spectively /Fig. 10/. o&B is larger than ecA since m A >mB. If a sample is con100

sidered as composed of small regions with various cation environments around the
A and B sites, then the wide distribution of the ecA and otg angles, now de¬
scribing the directions of A and B magnetic moments in
these regions relative to H^ xt , is expected. The result¬
ing magnetic moment of a given region nT*« if! + ml and the
angles <*^ and <% depend on the strength of the applied
magnetic field. The observed effective hyperfine magnet¬
ic field Htht in a given crystallographio position is the
vector sum H ^ * i?Q + text of the hyperfine field H*o,
as observed in this position in zero applied field, and
the applied external magnetic field if + . When H 1t> H 4.
,
ex v
0 ext
then the angles * A and * B close to 90 degrees will give
Hj^ values not much different from H o , while those close

Fig. 10. The orientation of tetrahedral and octahedral
magnetization vectors relative to HV_J. vector.

to 0 degrees will give two well resolved Zeeman patterns. Intermediate situ¬
ations are to be also considered while fitting the measured spectrum. The as¬
sumption of non-collinear ordering of the t * 1.5 sample has not given a satis¬
factory fit /solid line in Fig. 9B/ of the components la and Ib even when a
large portion of non-polarized magnetic domains was taken into account. The
spectrum in Fig. 9B appears to be explained by the influence of IT * on the A
exv

and B magnetization vectors, as discussed above. In order to prove this inter¬
pretation, MOssbauer spectra are to be talc en at 4.2 K in various external mag¬
netic fields. The influence of He3rt on the shape of USssbauer spectra, as re¬
ported in /10/, is supposed to be explained by the interpretation discussed
above.
The results derived from 1H1 Ifdssbauer spectra /Figs. 11-13/ are compiled in
Table II. For the t - 0.2 and 1.0 samples Hi atoms were assumed to occupy only
the B sites, while for the t * 1.5 and 1.9 samples the occupation of both the A
and B positions by Ni atoms was taken into account in a fitting procedure.
Table II. Results of data analyses based on the
%
She symbols are the same as those used in Table I.

t

H^JkOe) |H(B)|(icOe/ VMgfHJB)) (kOe)

0.2

0

1.0

0

1.5
1.9

60
0

0
60

94.5(0.9)
99.1(0.2)
161(2)
84.6(0.2)
6P.2(0.3)
59.7(0.3)

6.7(0.2)
5.1(0.3)
5.8(0.4)
7.2(0.4)
9.4(0.4)
22.6(0.5)

spectra in Figs. 11-13.

|H(A)| (We) yiŁjfHU)) (kOe)

101.9(1.3)
87.0(1.3)
111.4(0.9)

0

0
0
101

Pig. 11. 61Ni spectra at 4.2 K
of BlPe., aAlQ 2 0 4 /A/ and

12. 61H1 spectra at 4.2 K of N1P«A1O4
in zero external magnetic field /A/ and in
a longitudinal external magnetic field of
60 JcOe / £ / .
The hyperfine magnetic fields acting on Ni nu¬
clei at the B sites H/B/ were found to have
values similar to these observed for other
spinels /35/. They are smaller as compared with
A-site hyperfine fields H/A/( which however are
not so great as those reported in the literature
/35/- Both fields decrease with dilution t, the
B-site hyperfine fields faster than the A-site
ones. The colllnear ordering of magnetic mo¬
ments for the t • 1.0 sample was shown by taking
a Hi spectrum at 4.2 K in the longitudinal ex¬
ternal magnetic field H 8xt • 60 kOe /Fig. 12B/.
This spectrum i s interpreted as being due to Ni
atoms occupying only the B positions with magH.g. 13. 61H1 spectra at 4.2 K of »i*« 0# ^^ t$0
in zero external magnetic field /A/ and in a
longitudinal external aagnetio field of 60 kOe

ioa

netio moments aligned antiparallel to the external magnetic field rector. The
H t r t value was found to be added to the 8-aite hyperflne field value and it
•eans that the eign of the B-slte hyperflne field ia negative. The 61 H1 Hfloebauer spectrum of the t • 1.9 sample measured in H a z t * 60 kOe /Fig. 135/ has a
peculiar shape which can not be well fitted assuming a oollinear alignment of Nl
magnetio moments parallel to the external magnetio field vector. It may reflect
the influence of H # x t on the ordering of the A and B sublattice magnetisations,
as has been discussed earlier for the 7 Pe spectrum of the t • 1.5 sample
measured in Hftxt - 60 JcOe. She comparison of spectra in Fig. 13 shows that H e x t
diminishes the B-site hyperfine field /larger line Intensity in the center of
the spectrum/ and increases the A-site hyperfine field /emaller line intensity
in the outer parts of the spectrum/. Taking into account that for the t * 1.9
ąample m B > m A > it may be concluded that the signs of hyperfine fields at B and
A sites are both negative. A distribution of the angles <*^ and <*^ has to ba
taken into account in order to get a satisfactory fit in Pig. 13.
further MSssbauer effect investigations of NlPe2_tAlt0. series are in
progress.
te would like to thank Dr. W. Zarek for providing us with the samples.
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magnetic semi-hard alloys by annealing^ (^tA-^-i
Parasitic ttntiferromagnetism in alloys containing. Pe said Mn

Pe-I,In-Al alloys show a remarkable decrease of average magnetic
moment with increasing Mn content ^~1_7» Therefore the interest¬
ing question arises whether the competition of ferromagnetic
Pe-Pe interactions with antiferromagnetio interactions intro¬
duced by Mn leads to a magnetic structure deviating from a pure
ferromagnet. In this connection four alloys of the system
(Fe.. Jta ),A1 with Pe^Al-type ordering have been investigated.
In these alloys the magnetic atoms Fe and Mn occupy two different
types of lattioe sitesi
A sites: 4 Fe- and 4 Al- nearest neighbours
D sites: 8 Fe- nearest neighbours*
Table 1 gives the composition of the investigated samples, the
average magnetic moment per atom from magnetization measurements,
and the average magnetic moments per atom for the two sublattioes
A and D determined by neutron diffraction (all magnetics moments
for T - 80 K) /"*2_7 •
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Sable 1s

0.04
0.09
0.125
0.185

Composition and magnetic moments per atom

1,17
0.95
0.81
0.63

± 0,04
± 0.04
± 0.03
± 0.03

1 «'3 ±
1.1 ±
0.9 ±
0.6 ±

0.1
0.1

0.1.
0.1

1 .8
1 .6
1 .5
1 .2

±
±
±
±

0.2
0.2

0.2
0.2

We observe a sharp decrease of the average magnetic moments
with increasing Mn concentration. Ibis decrease is more pro¬
nounced for the A sublattice than for the D sublattice. But
the neutron diffraction results show a 2.5 times higher occu¬
pation of D sites by Mh compared with A sites. Therefore the
decrease of magnetic moments can not be explained in a direct
way by small magnetio moments of the Mn atoms.:
It remain two opposite models to account for the observed
changes in sublattice magnetization}
i) A decrease of the average sublattice moment can be caused
by decreasing individual magnetic moments of Fe and Mn atoms
with increasing nwr er of nearest Mn neighbours according to a
local environment model*
ii) A second possibility is the assumption of an increasing
number of magnetic moments oriented antiparallel to the resul¬
ting magnetic moment (parasitic antiferromagnetism /"3_7 ) d u e io
the increasing Mn content. In this case the value of the indivi¬
dual magnetic moments can be assumed to be nearly unchanged by
the Mn addition;
57
Kossbauer spectroscopy on Fe offers the possibility to decide
between the two models i) and ii)^ The magnetic hyperfine field
H on an Fe nucleus in iron base alloys can be well described by
the empirical relation H • A MVe + B i5" (/Upe - magnetic moment
localized on an iron atom, /U - average magnetic moment per atom).
She core polarization term A/Up and the conduction electron
contribution B/u are of the same order of magnitude*
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For model i) /Upe and AX decrease in nearly the same way*
Therefore we expect in this ease AH/H ft A/U/M for the rela¬
tive changes with Mn concentration* According to model ii)
only /u decreases leading to the approximate relation
AH/H <* 0.5^/u//U« The Mb'ssbauer speotra of the four samples
indioated in Table 1 were measured at room temperature and
T = 80 K CtJ
. The 80 K speotra have been analysed as a
superposition of three sextette* The average field H^ deoreases
by about 20 % for all three components going from sample 1 to 4-.
This has to be compared with 50 % decrease of /"•
Therefore we come to the conclusion that parasitic antiferromagnetism (model ii) is responsible for the decrease of magnetic
moments with increasing Mn content*
A further confiimation of this result comes from 'Mn spin echo
measurements on the same samples /~2_7 • The two observed main
frequencies are ascribed to Mn atoms on A and D sublattice,
respectively* The frequencies do not change with changing Mn
concentration* Despite the fact that the relative occupation
of both sublattices by Mh is nearly constant for all samples the
relative intensities of the spin*echo-lines change remarkably
with increasing Mn content* This behaviour can be explained
assuming a different increasing number of antiferromagnetically
coupled Mn moments on both sublattices* These misoriented moments
should not contribute to the two main frequencies*
2) Amorphous system
According to /"4J7 in the amorphous alloys
7 5
a transition from the ferromagnetic Pe^cP^cO^ to am antiferromagnetic like behaviour for ^75^15^-10 h a s tl90n observed by
magnetization measurements* In this paper the alloys up to
x « 0*3 are considered to be ferromagnetic But the measured
£"4_7 sharp decrease of the average magnetio moment as well of
Curie temperature and the nonsaturating behaviour in external
fields up to 0.85 T lead to the suggestion that also in these
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alloys parasitic antiferrornagnetiam may be present* Mossbauer
experiments on samples with x • 0, 0.1, 0.2, and 0.3, respecti¬
vely, were performed with the aim to get information about the
possible existence of parasitic antiferromagnetism. For this
purpose we have to compare the change of magnetic hyperfine
field and of average magnetic moments using the same argumenta¬
tion as in the foregoing section. Figure 1 shows the correspon¬
ding MSssbauer spectra measured at temperatures for which the
magnetization can be considered to be temperature independent
The strong broadening of *the lines shows that in these amorphous
alloys a distribution- of hyperfine fields exists instead of a
single value. The distribution function p(H) has been evaluated
using the method proposed by Window £"t>J .
Pig. 1J Mo'ssbauer spectra of
amorphous alloys
at x=0,

T=295 K

b: X B 0 . 1 , T= 80 K

Cł x-0.2, T* 80 K
di x-0,?, To 8 K
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Table 2I

Comparison of average magnetic hyperfine fields with
average magnetio moments per Fe/fcln atom
H/H(x«O)

0
0.1
0.2
0.3

230
215
170
120

1.15

1.0
0,8
0.6

0.75

0.7

0.35

0.5

2.1
1.6

1.0
0.9

Table 2 containa the average hyperfine field values of the correspon¬
ding distributions p(H),H = / H -'• p(H) dH,together with saturation
magnetic moments per Fe/Mn atom according to ^"4_7 • A comparison
of the relative values given in the last two columns shows also
for these amorphous alloys a much steeper decrease of the magnetic
moment than of the hyperfine field with increasing tin content.
This leads to the conclusion that in the amorphous system
(Pe« jjŁIn^J^cP^cCłfj ferrimagnetio regions in conjunction with
parasitic antiferromagnetism exist also for small Lin concentrations
x • 0.3.
llapnetio texture in magnetic semi-hard alloys
Magnetic semi-hard alloys are of technical interest owing to their
special magnetic properties - high coercive force and square
hysteresis loop. These desired magnetic properties are caused by
a combined thermo-meohanical treatment. High cold deformation
(rolling) is followed by annealing. The annealing treatment leads
to the occurrence of a magnetic preferred direction (uniaxial
magnetic anisotropy) and also to structural changes (ordering
effects, precipitations, phase transformation). For iron base
alloys " F e MSssbauer epeotroscopy is well suited to provide
informations about both effects on a microscopic scale.
The formation of a magnetio texture osn be studied by the
evaluation of relative line intensities of the Kb'ssbauer spectrum.
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Here the value H hasfcsenused which Is defined in the following

way £"JJ *
R - 4 siń
s i ń 2 ©/
© / (1+coś2© ) = 3 (I 2 /I 3 ) or 4 (Ig/l
(I. - line intensities xaled from negative to positive velocities,
© - angle between the iron magnetic moments and the beam direction)
To detect a magnetic preferred direction the samples (sheets of
«- 30yum thickness) were measured in three different geometries:
i) beam normal to the rolling plane
ii) striking incident beam with anjfetngle of 20° to the rolling
direction
iii) striking incident beam with an angle of 20° to the transverse
direction*
For random orientation of the magnetic moments R « 2 should be
valid for all three measurements* R < 2 holds if the direction
marked by the beam is an magnetic preferred (hard) direction.
R > 2 corresponds to a magnetic soft direction*
3.) Fe-Mn base alloy
The investigated sample had the composition 86.2 Pe, 12 Kn, 1.4 3?i,
and 0*4 Al ( w t , fa). Table 3 represents the R values obtained for the
three measuring geometries (n - yjfnormalf RD - yf rolling direction,
TD - v | transverse direction) for different annealing states ot the
sample /~7_7 .According to these results the rolling direction
becomes a magnetic preferred direction by annealing at 400-500 °C.
Annealing above 600 °0 decreases the magnetic texture in connection
with the ©*• - y phase transformation*
Table 3» R values of the Fe-Mn base alloy in dep
annealing temperature
temp, treatment
n
RD
TD
•/.
1.8
400 Vih
2.5
1.4
1.8
v
500 °C/1h
2,6
.2
1
1.6
700 °C/1h
_
2.3
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Samples annealed between 500 - 700 °C shov/ the antiferromagnetic
. v-phase beside the ferromagnetic ofc -phase £"Qj • The fraction of
v-phase has a maximum at 625 °C annealing temperature ("-50 %).
The magnetio properties of the v-phase are strongly dependent on
the annealing temperature. MSssbauer Bpeotra were measured from
495 to 80 K for tv/o samples annealed at either 550 or 625 °C.
Prom the broadening of the central line corresponding to the
y-phase in the paramagnetic state the Heel temperatures are -roughly
estimated as about 340 K for the sample annealed at 550 °C and as
about 270 K for the sample annealed at 625 °0. This behaviour may
be understood on the base of the dependence of the magnetic
properties of y - Pe-Mn alloys on Hn concentration as observed in
£"sj» We assume that upon annealing the sample in the two phase
region (•*+ y) at 550 °0 very small y'-particles with a relatively
high Mn concentration are formed, therefore a noncollinear antiferromagnetic structure with the high MSel temperature (340 K) is
present. With increasing annealing temperature the y-psrticles
become larger and the Mn content decreases. Due to the lower Mn
concentration a transition to the collinear antiferromagnetic
structure with lower Heel temperature occurs.
Figure 2 presents the Mb'ssbauer spectra of the sample annealed
at 500 C for the three measuring geometries. The Hossbauer lines
clearly show a substructure which can be explained by contribu¬
tions from iron atoms without nearest Mn neighbours, with one
nearest Mn neighbour, and with two or three nearest Mn neighbours.*
The corresponding relative sub-line intensities indicate a preferr-ed
formation of Fe-JSn pairs oompared with a random Mn distribution. A<
change of the probability for finding Pe-Mn pairs has been observed
only in connection with the «>c - y phase transformation at higher
annealing temperatures £"lJJ • But the orientation of Fe-tin pairs x.n
the strain field caused by the cold deformation may be the reason
for the magnetio texture induced by annealing between 400 - 500 °C.

ill

Fig* 2i

Mossbauer spectra of the
J?e-Hn base alloy annealed
at 500 °C.
Beam direction)
a) normal to the rolling
plane
b) 20 ° to the rolling direc¬
tion
c) 20 to the transverse
direction

4.) Pe-Mi base alloy
The investigated samples were of the following composition
( wt %) m TU2 „P.e, 18 Hi, 3.8^Al^ 1I Ti. The formation of a magnetic
texture has been studied in the way discussed above f^oj
. One
sample was measured in the cold deformed state and after annealing
at 450 and 525 °C. Por a second sample the cold rolling was carried
out ij two steps with an intermediate annealing at 700 °C* This
sample was also measured after an annealing at 450 °C. Table 4
presents the corresponding R - values. Also for this alloy the
rolling direction becomes a magnetic preferred direction. Inter¬
mediate annealing combined with a 450 °C temperature treatment
gives the highest magnetic anisotropy. Contrary to the Fe-Mn alloy
the preferrence of the rolling direction is very sharp. The transvers direction becomes a soft direction for the most effective
temperature treatment. In connection with the
transformation
7
the magnetic texture decreases at annealing above *500 o C.
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Sable 4s R-values for the Fe-Ni base alloy
temp, treatment
n
RD

./.
450 °0/1h
525 °C/1h
intexned. anneal*
(700 °C)
+450 °0/1h

1.6
3.1
2»8

2*1
1.3
1?7

2.0
1.8
2.2

2.8

1.6
1.0

2.5
2.3

3.3

(Meaning of n, RD, and TD as for Table 3)
Figure 3 shows Kćtosbauer spectra of the cold deformed sample
and of the sample annealed at 525 °C for two measuring geometries*
Besides the changes of relative intensity connected Tilth the
magnetic texture also informations concerned with structural changes
can be deduced.
The small central line occurring after 525 °C annealing indicates
the formation of the v-phase. Also the intermediate annealing at
700 °C leads to a small portion of v-phase.
According to Figure 3 the annealing treatment obviously leads to
decreasing line width and to an increase of the magnetic hyperfine
field (from 317 to 331 kG). She decrease of line widih indicates
an atomic ordering process. Al and Ni as nearest neighbours in
iron rich alloys both decrease, the effective magnetic field on the
iron nucleus. Taking into account this fact the ordering process
should decrease the probability to find a Hi or Al atom, .respecti¬
vely, in the first neighbour shell around an iron atom.
Therefore the formation of an ordered Ni-Al phase by annealing
can explain the observed changes of the Kb'ssbauer spectra. This
assumption has been confirmed by X-ray diffraction measurements on
our samples. The diagrams of the annealed samples show weak (100)
and (111) superstructure reflexion.

,/

Pig. 3ł MBssbauer spectra of the
Pe-Hi base alloy
a) cold deformed sample, beam
perpendicular to the rolling
plane
b) sample annealed at 525 °C,
beam perpendicular to the rolling
plane
c) sample annealed at 525 °C, beam
under 20 ° to the rolling
direction
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V
recent years a considerable amount of experimental work
has been done in order to study the structure of odd-A tran¬
sitional nuclei around Z » 50. In order to obtain additional
experimental information on excited states in 'Ag and
iedeieMBiaa* the magnetic moments of the 15/2* isomer in
105

Ag* and the 11 /2" \somer in 13Pdf(^eicc i^h pr*Ą

She experiments have been performed using the pulsed beams of
the Rossendorf cyclotron TJ-120 and the tandem generator BGP-10
(cyclotrons 90 ns repetition time, 4 us pulse width; tandem
generator: 200 ns repetition time, 3 ns width). Time-differen¬
tial perturbed angular distribution measurements (TDPAD) have
been carried out with an usual 2-Detector-arrangement by
means of the v»EF-method. Hie two Ge(li) detectors were
arranged at angles of €^ 3 45 and £ g = 135 degrees with
respect to the beam direction. The target was placed between
the pole tips of a conventional electromagnet. The axis of
external magnetic field B e r t was perpendicular to the beam
direction. The analysis of experimental time distributions
has been accomplished in three steps,
(i)

careful background

(ii)

calculation of the normalized intensity ratio
H(t,B,9).__
exp '

(iii)

the determination of the larmor frequency W ^ from
a fit of
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const.

4+VV
to the experimental R(t)-speotra.
is the aniaotropy coefficient of the angular distribution,
ec is the normalization factor and d^ the attenuation factor.
Using the relation g
g-faotor.
** o l } ' t a i n e d
ext
In the nucleus ' A T A & S S * he "^S"1***0 moment of the 6 as isomer
at 1733.7 keV has been determined. The partial level soheme of
105Ag i s shown in f i g . 1.

IBM

Pig. 1
Partial level soheme
of 1 0 5 « /V.

11*

The 6 nB-isomer was ezoited In the 1 0 3 Bh (Kf2ny)-reaction
(E^ • 27 M«V) at the Rossendorf oyolotron. 1 metallic Bhfoil of cubic crystalline structure was used for the target.
The external miagnetio field strength amounted to
B e r t « (2.205-0.025)1. Prom the spin precession spectra of
the 816.4 JceV and 1065.0 JceV transitions, shown in fig. 2,
we deduced a g-faotor of
gexp * + 0.508 + 0.025.
Taking into consideration Knight shift / 2 / and diamagnetic
corrections /3/ a magnetic moment of
AX m (+ 3.82 + 0.22) ya~ was evaluated.
This value is in good agreement with the result of Kalshoven et al. /4/. Assuming a three-quasiparticle character
of the 15/2+-state in
Ag, the estimates of g-factors
(by means of the additivity rule using single-particle
magnetic moments) for possible proton configurations pro¬
vide too large values:

= 1.2
1 5 /2 +

Only by talcing into account 'also the neutron system we got a
better agreement with the experimental values:

e { [5/2]3
{ [<V>" 2 ]

r

[9/2]}
[ ^ ^ ] } 15/2+

11*

swcm*
an
UD

as
aoo
•as
-aso
-an

I 11 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I

aao
ais
aaoo
-aus
•aao
BO

CHANNEL

Pig. 2
lime-differential spin precession spectra of the 816.4
and 1055.0 keV transitions in 105 Ag. The solid lines represent
tn« fitted E(t)-functiooB.
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The g-factor measurements for the 11/2"-state in
have "been performed at the tandem accelerator using
7
103.
Bh(p, ny) and at the cyclotron in the
the reaction
03
reaotion
Hh (d,2ny). The particle energies were
Dp = 9.5 MeV and B^ = 13.5 MeV, respectively. In both
cases the target was a metallic Eh-foil. The partial level
scheme of -'Pd is shown in fig. 3. In the experiments at
the tandem generator we applied an external field of
B erfc * (2.325 + 0.025) T. Prom spin precession spectra
of the 718.0 keV transition (fig. 4) we determined a
g-faotor of
g e x p - -0.192 ± 0.012.
The measurements at the cyclotron U-120 have been performed
with an external magnetic field of B exfc = (2.52 +, 0.03) T.

wr_

Pig. 3
Partial level
scheme of
103
Pd

Rłt
E,«71«J0k«V

I T -1V2-

0.2

0.1

«H -(2U** 125) MHz
A] - ai«* 0.02
•02

0.675 ns/Karat

SO

WO

ISO

200

Kanol

Fig. 4
Spin precession curve of the 718.0 keV transition in
The solid lin* represents the fitted E(t)-function.

Pd.

Vfe recorded the distributions of six v-transitions (A 2 <O:
186.2 keV, 474.2 ke7, 531.9 keV and A2>O: 451.1 keV, 540.6 keT,
718.0 keV). After the background subtraction) the time spectra
of a l l transitions with A^O as well as with A 2 >0 were added.

1XO

The normalized ratios R(t) for the added time spectra are
shown in fig. 5.

.3
H(t)-spectra of 1 0 3 Pd
transitions with
and Ag> 0.

Krai
Pitting the Łarmor frequencies we got an averaged g-faetor of
«exp * "
for the 11/2" isomer at 784.6 iceV. Svmmarizing the results
of the cyclotron and tandem accelerator measurements we obtained
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for the g-faotor of the 11/2" state in ^Pd an averaged value
of
s9xp * -0.191 +0.010 .
Taking into account the diamagnetio shielding /2/, the measu¬
red g-faotor provides a oorreoted magnetio moment of
/a * -(1.05 + 0.06) ALJJ .
In the framework of the extended core particle model of Donau
and Frauendorf /6/ the 11/2" state can be very well interpreted
as an h 1 1 y» quasipartiole coupled to the doubly even cores
102
Pd and f 0 4 Pd. Assuming g ° o r e (2 + ) = 0.388 /!/, g^ = -0.03 /8/
and g s /gg r e e = 0.60 /9/ we got in these model calculations a
magnetic moment of AX = -1.09 /u».
furthermore core polarization calculations have been performed
within the model of Arima and Horie /10/. The best agreement
was obtained for the configuration

h^
gives a magnetic moment of

] } 11/2-

yu = -1.04 AU, .

A comparison of our experimental and theoretical values with
corresponding data in this mass region / 1 1 / confirms the
11/2" assignment to.the 784.6 keV level and i t s interpretation
as an h 1 1 y 2 neutron state.
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3. RADIATION DAMAGE

Application of Hyperfine Interactions to Defect Studies

-*•

6. Vogl, Freie Oniversitftt Berlin and Hahn-Meitner-Institut, Berlin

1. General
More than 10 years ago a couple of Mdssbauer experiments after
implantation

have been performed which showed that . consider*

able fraction of the implanted MSssbauer nuclei ended up at
lattice sites which were not simply substitutional sites in an
unperturbed environment (De Haard and Drentje /I/, Czjzek et
al. /2/, Kalv.lus et al. /3/). These studies showed that hyperfine
methods would be useful for studying lattice defects. Yet, the
Hfijsbauer spectra were rather complex and information on welldefined types of defects could not be gathered from them.
At the same time people studying lattice defects in metals by
conventional methods as e.g. electrical resistivity, elastic
constants, mechanical properties, worried increasingly about
the limitations of these bulk methods. These methods collect
information about lattice defects rather indirectly by studying
the change in some physical property influenced by the defects
and therefore do not permit direct conclusions on the "atomisticity"
of defects. Among the atomistic questions the following ones
are most important:
•

identification of defects

•

atomistic structure of defects

•

dynamics of defects (thermal vibrations etc.) and
diffusion .

Among other more or less microscopic methods as channeling or
X-ray diffraction, the hyperf.lne methods coald be regarded as
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particularly powerful in providing atomistic answers to questions
i) through iii). However, a procedure had to be developed to
.produce well-defined probe atom-defect associations to be
studied by the hpyerfine methods. In 1973 the trapping nethod was
introudced /4/> using the attractive interaction between an
impurity (the hyperfine probe) and the lattice defect to be
studied. Trapping of a defect an impurity leads to a well-defined
relative position and therefore to clear hyperfine spectra.
A great advantage of the trapping method (which is so to say
provided as a present of nature) is its potential to study the
impurity-defect-interactions. Since the practical interest in
metal physics is not in the pure metals but in alloys which
contain a great variety of low-concentration impurities, the
interaction of defects with alloy components and impurities
determines greatly the physical properties of the alloys. There
are well-known examples: Impurity-defect interactions can create
concentration inhomogeneities in alloys /5/ and thus lead to
considerable changes in mechanical strength, phase stability,
corrosion resistance. Small additions of solute atoms can sharply
reduce the magnitude of irradiation-induced void-swelling /6/.
From the point of view of applied physics the studies of the
impurity-defect interactions should lead to information on
t

the configuration of the impurity-defect complexes

a

the binding energies of complexes

•

the migration kinetics .

In /7/ we have' listed three aspects which should be considered
when performing defect studies with hfi methods:
(1) Besides experiments involving raore complicated conditions
try also to pel form experiments making use of the simplest
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possible conditions in producing lattice defects and trapping
then at the probe impurities. This can be accomplished in the
following way:
a) Use samples which contain'only impurities of the probe's
type.
b) Produce only vacancies by quenching samples from high
temperatures.
c) Produce Frenkel pairs (vacancies and interstitial*) if
possible by low-temperature fast electron Irradiation.
A very useful trick to get a simple defect arrangement
is to irradiate at a temperature which fulfills 2 conditions:
i) The defect to be studied is so highly mobile that it
reacts with a partner before another defect of its
type is produced

where v o is the mean attempt frequency of the defect,
E,,. its migration enthalpy and K o the production rate
of defects.
This inequality assures that 2 defects cannot react
with each other during their movement. Thus defects
will either be annihilated at sinks or be trapped at
the probe impurities in a way obeying pure Polsson
statistics.
ii) The defect to be studied is not able to leave the
complex which it is forming with the probe impurity.
The complex is stable at the irradiation temperature:

Here E b is the binding enthalpy of the defect at the
impurity and tj. rr the irradiation time.
(2) Concentrate the investigations to a few metals, e.g.:
f.e.c. metals: Al, Cu, Ag, Pt, Mi
b.c.c. metals: Mo, Fe
h.c.p. metals:

Cd

(3) Try to perform simultaneous

studies with other methods,

like channeling, electrical resistivity, etc. to be able to
fit the results into the picture approached by scientists
from other fields.
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In the past few years-aspects (1) to (3) have been Increasingly
considered.

2. F.c.c. metals
He shall demonstrate successes and trends of hfl methods by
discussing the results of Al studies more extensively than the
rest. One advantage of beginning with Al is the simplicity of
defect structures in Al; Al tends less than other metals to
forming interstitial or vacancy agglomerates.
Fig. 1 shows the decay of irradiation induced resistivity after
irradiation with fast electrons or neutrons at 4K.Two clear stages are
present, called stages I and III and a flatter region called
stage II in between. Early resistivity studies /e.g. 8/ have
demonstrated that impurities in Al tend to decrease the height
of stage I. This effect was interpreted as the trapping of
interstitials at impurities, preventing their annealing at
sinks. There appeared an increase of stage II or stage III,
instead, interpreted as the release of the interstitials from
either "weak" impurity traps (lower binding energy) or "strong"
impurity trap (higher binding energy). Be and Mg impurities in
Al are weak traps whereas Ge, Zn and Ag impurities were found to
be strong traps /9/. The trapping of vacancies a*, impurities
can have an analogous effect on stage III. There remained little
doubt on the general correctness of this interpretation. However,
no information could be given from resistivity studies o. the
atomisticity of the complex, e.g. its structure and its dynamics.
Mfissbauer studies have been performed on Al doped with radio-

N N M

•
•

Fig. 1:

- .170
• «STi
«STi

•
.

W

M

M

I

Decay of irradiation induced resistivity after fast
electron or neutron irradiation at 4 K. From W. Schilling
et al., in: Vacancies and Interstitials in Metals,
North-Holland, Amsterdam (1969), p. 320

active

57

Co (the daughter is

57

Fe) beginning from 1973 /4/.

They showed that both interstitial and vacancy trapping lead to
appearance of new Mossbauer lines which enable us to perform
atomistic defect studies /Fig. 2/. The new lines are clearly
shifted with respect to the line due to substitutional probe
impurities, they possess only a small quadrupole splitting due
to a small electric field gradient (EFG) (in the mixed dumbbell
the EF6 at the

2.1

57

Fe nucleus is 0.8 • 10 1 7 V/cm 2 ).

Interstitial-impurity complexes
(mixed dumbbells)

i)

Identification of defect
By Mossbauer spectroscopy of Al 57,
Co after low-temperatureirradiation, the trapping of a defect migrating in stage I
could be extensively studied /10/. This defect was identi-

fied as the interstitial. The annihilation of the trapped
interstitial happens in stage III. Activation energy and
reaction order of this process could be determined /11/ and
the annihilation process identified as due to a migrating
vacancy.

too
before

after irradiation
with electrons
at about 100 K

after annealing at RT

after quenching

Doppler-Velocity

Fig. 2:

MBssbauer spectra of

57

Co( S7 Pe) in Al after irradiation

or quenching (Mossbauer spectrum after quenching from
/17/).
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11)

Atomistic structure of lmpurity-lnterstitlal-complex
Since hfi parameters (isoraer shift, electric field
gradient

EFG) unfortunately are not yet able to provide

. direct information on the details of the defect structure
(exception: symmetry information from EP6 measurements
in single crystals) the comparison of the Mdasbauer
results with results from other methods is necessary.
Channeling-back scattering studies of He ions In Al have
been performed at various impurities having trapped
interstitials /12/. Rutherford back scattering is the
powerful method for providing the structure information.
According to /12/ Mn Impurities in Al form mixed <1OO>
dumbbells with the trapped interstitials. The results
for Fe Impurities are less significant since the solubility
of Fe in Al is at the maximum 200 ppm and back-scattering
needs at least this impurity concentration. There is
indication that Fe also forms mixed <100> dumbbells with
trapped interstitials. A recent internal friction measure¬
ment /13/ contradicts <1OO> mixed dumbbell structure.
iii)

Dynamics of mixed dumbbells
Different from the other hfi methods Mossbauer spectroscopy
permits investigation of the dynamics of the probe through
measurement of the Debye-Waller factor. For harmonic
vibrations the Debye-Waller factor f is connected to the
mean square atom displacements <x > in a very simple way
(k is the wave number of the Y quantum)
f * exp(-k2 <x2>) .
Fig. 3 demonstrates the temperature dependence of the
Debye-Waller factor for substitutional

7

Fe atoms

which

'Strictly seen the Debye-Waller factor measures the vibrations
of the daughter nucleus 57pe and not of the parent S^

0.957

Fe substitutional in Al

57

Fe in mixed dumbbell

&••

0.1
Offl

Fig. 3«

wo

Sólpć]

Temperature dependence of the Debye-Waller factor of
substitutional

57

Fe and

57

Fe in nixed dumbbell in Al.

shows normal behaviour in agreement with literature /14/
whereas

Fe atoms in mixed dumbbells with interstitials

behave in an extreme vay: their Debye-Waller factor drops
. rapidly in a narrow temperature interval around T.»16 K.
This is due to a sudden increase in <x > which can no
longer be due to vibrations but is caused by some locally
restricted diffusion jumps (diffusion in a cage). From Tj
the diffusion barrier enthalpy can be estimated /15/
E

cage " O.O17 cv.

Single crystal studies to determine the geometry of the
cage are underway. This investigation demonstrates the
great potential of Hossbauar-spectroscopy to study the
local dynamics of defects/ to study it on an atomistic
scale.
Trapping of multiple interstitials at a

57

Co( 57 Fe) impurity

leads to a less extreme temperature dependence of the

Debye-Waller factor. The interpretation assumes that trapping
of the second and further interstitial* suppresses the cage
jumps and permits only large amplitude (low frequency)
vibrations.
There is some indication for interstitial trapping at

In

impurities in Al by time differential perturbed angular
correlation (TDPAC) /16/, but no systematic studies of
trapped interstitials have been performed by TDPAC as yet.

2.2

Vacancy-impurity complexes

1)

Identification
Mttssbauer studies of Al

Co quenched from temperatures just

below the melting point /17/ or irradiated above annealing
stage III (vacancy migration stage) /18/ led to vacancy
trapping at the probe impurities showing up in a new
MBssbauer line (compare Fig. 2 ) . Its central shift versa
the line from substitutional probes is less (+0.33 mm/sec)
than that for trapped interstitials (+0.42 mm/sec). The
fact that the central shift has the same sign as for
trapped interstitials means that a trapped vacancy leads
to an increase in electron density though certainly no
volume decrease happens when an impurity traps a vacancy.
The phenomenon must be due to the Friedel oscillations
of electron density around an impurity, and deserves
further investigation.
•
Rinneberg and

Haas

. have performed TDPAC studies of

vacancies in Al by help of the probe
is

111

In (the daughter

C d ) . After quenching /19/ they found a very clear
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periodic perturbation of angular correlation (e2qQ/h»132MHz,EFG«
6.8'1O17V/cm2)VattributingŁt to the trapping of vacancies
(Fig. 4). The same frequency could be identified in
Al

In samples irradiated at 4.2 K with fast electrons

and annealed in stage III (200 K) /16/. This demonstrates
that hfl parameters (isomer shift, electric field
gradient) can be excellently used for tracing defects by
their "fingerprints" even though it is until now not
possible to gain atomistic information on the defect
structure from the numerical values of the hfi parameters.
Vacancies have also been studied in Cu, Ag Pt and Ni by
TDPAC at 1 1 1 In( 1 1 1 Cd) /2O-23/ or 1 8 1 Hf( 1 8 1 Ta) /24/.
Wichert et al. /21/ have quenched and also electron
. irradiated Cu 1 1 1 ln. They found 2 electric field gradients

15 sec annealed at TA=-40°C
~ -0.05
O
<M -0.10
CM
<

I

100

Fig. 4:

200

300

TDPAC spectrum of 1 1 1 In( 1 1 1 Cd) in Al afttr quenching
from 468°C to -66°C and annealing for 15 sec at -40°C.
Prom /19/.

1) With Q-0.8 b

•36

due to two vacancy typa dafacta aftar irradiation; but
only 1 after quenching. They could therefore show that
vacanclea Migrate in annealing stage XXX in Cu and thua
make » clarifying contribution to an old controversy
(Fig. S ) . Trapping of vacancies at the

111

In probes and

annihilation of the impurity-vacancy complexes happen In
narrow temperature Intervals. With TDPAC the kinetics of
the two defect types can be separated whereas resistivity
studies are not able to detect the existence of the 2
species.
200

Fig. 5i

Relative number mj. of

111

In probe atoms which have

trapped defects of typa v Q1 {upper part) or v Q 2 (lower
part), as function of the annealing temperaturę T^.
(h) and (1) denote Irradiation with high and low dose,
respectively. From /2O/

ii)

Structure
Pleiter et al. /21/ and Echt et al. /22/ have studied the
structure of vacancy agglomerate* forming at

In impurities

in the annealing stage V of Ni and Cu single crystals,
respectively. They both found <111 > symmetry of the EFG of the
agglomerates, but their interpretations are different.
Whereas Pleiter speaks of vacancy tetrahedra, Echt et al.
think of vacancy loops formed by the collaps of threedimensional vacancy agglomerate...
ill)

Dynamics
Sassa et al. /17/ have also studied the temperature
dependence of the Debye-Maller factor of a

Co(

Fe)

impurity with a trapped vacancy. They found only little
deviation from the corresponding behaviour of a substitutional probe atom. This means that a vacancy neigh¬
bour does not provoke an unusual dynamics of the

57

Fe

impurity.

2.3

Implantation defects•
The identification of single defects by the trapping method
paves

the way for interpretation of the more complicated hfi

spectra following implantation. Various groups have implanted
57

Co or

Fe into Al and observed MCssbauer spectra. As example

Fig. 6 shows the results obtained by Seyboth et al. /25/. A fit
of the shoulder at higher velocities with a quadrupole doublet
as found by interstitial trapping makes good sense and suggests
that part of the implanted

Fe atoms are forming mixed dumb¬

bells with interstitials. There is extensive information on
this problem by Sawicki and Sawicka. For more information see
the report by B. Sawicka in this volume.
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M7-1.0

Fig. 6:

MSssbauer spectrum of Coulomb excited

Fe, recoil

implanted at room-temperature in Al. From /25/.

3.

B.c.c. and h.c.p. metals

3.1.

Interstitial-impurity complexes
MOssbauer studies at

Co in Mo /26/ after low-temperature

electron and neutron irradiations as well have led to the
finding of a new component which appears in annealing
stage I and is therefore due to interstitial trapping. Zt
has a surprisingly large guadrupole splitting corresponding
to an EFG of 5.3-1O17 V/cm* (Fig. 7 ) . The reason why the EFG
here is so much larger than for the mixed dumbbell in Al
is not quite clear, it must have to do with the fact that
the b.c.c. lattice is less densely packed than the f.c.c.
lattice giving way to a s&nger deviation from cubic
symmetry when an interstitial is trapped. The impurity-

13*

80
-1.8
0
18
Doppler-Geschwindigkeit(mm/s)
Fig. 7:

Co(57Fe)in Mo before (a), after
18
electron irradiation {b) with 7-1O
electrons (E =

MSssbauer spectra of

57

3 MeV)/cm2 at about 100 K and after annealing to 770 K (c)
Prom /26/.

interstitial complex after electron irradiation disappears
in annealing stage XXI. After neutron irradiation various
types of complexes (due to various number* of trapped interstitials) can be

distinguished through their different BBSs.

They disappear completely by annealing only at temperatures
as high as about 1000 K.
Structure investigations of the

Fe impurity-interstitial

complex are underway by channeling-back scattering.

3.2

Vacancy-Impurity complexes
Among the first studies of defects by HBssbauer spectrosamyy
were those performed by the Groningen group at
(daughter

^Te

*I) implanted in Fe /*\. 27/i A more extensive

study of lattice defects in Fe was performed by the i —
133
group using
Xe as probe /28/. Since Fe is a ferroaagnat
the magnetic hfi could be studied. Various Kttssbauer cc
nents could be clearly distinguished. From the annealing
temperatures where they appeared and from the feet that
Xe is a much larger atom in the Fe lattice they were attri¬
buted to probes associated to various numbers of vacancies.
A recent study of NMRON on

131

I implanted in an Fe single

crystal (again performed by the Groningen group) rendered
possible the determination of the symmetry of one of the
sites /29/. Fig. 8 shows the experimental result from which
it could be concluded that the probe felt an EFG in <111>
direction attributed to a nearest neighbour vacancy in
<111> direction.
Another b.c.c. metal where vacancy association of probe
impurity atoms has been studied by MOssbauer spect^oscopy

Fig. 8:

MHR/ON resonances for three different orientations
of the applied field with respect to the crystal axes.
Proa /29/.

and TDPAC, as well, is Mo. Prom all the technologically
inportant refractory metals it is that one which is
available at highest purity, therefore condition (1) is
.best fulfilled. Ho has furtheron the lowest melting point
of all refractory metals which makes sample preparation
and annealing easier.

.

The drawback of

all refractory metals including Ho, however, is that
quenching is difficult due to their high melting point.
No hfi studies producing vacancies by quenching have
therefore been performed so far. Hossbauer spectroscopy
by aid of

133

Xe implanted in Mo again showed up Xe

impurities with various numbers of vacancies /30/. A
study of TDPAC at

111

ln( 1 1 1 Cd) in Ho after various types

of irradiation is underway.
Defects in the h.c.p. metal Cd have recently been studied
extensively by the Erlangen group /3a/. After proton

irradiation the "fingerprint" attributed to vacancies froa
quenching experiments was found again Ce2qQ» 103 MHz, EFG »
1 * 7 " ^

5.3-10

' *• *

V/cu') appearing on annealing low-teaperature proton

irradiated Cd at 125 K and disappearing at 145 X. Thus
clear atomistic information on vacancies in Cd could be
gathered.
4,

Conclusion
There is considerable progress in clear hfi experiaents
on defects. A bunch of atomistic information on point
defects in metals has been collected. Nevertheless, there
is a great "defect in the lattice of hfi studies": there
is no theory yet! Thus the very well-defined hyperfine
parameters of defects can only be used as "fingerprints",
i.e. they are very poorly used.
Even at this state the next steps will be in a more
applied direction: Pinning-down problems which appeared
in defect studies by conventional methods and trying to
make contributions there.
In the authors opinion among the most Important studies
will be contributions to impurity-defect interaction models.
An example is the question of deep or shallow traps at
impurities /3 3/.
He believe that in further future

real alloys should be

studied, but to think of that may still be too early at
this stage.
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THE NATUBE 0? IKON STOPPING SITES IV METAIS
STUDIED BY M9SSBAUER SPECTROSCOPI '
Barbara D , Savicka
Institute of Kuclear Phyaice, 31-342 Cracow, Polutf

1. Introduction
Iron implantation in solids has in recent years become a
subject of considerable interest* This relatively new area of
research and technology involes scientists from many different
fields and uses experimental methods originated largely in nuclear,
atomic and solid state physics. The use of energetic ionic beams
enables one to introduce any kind of atom into almost any kind of
solid and therefore to produce a variety of materials with new
useful and surprizing properties. The local state and the position
of the implanted atom are of primary interest in studies of the
properties of implanted materials as well as the process of implan¬
tation.
HSssbauer spectroscopy is one of the most suitable subatomic
techniques to study the dynamical properties and hyperfine intera¬
ctions of nuclei. HSssbauer measurements provide information
concerning the s-electron density, the electric field gradient and
the magnetic field at the position of the probe nucleus. From
this, much can be deduced concerning the local positions of atoms
in the lattice, their different charge states, the arrangement of
neighbouring atoms, the distribution of electric field gradients,
etc. The motion characteristics and the diffusion processes which
take place in the sample also can be followed.
MBssbauer spectroscopy has already proved to be useful in
studies of the location, motion and the local surrounding of
implanted atoms, /e.g., ref. 1-4/» Still, the great power of this
method has not been employed fully and even recognized in ion implanta¬
tion studies. The intertwinning of the two di/uiplines, Wssbauer
spectroscopy and ion implantation, is still by far very week, since
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the possibilities of the MCssbauer technique are usually unfamiliar
in ion implantation studied and vice versa* In this paper the possi¬
bilities of USssbauer studies of the implanted materials will be
exemplified by the results obtained for ? '?e implants in metals.
Properties of diluted iron solutions in transition metals,
noble metals and in semiconductors have been studied extensively
by many methods including Mttssbauer spectroscopy* In some of these
matrices iron is well soluble and solid solutions can be obtained
even for high iron concentrations, according to the rules for the
formation of alloys in equilibrium conditions* In some like Cu,
XL, Ag, the solubility limits are low and precipitation rather
occurs when alloying. However, by using the ion implantation
technique, high concentrations of impurities can fca introduced
into the lattice in spite of the solubility limits and the chemical
reaotivity of elements* As a result of the specific characteristics
of this process, the "frozen-in" metastable structures, formed far
from the equilibrium conditions, emerge in implanted materials.
The production and the nature of these structures is partly determi¬
ned by the dynamics of the collision cascade but their nature
depends also on the physical properties of the implanted and host
atoms. Studies of these metastable alloys allow one to extend the
criteria for the formation of alloys and to search for appropriate
microscopic parameters responsible for elemental configurations with
which known macroscopic data can be systematized.
Much valuable information was obtained from the detailed
studies of iron " P e implanted into monoatomic solids. These
studies, performed mainly by the Cracow group using the conversion
electron JRJssbauer spectroscopy, were recently summarized /4/.
Iron ions implanted into a series of metallic lattices were studied
/5-7/. The annealing and dose dependences were studied in many
cases, especially thoroughly for iron implanted into Al /8,26/,
(Xi /6, 7, 4, 9, 10/ and kg /11,4/. Iron implants into semicondu¬
ctor lattices were studied /12,13/ and these results can be
correlated with the emission MRssbauer experiments for
Cto implants
/14-16/. where lower doses of implants were applied. Iron Pe
implanted into compounds was also studied /17/» However much valu¬
able information was already obtained, the Hossbauer studies of

implanted iron are far from being concluded yet and new groups of
researchers still join the field.
In this paper the information obtained from Hflssbauer
studies concerning the nature of stopping sites of iron implanted
into a series of metals will be reviewed. The arrangements of
iron implants and their motional characteristics will be indicated.
Hie agglomeration processes will be indicated. The properties of
iron implants in different lattices will be described in terms of ,
atomic parameters and also will be correlated with Hiedema coordi¬
nates which characterize the possibilities of the formation of
solid solutions. The properties of the electric field gradients
in implanted cubic lattices also will be shown.
2.

Implantation as doping

The technique of ion implantation enables one to carry out
doping regardless of the solubility limits, diffusion rates, che¬
mical reactivity of elements, etc. Therefore, alloys or microalloys of unsoluble elements can be produced by this method. Ions
can be introduced in well defined quantities, even orders of magnitu¬
de above the solubility Iimit3. An implanted area and a dose is
well controlled. Different ktnds of materials can be used as targets.
However, an implanted dose is non-uniformly distributed along the
depth of the target and substantial damage may be introduced into
the host lattice.
The distribution of implants used to be described by the LSS
theory /18/ which show the range profile of the implants as a
Gaussian function with the projected range, R , and the range
straggling, AR_, as parameters. In Fig. 1 the two parameters
calculated for ?e implanted in a Pd host are presented as a function
of the incident iron ion energy. The concentration of implant3
follows the distribution of ranges x » ^nax'^P [-<RP~ * a p > ^ 2 ' A R p ^ •
The average concentration of implants ban be determined as x a1,6*xnax.
and for iron implants it can be calculated from the formula
x = 0 , 4 2 - A - D / A R , where D is a dose in units of 10 1 6 of 57 Fe/em 2
and A is the atomic number of the target atom. Experimental rangeo
and stopping power data are in a rather good agreement with theory
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ivhen the sputtering of the target and ion channeling can be
neglected /19-21/.

Pig. 1. Range Rp, range
straggling ARp and average
iron concentration.1 62 for
a.total
dose of 10 of
5
'Pe/cm z in a palladium
host, Profiles of iron
implants at two energies
are indicated.

There is a probability that during the implantation procedure
the target atoms will be knocked out by the next-coming implants.
This process, the sputtering, causes the target to be continuously
renewed during the implantation and limits the high doping possible
by the ion implantation method. The sputtering yields, Y, depend
on the atomic properties of both the target and the injected atoms.

Fig. 2, Sputtering yields
for 50 keV iron ions implanted
into different targets.
Points present data mostly
extrapolated from 50 keV Ar
and Kr bombardments, taken
from ret, /22/.
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It can be shown that the maximum concentration of the Implanted
atoms cannot exceed, approximately, the reciprocal of the sputtering
yield, a ^ ^1/T. The sputtering, whose influence can be substan¬
tial especially at high doses, modifies also the implantation pro¬
files. However, for most targets under study, the sputtering effect
corrections are not substantial for the concentration determinations
for doses as high as 10 1 6 of 57 Fe/em 2 (Y<8, cf. Pig. 2>.
The displacement! of atoms from their lattice sites in a cascade
of atomic collisions.originated by nuclear collisions of the slowing
down particle create a lattice disorder around the iron track.
Because of the very high stopping power of ions, the number of displace
ments per unit path produced by one iron atom implanted into solids
with an energy provided by an isotope separator is very high. Bach
iron projectile implanted with an energy of 70 keV causes over an
entire penetration depth about 2000 displacements. Therefore, for
doses higher than approximately 10 Pe/em , on an average every atom
undergoes at least one displacement. *-ae total amount of disorder and
its depth distribution depend on many factors, such as the energy
of radiation, temperature, the total dose implanted as well as
the nature of the target material. The nature of the disordered
regions is not known in detail at present, as well as the nature
of the created defects, which is usually a problem for studies.
The recovery of the lattice destroyed by irradiation occurs
under annealing. Because the self-annealing can occur, especially
in metals, during the implantation or shortly after, therefore the
temperature of the implantation is an important factor. Irradiated
metals anneal at relatively low temperatures. Prom large damage
a substantial part anneals immediately, and only a small part still
remains in samples at room temperatures. For studies presented
here samples were implanted at room temperature which have two
important consequences. From one side, the lattices under study
were usually already annealed and free from most of the damage.
However, the processes of a long-range diffusion which result in
13ie formation of segregated precipitates are not operative at room
temperature and therefore the "froeen", metastable atomic arrange¬
ments were very likely.
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The implantation process is frequently described in terms
of the energy or temperature spike* This is because during the
implantation there are regions in the lattice where in a very short
time there is a high temperature; the disorder or displacement
occurs and then is solidified. In this very short time the implanted
atoms have to choose positions which represent energetically most
favourable host-impurity configurations. The process of implantation
proceeds very rapidly. Prom the beginning of the collision the
subsequent secondary collisions are completed in about 10" 5 aeQf an(j
the excess energy is dissipated by thermal vibrations in the range
of ~ 1 0 ~ 1 sec. In the conception of thermal or energy spike the
collision cascade volume of displacement zone can be envisaged as
a melted liquid which quenches rapidly at an estimated cooling rate
of about 10 * K/aeo. Por comparison, cooling rates for conventional
quenching methods are typically about 1 0 ^ K sec" for vapour
quenching and about 10 - 10" X sec" for liquid quenching. Therefore,
the parallels established between alloys produced by ion implantation
and those produced by conventional quenching techniques are not
surprising.
For alloys produced by ion implantation the question is
whether the final location of implanted atoms is determined mainly
by the relative properties of the host and impurity atoms or more
by the dynamics of the collision cascade. One of the processes
which can be stimulated "by radiation damage is radiation-enhanced
diffusion /23/.

5. MBssbauer studies of implants
The following parameters can be measured in MOssbauer spectra
thus providing information useful in studies of implanted atoms:
1. The shift of the M8ssbauer line, the isomer shift IS, which
measures the electronic density at the nucleus. IS = C [iH'Wjf - b ] .
2. The value of the quadrupole splitting which measures the electric field gradient. For
Fe MBssbauer transition QS = Qeqpi+T) /3.

f

3.
4.

The linewidth of the spectrum which can indicate whether the
distribution of the hyperfine parameters is probably present.
The Zeeman splitting which measures the magnitude of the magnetic
field, E m = - u»H.

5. The intensity of the line, and especially its temperature depen¬
dence, which is strongly connected with the dynamics of the
Mossbauer atom, A-Debye-Waller factor f = exp (- k 2 <x 2 > T ).
6. The ratio between intensities of the lines corresponding to
MBssbauer atoms in different surroundings which can give informa¬
tion concerning the relative numbers of atoms n 1 and n„ with
both surroundings, A^/Ag = (f^/fg)*(n^/ng).
7. In addition, the measurements in the external magnetic field
can help to decide whether the quadrupole interaction is present
in doubtful cases. The sign of the EPG can be also determined
in such measurements.
8. Changes in all these parameters can be followed, thus indicating
changes in the configurations and states of MBssbauer atoms under
the sample annealing, time or other factors.
The MBssbauer effect can be investigated in three ways, namely
by the emission, the absorption and the scattering spectroscopy. For
many years the MBssbauer studies ">f implanted atoms were restricted
to emission experiments, which involve either the implantation of
a radioactive parent isotope in the sample being used as a source or
in-beam experiments in which the excited level is produced by a nuclear
reaction, usually Coulomb excitation (CRIME). The primary studies of
ion-implanted samples by MBssbauer spectroseopy are reviewed by
de Waard /1/ and more recent applications can be observed in the
Proceedings of HBssbauer Spectroscopy Conferences, the last one being
in Kyoto, 1978 /24/.
The absorption and scattering spectroscopies involve the
implantation of the stable MBssbauer isotope in a sample which
is next used as the absorber or scatterer. The latter technique
was started in Cracow in 1973 /5»12/, This method requires
usually higher implanted doses than the emission technique.
However, this method has proved to be particularly valuable in
studies of the samples implanted with iron Pe, especially when
the conversion electron MSssbauer spectroscopy technique OEMS
was applied /25/. The transmission mode usually requires not less
than 101<* of ^fle/em2 i n the absorber. The CEMS method, in which
the conversion electrons re-emitted from previously resonantly excited
IKłssbauer atoms are measured, permited an increase in the sensitivity
of the MBsobauer measurements for stable isotopes. Using C3MS,
doses as low as 10'* of "Pe/om can be measured in special cases,
1 0 ^ or 5»10 1 ^ or ^Pe/cm- are well detected in all materials
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/25,4,3/. This high efficiency is possible due to the high conversion
coefficient of 14,4 keV *'Ve transition;a very efficient geometry
possible with the electron-detector, insensitive to gamma rays, is
also of importance (refs /25,4/ for the details), With the OEMS
technique only the surface layer of about 1000-2000 8. of the sample
is examined. This thickness agrees well with the implantation
depths of ions injected with energies produced by the isotope
seperator (cf. Fig. 1) which makes the OEMS measurements of implanted
samples very efficient and free from possible disturbances caused
by iron impurities distributed along the depth of the target. At
last, in the implantation-OEMS measurements any sort of the target
in respect to the shape, thickness, etc., can be used.

4.

Mttssbauer spectra for iron

'Fe implanted into metals.

The following experiments were performed:
i/
the measurements for iron
Fe ions implanted under the same
conditions into many different targets
ii/ the measurements for iron implanted under many different doses
or different energies into the same material
iii/ the influence of the sample annealing on the state of the
implanted ion.
The first type experiment supplied information about the
differences in the behaviour of iron implants as a function of
the properties of the matrix elements and allowed to compile informa¬
tion about the properties of various different iron-microalloys.
Hie implantations were performed usually with doses of 5*10
or
16"

^7

?

10
of "Fe/em and energies of 70 or 75 keV and therefore, the
average concentrations of iron in the implanted layers were about
a few percent. The targets were aluminium and almost all d-metals,
namely Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Jin, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Ru, Rh,
Pd, Ag, Cd, Hf, Ta, W, Re, Os, Ir, K and Au /6,7,4/. Hie second
and the third-type experiments were very useful in many cases in
order to get a consistent interpretation of the spectra and to decide
about the proper assignment of their components to different states of
iron implants. As a rule, for all the above named matrices, the
samples implanted with " j e at two or three different doses or/and
energies were usually studied and the sample annealing was frequently
followed /4,6,7/.

The dose and annealing dependences were studied especially
thoroughly for lattices in which iron is unsoluble, and therefore
•Hie systems obtained by implantation were oversaturated. Then
the properties of iron and its precipitation from oversaturated
solid solutions were followed. These systems studied were Pe implan¬
ted in Al at doses of 1 0 1 4 - 2.10 17 and energies of 10 - 70 keV
/26,8,4/, in Cu at doses of 1 0 1 5 - 5«1O 16 and energies of 35,70 or
80 keV /6,9,10,4/ and Pe in Ag at doses of 1 0 1 5 - 5-1O16 and ener¬
gies of 70 or 80 keV A,7,11/. The comparison of a large number
of spectra, including those measured, after different thermal treat¬
ments, allowed to obtain a consistent assignment of different compo¬
nents of more complex spectra observed for iron in these lattices
and to distinguish various iron states and precipitates which were
present especially at higher doses. Also, the influence of the
increasing number of impurities on the distribution of the EFG's in
implanted cubic lattices and their influence on the Kflssbauer
spectra was recognized and described for the set of the data for Fe
in Al(/26,8/. also Sec. 5 ) .
In all these studies the implantations were performed at room
temperature and the samples were measured relatively long after
the implantation. Therefore, the implanted lattices, even those
without any thermal treatment, were free from most of the damage
and the spectra measured were free from the influence of after¬
effects. A comparison of the spectra for implanted samples with
those for quenched alloys or diffused samples was always made when
possible.
The spectra obtained for Pe implanted into different metals
with 1-3$ Pe are not very complex and in most cases could.be inambiguously interpreted. Examples of the spectra are shown in Pigs 3- .
In general, the spectra indicate that the implanted iron atoms occupy
well determined and reproducible positions in host matrices. The
lines corresponding to the isolated iron impurities were usually well
resolved in the spectra, or could be unambiguously recognized as it
will be indicated below. Their isomer shifts agree well, generally, /6/
with the shifts measured by the emission MSssbauer technique and
reported by Qaim for Oo diffused sources into relevant matrices /27/
when only a few ppm of impurities were incorporated in'o nondamaged lattices.
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in Cu (i0 7cm2, 70 keV). Prom / 4 / .
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?ig. 5. Conversion electron
Mossbauer spectra for 57pe
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of iron implants. Dose
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Pig. 6. Spectra for Fe implanted
with a high dose in Al, measured at
room and at liquid nitrogen tempera¬
tures. The magnetic background
indicates iron precipitates. Prom
/S/.

For all the samples the radiation damage waa observed in
the line broadening. At room temperature implantations most of
the damage produced anneals immediately. However, aggregations of
defects can be present which can be annealed only at elevated
temperatures. The narrowing of the lines was usually observed
vhen heating the samples. Therefore, the initial line broadening
resulted from small differences in quadrupole splittings and isomer
shifts for iron atoms located in disordered regions or close to
.defect aggregations. Only for high dose implantations (D>3«10 1 6 of
Pe/em ), the radiation damage influenced the spectra more drastically,
since the accumulative action of overlapped displacement cascades
could lead to some nucleation and growth processes. As an example
the spectra for iron foil implanted with 5-1O16 of Pe/cm2 are shown
in Pig. 7. /28/.

?ig. 7. Spectra for iron
foil after a high dose
implantation. This example
illustrate^ the drastic
changes which raay happen in
the lattice after implantationand be observed by KOssbauer
spectra. A gradual recovery
of the lattice under conse¬
cutive heatings is seen.
Prom /28/.

In some cases, as in Al, Cu and Ag, the effects of the recovery of
the damaged lattices were masked by the influence of the agglomera¬
tion of iron impurities under heating.
Pour groups of matrices can be differentiate /7,4/. Por the
first group the spectra for iron implants are similar to those for
C3 diffused sources and indicate, in general, one state of iron.
These were single-line spectra for iron in cubic lattices of Rh, Pd,
Ir and Pt, the quadrupole doubles for iron in hexagonal lattices of
Ru, Re and Os, and Zeeman patterns for iron in magnetic lattices of

Pe, Co, Ni. Hie line broadening, characteristic for the spectra
of implanted samples could be removed as for Sh, Ir (cf. Pig. 3 ),
or at least greatly reduced (as for Ni, Pe)by the sample annealing,
which indicated that the full recovery of the lattices destroyed
during the implantation is easily achieved and then conditions
for the perfect replacement of the host atoms by the impurity are
fulfilled.
For the second group of matrices, namely Al, Cu, Ag and Au,
cry

the spectra indicate more complex patterns. Spectra for 3 Pe implanted
vdth doses less than about 3*10 /cm into theses matrices are very
characteristic and have separated single line and additional unresolved
linei Spectra for high dose implanted samples present a Zeeman
pattern or Zeeman background which indieate precipitation of metallic
iron in the samples.
In the absence of special preferred formations, iron replacing
the host atom can exist in following different configurations: can be
isolated from other iron atoms (iron monomer) or have one, two, or
more iron atoms as nearest neighbours in the lattice. The small
aggregations of mostly of several impurity atoms we will named oligo¬
mers, according to the de Waard suggestion /29/. For a random
arrangement of impurities the probabilities of different iron oligo¬
mers ear, be described by binomial distributions and are shown in
Pig. 8. If a difference between effective charges or radii exists

?ig. 8. Probabilities of
the occurrences of different
iron oligomersin randomly
doped
fee latticed PQ
p
P.. - diners,
di
monomers, P
P_ trimers, etc.

• ru
between the host and impurity atoms, then oligomers will be recogni¬
zed by the quadrupole-split doublets in the HBssbauer spectra. As
seen from Pig. 8, for 1-3# concentrations of impurities distributed
randomly the oligomers of only two iron atoms(Pe-dimers)are mostly
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present, while more numberous oligomers are probable at higher x.
Iron solubility limits in Al and Cu are low and, therefore,
the different sorts of precipitates occur when cooling from the
melt. However, if high thermal pooling rate methods are applied,
the distribution of iron admixtures near melting can be preserved
at room temperature. With such methods metastable solid solutions
can be obtained which can retain a nearly 100-times the maximum
equilibrium solubility of iron /30/» Mflssbauer spectra for such
metastable solution-quenched alloys of FeAl and FeCu were studied
for iron concentrations up to 5$ /31,32/. The measurements for
the sample of FeAl placed in the external magnetic field proved the
existence of a singlet and a doublet /31/» Iron is very soluble in
gold and conventionally prepared FeAu alloys were studied up to
10,5 at Fe# in the paramagnetic region /33/. In all the spectra
a central single line and a doublet could be separated and were
ascribed to, respectively, iron monomers and oligomers.
The spectra for iron implanted in Al, Cu, Ag and Au were
decomposed in a similar way as the spectra for solution-quenched
alloys at similar iron concentrations (of. Figs 4 and 5 as examples).
Using the least square fit procedure to the set of Lorentzian lines,
•Hie parameters of the single line and the quadrupole-split doublet
were determined. The isomer shifts of the single lines are «haraeteristic for isolated iron. The doublets were ascribed to iron oligomers,
similarly as for solution-quenched alloys. In spectra for 5'Fe in
Cu and Ag, and additional single line of small intensity was distinquished, characteristic for Jj-Fe, which indicated aggregates of at
least twelve iron atoms.
'
Spectra for Fe implanted in bcc metals of V, Nb, Ta, Or, Mo
and W, the third group of matrices, present single lines with some
asymmetry and/or small side-lines. Again, using the l.s.f. procedure
in each spectrum a doublet was separated, in addition to the single
line characteristic for isolated iron. The relative intensities of
the doublets agree with the probabilities of iron oligomers for random
distribution of iron impurities. Their quadrupole splittings, QS d ,
are 0,5 - 0,9 mm/sec.
The assumption that iron oligomers, mostly dimers, are respon¬
sible for the doublets resolved in the spectra for iron implanted

metals is confirmed by many data, such as the signs of the
IS m - IS d "values, the temperature and concentration dependences of
the QS. and the change of the spectra under the heating of the
samples. Some of these will be indicated in the next sections,
The fourth group of matrices contains hexagonal lattices of
I, Ti, Lu, Zr, Sc, Hf and Zn. The ^ Pe spectra show two separated
broad lines, or rather two groups of lines, usually non-equal /A/.
It was possible to distinquish the monomer-associated lines.
However, the remaining part of the spectra consisted of line(s)
usually as high as a monomer-line, and the full unambiguous de¬
composition of the spectra was not possible yet. She additional
lines can indicate iron oligomers, but also other states of iron,
e.g., iron interstitials. The IS values for monomeric Pe implants
in this group of matrices are usually smaller than the IS data
reported by Qaim for
Oo sources. In these lattices, however,
cobalt diffusion does not go easily and therefore the data for Oo
is may be not reliable.

5.

Distribution of the electric field gradients in doped lattices
en

It is remarkable that the MOssbauer spectra for J Pe implanted
into aluminium depend systematically on the average concentration
of iron I, independent of whether different x were achieved by
changing either iron doses or iron energies /26,8/. At the smallest
iron concentration (x = O,O2#) a single line is observed. At
concentrations higher, but lower than about 3%, the spectra show
asymmetric patterns and can be decomposed into a singlet and a doublet.
Por x ^- 3#, the spectra represented symmetric doubles.
The quadrupole splitting QS d and the linewidth W for the
doublet part of the spectra are presented in Fig, 9. Both para¬
meters increase with increasing iron concentrations. Such behaviour
is thought to reflect the rising influence of iron impurities since
gradually more and more iron atoms have disturbed the surrounding.
Por very low concentrations of iron the dimers are most
probable and therefore V. t initial QS value can be accepted as
characterizing the isola ,>. i dimer. Prom the initial QS, value
QS d «• 0,3 mm/sec, a chargi defect between iron and aluminium atoms
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Pig. 9.- Parameters of the
quadmpole doublet in CSIS
spectra of 57pe in Al versus
Pe concentration. The lines
represent the results of
calculations and are explained
in the text. Prom / 8 / .

can be calculated, q p e - q A 1 = 0,5e. With an increase of iron
concentration x, two effects play a role: i/ the increased probabili¬
ties of more nuinberous iron oligomers, so that they cannot be neglected
any longer (cf. Pig. 8 ) , and ii/ the increased influence of far-distant,
iron so that the nearest neighbour approximation is no longer suffi¬
cient. Both effects induce changes in the values of the electric
field gradients at the iron nuclei. This causes the EPG distributions
which therefore influence the shape of the KBssbauer spectra. Calcula¬
tions of che EPG distributions produced by the distributions of
impurities require the summarizing over all contributions from many
impurity atoms in the lattice with the simulations of their arrange¬
ments. Such calculations can be made in computer experiments.
The calculations of the EFG distributions for implanted lattices
were performed in a model of charge disturbed lattices assuming a
point charge approximation /3+,26/. In this nodel the EPG distribu¬
tions produced by various different distributions of impurities can be
simulated. Such calculations were performed for various lattice
synmetri.es and many different concentrations of impurities for uni¬
formly random distribution of impurities /34/. The random distribu¬
tion of impurities was simulated by the Monte Carlo procedure,
assuming that impurity atoms are located subsitutionally in the host
lattice* In calculations for implanted samples the distribution of

•

'

impurities was not uniformly random, but was assumed to follow
the Gaussian range profile of implants, defined by R , A R /26/.
33ia fluctuations of defect concentrations were also takan into
account in the Monte Carlo procedure. The model required to define
a charge difference, Ae = q p . - q ^ , between the impurity and
host atoms. The contributions to the effective electric field
gradient, q e f f * Ae-|1 + VC
was computed aa a final result of
summarizing the contributions from all the atoms in the lattice
producing the sizeable EFG- effect. For each chosen concentration
of impurities all the procedure of the computations had to be
repeated several hundred times in order to get the simulation of
the real EFG distribution. The resulting Mossbauer spectrum for
each EPS distribution consisting of many elementary spectra with
the linewidth H' , was then constructed.
^_______.——
The results of the computations of the distributions for Fe
implants in Al lattice, and some of the Mossbauer spectra simulated
are presented in Fig* 10. The shape of simulated Mflssbauer spectra
depends strongly on the charge difference Ae, a parameter in the
E?G distribution (point charge approximation}.
The quadrupole splitting, QS, and the linewidth, V, of the
calculated HBssbauer spectra are compared to the parameters of
•the quadrupole doublet in spectra measured for Fe implanted in Al
in Fig. 9. She dotted lines represent the results of calculations
for two choosen values of Ae parameter (the upper for Ae = 1 e
and the lower for A e = 0,5 e). As seen, the computations reproduce
qualitatively the increase of the quadrupole splitting and the
linewidth with rising iron concentration. The quantitative disagreement is observed, especially for low x. This is very likely caused
by a most common deviation from the model, namely the effect of the
short range ordering processes. An enhanced formation of simple
iron associations in an aluminium lattice, disregarded in the model,
is very likely responsible for larger QS d values observed even at
low x. The increased tendency for the formation of iron associations
in Al lattice when compare to the random systems will be demonstrated
in Sec. 6. If an assumption is made that it is possible to separate
both effects contributing to the EFG, and to add them, the one calcula¬
ted in the model of random charges and the one due to iron dimers, then
the solid line in Fig. 9 can be obtained, which gives a good agree¬
ment with experimental data. A parameter Ae equal to 0,5 e was

taken in order to explain the experimental OS-data slope.
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Pig. 1Oa, Distributions of the
electric field gradients, calcula¬
ted in a model of the charge
disturbed lattice for Gaussian
distribution of impurities in fee
lattice. Doses refer to 35
iron implants; R_ = 285 1,
A R p = 0,3 . R . Pprom /26,4/.

Pig. 10b, Mdssbauer spectra
calculated for EPG distributions
presented in Pig. 10a. The
following parameters were assumed
in calculations: lattice constant
a = 4,04 A, the linewidth of the
elementary spectrum W e i = 0 , 3 ram,
the charge difference between
host and impurity atoms (including
the overshielding effect) A e = 0,5e.
Prom /26,4/»

In sunmary, the increase in the quadrupole splitting and in the
linewidth with the increase in the concentration of Pe ions implanted
in Al can be described by the influence of the SPG distributions
caused by iron impurities distributed in a cubic aluminium lattice.
The EPS distributions calculated in a model of charge defected latti¬
ces for a random distribution of impurities can only qualitatively
explain the observed dependences. This model neglected the increased
formation of iron oligomers in iron implanted aluminium.
It is useful to notice, that while the description of the
spectra at higher iron concentrations required calculations of the
EPS distributions, at small x the nearest neighbours approximation

i3 sufficient and then the doublet in the spectra characterizes
iron diners.
6,

Aggregation processes
Fractions of isolated iron atoms in implanted samples can
be determined from the contribution of the monomer-aseribed lines in
the spectra, These are presented in Pig. 11 for iron in different
cubic metals. Three facts result from the data presented. First,
and as seen, the experimentally determined fraction of monomers
agrees with the random distribution of iron implants for almost all
bcc lattices, namely V,. Cr, Nb, Mo and Ta, while in lattices of Al,
Cu, Ag, Au and possibly W, the fraction of isolated iron is lower
than for a random distribution.

H> "I'M
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Pig. 11. Fraction of isolated iron vs iron concentration. Points
present data determined from the single line contributions in the
spectra, lines - the monomer occurrences calculated for a random
distribution of Iron in body centered and face centered cubic
lattices, respectively, lower lines - for random packing of hard
spheres. Taken from ref, /7,8/.
a = iron implanted in boo lattices,
b ,• iron implanted in gold and silver (•and Ł points - from /6 ,1/
it - from /11/).
c = iron implanted in aluminium (V - from /8/) compared to the data
for solution quenched alloys (7 - from /51^i
d a iron implanted in oopper (• - from./$,4/ andd jT - from 131)
compared to the solution quenched alloys (a ffrom (31/k
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Second, the fraction of isolated iron atoms in iron implanted
fee aetals is smaller than in corresponding solution-quenched alloys
(of. Pig. 11b, c, d ) . This is observed not only for alloys of iron
with elements in which iron is unsoluble (Al, Cu, Ag) but also for
FeAu alloys, which by melting can form true solid solutions of
random distribution of components, the increased iron clustering
in implanted samples may be explained as a result of a tendency for
iron atom3 to move towards the 3trained regions in the lattice,
such as regions with vacancy clusters or a lattice disorder, and
thie can be facilitate by the radiation-induced diffusion. In the
course of building up a collision cascade, aany vacancies are formed.
Free vacancies are mobile at room temperatures and can trigger the
diffusion, while the diffusion coefficient depends upon a number of
free vacancies /23/»
.
——-"
It is notable that the effect of increased iron clustering
nas observed in fee lattices, while iron implants in bec lattices
usually follow statistical rules. The interstitial spaces which
are relatively large in fee lattices seem to play a role in the
radiation-induced diffusion leading to iron clustering.
Third, the fraction of isolated iron atoms can exist in implanted
and solution-quenched alloys at concentrations exceeding the solubility
limits by orders of magnitude. This is conditioned by a vary high
quenching rate characteristic for both methods. In lattices of Al,
Cu and Ag iron monomers were observed even at high x, much above
the solubility limits and in spite of the tendency for the aggrega¬
tion of iron implants in these matrices. The solutions obtained
were metastable and further iron clustering under thermal treatment
of the samples was indicated in the spectra.

7.

Iron monomers and dimera
4

In Pig. 12, upper part, the systenatios of the electronic
density at isolated iron implanted into different hosts are presented,
A generally good agreement between the IS values for iron implanted
absorbera and for diffused sources or for iron in solution-quenched
alloys has been already reported. The observed systematic variation
of the fKOJl2 with the number of outer electrons of the host atom is

understood, at present, as being a result of the combined mechanism
of the change in the s-d-charge transfer along each transition
series and the change in the volume available for the impurity atom
in different hosts /35f36/. The fiest effect i3 responsible for the
monotonie decrease in the electronic density with the increase in
the number ot outer electrons along each transition series, The
Tolume effect depends on the difference in the atomic volume of the
host and impurity atoms, and as a rule <cf. Fig. 13), the farther
away from the iron column in the periodic table that the host element
is situated, the larger is the volume effect.
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Pig. 12. Systematies of
the isomer shifts for monomeric and dimeric iron,
ISm and ISd, respectively,
in various hosts, as a
function of the number of
outer electrons of the host
element. Arrow at the ISnj
point indicate* in which
direction the ISa point is
situated. Open symbols
present data which are still
controvertiai.

N U M K R OTOUTEH ELECTRONS

It can be accepted that the doublet components of the spectra
for samples with the lowest iron content characterize the iron dimeric
state* This is because for small iron concentrations other oligomera
than diners are improbable, while the scattering of concentrations
around the average value x which is characteristic for implanted
impurities only slightly changes the probabilities of different iron
configurations In comparison to those for a uniformly random distri¬
bution of impurities*
Bie electronic densities at dimeric iron in different metals
arc presented in the lower part of Pig. 12. Hatched symbols were
narked if doublets were not resolved and therefore dimers and mononers were not distinguished in the spectra.

The two effects previously described for IS m seem to govern
also the I3 d dependence. However, its character suggests that while
the electronic density at dimerie iron is highly sensitive to the
electron transfer effect,,'it is however less sensitive to the volume
effect, in'comparison to the situation for jnonomeric iron.
The isomer shifts IS d are usually closer to the isomer shift
value for pure iron than are the shifts IS m for iron monomers. This
is because the electronic density at the iron nuclei in dimers is
more iron-like than in the case of iron monoswrs. The only exception
appears to be Fa in Nb.
The experimental parameter, IS m - IS d , characterizes the mutual
influence of iron atoms on the electronic density at their nuclei
in various hosts. The IS - IS d values do not exceed 0,3 mm/s.
The iuadrupole splittings attributed to iron dimers in cubic
d-metals are between 0,5 - 0,9 mm/s.
8.

The nature of iron stopping sites correlated with atomic
parameters

The Mossbauer studies of iron diluted alloys produced by iron
implantation indicate that the atomic volume is an important factor
in deciding about the implant location. The values of hyperfine
interaction parameters, IS and QS, are also strongly correlated with
atomic volumes of the host atoms. This can be illustrated as followv.vs.
In Pig. 13. the diagram of atomic volumes for different elements
vs the position of the host element in the periodic table is presented.
$he four groups of matrices indicated in Sec. 4 can be distinquished
also in this diagram.
As almost a smallest atom among others in the periodic table,
iron, can bs easily accomodated in substitutional positions in matrices
of other metals, while interstitial spaces are usually too tight.
Iron atoms may be situated as random substitutionals as long as the
effective charges of iron and host atoms are close to each other and
the size misfit is small. The two conditions correspond to the close
location of both elements in the diagram in Pig. 13. Por very small
differences in both parameters even statistically permittable dimers
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are not observed in the MBssbauer spectra because the isomer shifts
IS and IS d are similar and the QS values are too small. These
are lattices: Rh, Pd, Ir, Pt, Ni, Ru, Re, Os, Co. For hosts which
.elements are more distant from iron in the diagram, iron dimers
can be distinguished, either formed in a random way, like in V, Nb,
la,. Gr, Mo or with increased probability, like in Al, Cu, Ag, Au,
In all these cases a misfit in charge and volume between iron impurity
and host atoms causes the difference in energy of hyperfine intera¬
ctions for iron monomeric and iron in oligomers.

I

Pig. 13. Atomic
volumes for various
elements.

In lattices of elements situated still farther away from iron
in the diagram Pig. 13, iron interstitials seem to be indicated by
the ?.:Sssbauer spectra, in addition to iron substitutionals. Elements
like So, Y, Zr,and Hf, as well as In, Cd, Tl, In, Pb and Bi belong
to this group /$/, Iron interstitials may also occur in elements with
loosely packed lattices. A particular example is ^'Fe in diamondtype lattices; iron implants in Si and Ge were shown to occupy almost
exclusively interstitial positions /13,4/.
The rules for formation of solid solutions in equilibrium
conditions can be described by Hume*-Rothery rules which state that
if elements have the same crystal structure and small differences in
size and electronegativity, than they shcxlc? form complete series of
30lid solutions. However, for many more combinations of elements
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the solid.solutions in a form of alloys or micro-alloys can be
obtained, stable at room temperature, by the quick cooling methods
like implantation. Studies of these metastable alloys allow to
extend the criteria for formation of alloys and to search for:appropriate elemental parameterswith which the known macroscopic
data, like solubility limits, phase diagram, crystal structure, eto.,
can be systematized and correlated. The extention of the HumeRothery rules can be made on the basis of the cellular model of
alloying proposed by Miedema and Miedema parameters /37/. Also
in this model the atomic volume of individual.atoms is an important
factor. Two basic parameters in the Hiedema model are;1 the chemical
potential <t>* and the density of electrons at the boundary of the
Wigner-Seitz cell n
for elemental metals. The differences between
the Miedema parameters for two different elements determine the heat
of alloy formation and therefore the possibility for alloying for'
atoms of the two elements. The Hiedema parameters were found to
describe properly the preferences for substitutional or interstitial
locations of different impurities implanted into beryliura /38/.
The two Miedema parameters for different elements are collected
in Fig, 14. Points in Pig. 14. are marked differently according to
the behaviour of iron implant determined from the l,I8ssbauer spectra.

fCVJ

Fig. 14. Plot of two Uiedoaa
parameters for different ele¬
ments presenting the alloying
possibilities for d- and pnetals with iron. The straight
lines separate iron alloys with
negative heat of formation (in
upper and lower quarters) fron
those with positive heat of
"formation (left and right quar¬
ters). Curves in the quarters
mark the increased values of
the heat of formation.
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• - points mark targets in which iror. implants replace perfectly the
best atoms. • - points mark elements 'vhich also form random solid
solutions with iron, hoover iron oligomers (dimers) can be distingui¬
shed in the spectra from iron nonomers. • - points indicate lattices
in which iron has a tendency to agglomerate, aiid small iron aggregates
.formed outside of the randomization conditions were indicated by the
I,K!ssbauer spectra. Open points indicate targets in which interstitial
location of iron is thought to be indicated by the MOssbauer 3pectra.
As seen, the four groups of matrices lie in remarkably distinct
groups in the diagram which indicates that the behaviour of iron
implants is correlated with Miedema parameters 9 and n ^ for host
elements and Medema rules for alloying.

9.

Final remarks

The experimental methods and results presented in this paper
indica-ce that conversion electron Mflssbauer spectroscopy is a sensi¬
tive tool for studying the nature of stopping sites of implanted
atons and their local atomic configurations, as well as for studying
the atomic properties of micro-alloys produced by the implantation .
The results of •'''pe conversion electron Mflssbauer studies
of iron atoms implanted at room temperature into metals of d-series
and aluminium were summarized here. In these^ studies the dependences
on ion energy, dose and annealing procedure were traced. Different
local atomic configurations and phases produced by ion implantation
were identified. The indications for substitutional or interstitial
locations of implants could be decided. As presented, the technique
of ' Pe implantation combined with conversion electron MBssbauer
spectroscopy provided a unique information on the electronic
densities and electric field gradients at iron nuclei in isolated
iron impurities and their simple agglomerates in various metallic
hosts. The processes of aggregation of impurities were observed,
at their very beginning, when the size of aggregates was still
to small to be observed by macroscopic methods. The properties
of implantation produced micro-alloys and values of the hyperfine
parameters were correlated with the atomic parameters, especially
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atonic volume of impurity and host atoms. Hew inifoscatitw concer¬
ning the volume dependence of hyperfine interactions, the charge
transfer and the electric field gradients in alloys sva3 obtained.
The ion implantation allows an increase in tha apparent
solubility limits and to loose the limits of chemical affinities of
components. The implantation frequently results in a foraation of
metastable atomic configurations, which are too small to be observed
by T/iicroscopic methods, but can be v/ell detected by suteaicroscopic
methods, like the liossbauer effect, from their different hyperfino
interaction parameters measured. While the nature of emerging
local hoat-irapurity configurations depends on the atomic properties
of components, therefore their identifications allows for a search
of the correlations of atomic parameters with the macroscopic
characteristics of alloys.
She use cf the electromagnetic isotope separator makes it
possible to implant Fe + ions into a variety of targets with enersiec
of 10-100 keV, The use of the GEMS technique was f c m d to be adequate in studies of doses in the range of 10 1ł -10
-"Fe/cm . Ths
highest doses applied are limited, in general, only t& tis.e sputter.fr:yields for targets. The iron ^ F e implantation also aam be regarfivti
as a technique of enrichment in ^ 7 Fe isotope, useful for I
studies of sanvoles with low iron contents.
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Annealing behaviour of radiation damaged A B - and A B 0 2 compound semiconductors measured by Od -IDPAO
S, Unterricker
Bergakademie Freiberg, Sektion Physik
The diamond like semiconductors of type A B (CdS, CdSe,
OdTe) and A II B IV 0 2 'CCdSiP 2 , OdfiePg, OdSnPg) were irradiated
by cyclotron deuterons for producing In1'1 ; As-* result of
the nuclear reactions the PAC probe nuclei get a recoil energy
of about 200 keV« In consequence of the irradiation and the
recoil of the nuclear reactions many radiation defects are in
the sample. By means of TDPAO these defects and their annealing
behaviour were studied in the neighbourhood of the probe nuclei.
The observable defects are comparable to those produced by
implantation of 200 keV In-ions.
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Pig. 1: A 2 «G 2 (t) for 0dSiP2 after irradiation
and with a thermal treatment of 1 h/758 °C

She both groups" of semiconductors exhibit a quite' different
extension of radiation daaage and annealing progress* Oa the
Figs, exaaples are presented for a ternary and a binary oompound before and after annealing of the daaage. In the ease
of the ternary ooapounds after irradiation all probe nuclei
sit in regions of lattice disorder. Therefore the PIC-pattems
show high interaction frequencies with extensive frequency
distributions. She annealing of this defect areas goes over
a defined intermediate state to the final state with an axialsymmetric E K / V . There is a complete annealing, i.e. all
probe nuclei have the same surroundings. These ternary com¬
pounds crystallise in chaleopyrite structure which is coupled
with a tetragonal compression in o-direetion. The quadrupole
frequencies 4?Q • •Vi M Q/h show a strong relation to the
measure 2 - c/a of tills tetragonal compression (Table 1 ) .
The binary compounds exhibit only relative small perturbations
after BT implantation*

C4S-0Sh/402°C
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fig. 2t Ag-GgCt) for CdS after irradiation
and with 0.5 h at 402 °C
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More than two thirds of the probe nuclei are in unperturbed
regions, the remainder is coupled with defects. After an¬
nealing all nuclei have the same environments with small inter¬
action frequencies V f t (Table 1) in the case of CdS and CdSe
(wurzite-hexagonale) and without an BBS in the case of Gdl«
(zincblende-cubic)•
A comparison with Si /2/ (Table 2) demonstrates that the ter¬
nary compounds behave like Si, There are the same defect areas
(amorphous regions) in which all probe nuclei sit after a BT
In implantation and the temperature for annealing of the
radiation damage is also about 700 °C /2/.
The different properties of Si and A B -semiconductors are
confirmed by optical and ion beam investigations /3,V.
The reason for the observed behaviour of A I 3 : B - and A B Cgcompounds may be the strength of covalency. The ionic con¬
tribution to the bond iB higher in the case of A T3 than
for the ternary compounds ari Si has this very stable oovalent
bond with sp^-conf iguration.
Table 1: The quadrupole frequencies
annealed compounds
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latole 21 i. comparison of son* annealing properties
(la-* Si from /2/)

Si / 2 /

percentage of destruc¬
tion areas arround the
probe nuclei after KD
implantation

thermal treatment
for annealins

100 %

0.5 h/6OO...700 °0

<33%
100 %

0.5 h/300 °0
50 min/700...800 %
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Ion Implantation and Radiation Bamaee

J.I. Sawicki, Institute of Xhysics, JagellonianiUniversity,
Cracow, Poland

The subject of ion implantation, radiation damage and the
beam modification of materials originated largely because of the
development in nuclear physics and technology. Here, it is good
to remember Niels Bohr, who in 1948 already presented the basic
ideas of the energy loss of energetic iona that occurs in motion
through solids. This subject now involves scientists originally
educated in different fields, and they use a variety of different
physical methods. The scientists working on the border of the
nuclear and solid state physics, like those from the field of
hyperfine interactions can contribute much more than until now in
the studies and the development of the scientific basis of this
technologically very important field.
One can easily be acquainted with the situation if one
participates in recent conferences on ion beam modification of
materials. For example, the conference held in Budapest in 1978.
The book of abstracts from this conference ' contained many
contributions and a number of invited lectures were also given.
However, the hyperfine field methods were poorly represented. It
appears that the hfi research methods and also the results are
rather unfamiliar to beam modificators.
Jor a few years a somewhat negative sense of the term radia¬
tion damage or defect changed and started frequently to imply
a positive meaning in view of the valuable applications of beam
modified solids. Ion-implanted materials are now fabricated and
employed on an industrial scale even though their basic physical
properties frequently remain unexplained especially concerning
atomic structure, liany leading world industrial companies are very
interested in the development of material science in a beam-use
direction. This makes the field quite important. Examples of some
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of the aort useful applications of this field are listed below.
ion oeaas are already successfully used by industries manu¬
facturing nicroelectronio semiconductor elements of various types
* e r e implants such' as B, P, As, Sb, Ga, So, le and Sn are used
most frequently* A rery exciting projeot reported on in Budapest
described a fully automated factory designed for the massive
production of large scale solar cells, in alternative application
of ion-bean doping of silicon and electron laser annealing is
scheduled wi'th costs estimated to be a few dollars per square
meter (let us dream on energy crysis solved). However, basic
questions such as the location in a lattice and the electronic
properties of implants, as well as the various aspects of thermal
or laser annealing in amorphoutized semiconductors are not yet
predictable* in example can b@ a state of transition metal impu¬
rities such as Pe or Au in a diamond-lattice studied by UOssbauer
spectroscopists•
Ion implantation is currently being used to study a wide
variety of phenomena in metal systems, including radiation damage,
corrosion, erosion and wear, superconductivity, formation of metastable alloys, low temperature metallurgical reactions and cataly¬
sis. Since this technique allows the composition to be varied
independently of the thermodynamic constraints and ions can "be
introduced at a high and controlled rate, the number of systems to
be formed is practically unlimited. Some important applications
were already reported for examples the surface coating technology
used to increase the wear resistance and fatique lifetime of tools
in the automotive industry, the anticorrosion of iron with Fa and
"&> implants and aluminium with Mo and Hg; perheaps we can think of
rust free cars. However, applications of implantations in metals
have been limited by an incomplete understanding of certain of
the associated physical processes, of which the precipitation is
a notable example. The role played by an implanted species is
also not clear. Here, the use of the hyperfine interactions may
help to solve many problems. Some of these problems were discu¬
ssed during the meeting concerning the " ? e Mossbauer spectroseopy of iron implants ' and
In PAC studies ' . The agglomera¬
tion of implants can be verified and thoroughly studied as a func¬
tion of the implantation conditions as well as a subsequent thermal
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treatment of the sample, the term - oligomers '- has been suggested
to name members of such small clans
.
There are also interesting and valuable methods being develo¬
ped in the field of beam modifications which can be employed easily
in hyperfine interaction studies. For instance, a laser and elec¬
tron pulse annealing, which should result in a dislocation free
epitaxial regrowth of samples* The injection of very short light
or electron pulses C1O - 100 nsec) into a solid may be treated as
next generation tool of beam-modification technology. This
technique could help to study the nuclear on-beam speetroscopy of
particles. ffcrperfine Interactions may also contribute to the
understanding of the atomic nature of the processes occurring in
the laser and.electron pulse annealing* The combinations with
these and other techniques employed in the field, such as electron
microscopy and electron diffraction, secondary ion mass spectroscopy, Hall measurements, Rutherford backseattering, which are mainly
used, also should be more useful in hfi-studies*
In these opening remarks I have intentionally empasized that
in the field of ion implantation and radiation damage, the appli¬
cations are even more advanced than the basic research, and that
many problems which are very important for ion-beam modification
technology should be undertaken by groups working with the hyperfine
interaction methods'.
ttiich nuclear probes are the most adequate, how to study light
impurities, where are vacancies located and how to observe them
effectively, what happens in ion-implanted compounds, which metals
can be amorphoutized and which defects can destroy the UBssbauer
effect,., are some questions which I fell should be answered.
1. The Ion Beam modification of Materials, Abstract Book,
Budapest, September 1978.
/Proceedings will be published in Radiation Effects/.
2. B.D. Sawicka, present Proceedings.
3. K. Erolas, present Proceedings.
4. H. de Tfeard, Proceedings of the Int. Summer School, Korsica,
1978.
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Contribution to the panel discussion:! E. Bodenstedt

_•

Radiation damage studies by TDPAC investigations with radioactive probes
- implanted into'cubic host metals exibit quite often unique interaction
frequencies which must be produced by a unique impurity defect configu¬
ration. In many experiments the annealing behaviour of such defect
configurations have been studied. The essential problem, however, is to
identify the nature of the defect which is trapped by the probe atom.
G. Vogl mentioned in his lecture spme investigations of our group with
111
In implanted into platinum where divacancies and monovacancies seem
to be trapped by the probe. He pointed out in his talk that the most inter¬
esting observation was the fact that the trapping happens at a tempera¬
ture far below the temperature where according to the common opinion of
the radiation damage specialists vacancies become mobile in platinum.
In our group a series of further investigations has been performed in
order to clear up the nature of the defects which are trapped by the
indium and up to now we are not really sure what kind of defect causes
the two unique interaction frequencies observed. I should like to mention
in this connection another investigation of our group in which the probe
nucleus
Hf was implanted into platinum. * In Fig. 1 some TDPAC spectra
are shown. After room temperature implantation one observes a broad
frequency distribution by the many defects which are produced by the
implantation. After annealing the probe at 683 K about 30% of the im¬
planted probe ions experience a unique interaction frequency which is
destroyed by annealing at 853 K. Fig. 2 shows the trapping and annealing
behaviour of this unique defect probe configuration, f is the fiction of
nuclei which have trapped this kind of defect. In this figure the
annealing stage III is also indicated where vacancies in platinum are
supposed to become mobile, f reaches its maximum just at the end of the
annealing stage III and it is therefore quite probable that in this case
vacancies are really trapped by the impurity. At the last meeting of the
Hukleare Festkorperforschung in Ebermannstadt (9. - 10.10.1978) there was
a contribution by the Stuttgart, group in which experiments were reported
by use of positron annihilation which confirm that in this annealing
stage vacancies become mobile and their measurement also indicated that
the mobility really starts at somewhat higher temperatures than assumed
before, i.e. at T> 520 - 550 K.
By use of the Arrhenius-relation we derived from the slope of the annea¬
ling curve the binding energy of the hafnium defect configuration as
E_ - 1.3 (1) eV.

iSV
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4. SOME ASPECTS
OF THE MOSSBAUER EFFECT

MOSSBAOER SPECTROSCOPY

"' '

H. de Waard
Laboratorium voor Algemene Natuurkunde, University of Groningen
Groningen, the Netherlands

1. Recoilless emission of gamma rays
Rudolf MSssbauer discovered in 1957 that gamma radiation can be
emitted and absorbed by nuclei in solid matter without imparting recoil
energy to the individual emitting nucleus and without Doppler broaden¬
ing of the gamma line.
If the atoms in a solid perform harmonic vibrations under restoring
forces proportional to their excursions from equilibrium positions, the
following general expression holds for the fraction of recoilless emis¬
sion or absorption of gamma rays with wave number k • 2ir/X
f(T) - e

(l)

Here <x*>T is the component of the mean square vibration amplitude of
the gamma emitting or absorbing nucleus in the direction of the gamma
rays, at a temperature T.
We briefly describe here a classical derivation, as presented by
Wegener1' of this equation.
An emitting nucleus is considered as a transmitter of a continuous
frequency modulated electromagnetic wave. Suppose that an atom vibrates
with a single frequency ft , so that its position is given as a function
of time by
r(t) « a sin(n t +
9

9

a)
9

An electromagnetic vibration of frequency w 0 >> fi emitted by that atom
will then show sidebands at frequencies tu ± nft and the carrier wave
amplitude, at frequency u ,will be reduced.
Xn a real crystal with N atoms, any atom is subjected to 3N in¬
dependent vibrations:
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r(t) -

2 a«in(fl.t + « )
ami •
•
*

(2)

The Doppler shift of radiation emitted under an angle 6 relative to the
momentary velocity v(t) of the emitting atom is
io)(t) - V - M «ocos e - ic.v(t)
Starting at an arbitrary moment t « 0, the phase of the electric field
of the emitting atom after a time t is given by
t
tr
-,
<f!(t) - / u(t)dt - ; oi0 + A«(t) dt • oiot + k.r(t)
and the field itself by
E(t) - E e'^^'
o

- E e-*<»o«-0-**"*t|"
o

(3)

Inserting (2) into (3) and neglecting terms of order higher than
(k.a g ) 2 we find for the carrier wave
E(t) Normalizing the intensity of the unmodulated carrier wave to 1, we can
write for the intensity of the modulated carrier wave:
f This is just the recoilless fraction, defined as the residual intensity
of the wave at carrier frequency. Since in (2) the phases a are randomly
distributed, the mean square value of Jc.r only contains the squares of

s-l

*

so that
f • e" < ( * r )

>

(5)

If the vibration vectors r are randomly distributed in space (isotropic
f) we have
<(fc\r)2> • k2<r2cos2e> » kJ<x2> » -| k2<r2>
(6)
Inserting (6) Into (5) we obtain Eq. (1).
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CLASSICAL

OUANTUM THEORY

r»o
w0
f«t-

T>0

tig.

1. Classical and quantua aachanical thaory of rscoillass rasonane*. At I • 0
ttaa raaonanca Una resulting in classical theory la raduead by xaro point
•iiirationa In tha quantua aacbanlcal theory. Ina ayaaatrlc aid* band
spactrua of classical thaorjr la diatortad i n quanta* thaory through tha
raooll affaet.

A comparison of this classical approach with the correct quantum
mechanical theory yields the two differences shown in Fig. l.
(1) In the classical treatment no recoil Is associated with the emission of
radiation, whereas in the quantum mechanical theory, the centre of grav¬
ity of the total gamma spectrum is! displaced just by an amount equal
to the nuclear recoil energy E*/2mc*, as has been shown by Lipkin 2 '.
(2) Classical vibrators have no zero point energy so that f • 1 at
T » 0; the quantum mechanical zero point energy causes a part of the
gamma emission to be accompanied by recoil even at T » 0.
- The temperature dependence of f can be explicitly calculated for
simple phonon spectra of. the crystal lattice.
The Einstein model
There is only one phonon frequencyft« SJ_ . The vibration energies
are then.given by

(n
and the probability of finding a vibrator in a state with energy
{n + %)nBg i s
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r

n

s -nnftg/icT
Z •
o

The mean square vibration amplitude ^
follows from

'

of a vibrator in quantum state n

; - (n + h)t&-

o

l

(8)

Averaging over all quantum states we obtain from (7) and (8)
~~
^ E " % xnpn

ft

Even for this quite unrealistic model the agreement with experiment
often is not very bad. In the following we shall drop the time averag¬
ing bar. Suppose now, that we have a general phonon frequency distribu¬
tion G(J2), normalized to / G(fl)dfl = 1. Then, we may write

<x*>T = / 0(0) <,•>„« - JL /togWB (i +ftfl/K2T J

(10)

As a special case of this equation we consider:
The Debye model, with G(fl) ='30 2 /0 m (0 < Q < « m ) ; G(«) = 0 (2 > 0^) .
It is customary to introduce the Debye temperature 9 D = liSl^/k. For this
special case, the general expression (10) can be written:
(11)
o
The integral in this equation has been tabulated by Muir3' .
Real phonon spectra generally deviate widely from the Debye model
phonon spectrum except for very low frequencies. Yet, many solids fol-.
low the temperature dependence of Eq. (11) very well. Such solids are
sometimes called Debye. solids.
If the phonon spectrum is known, a better evaluation of Eq. (10)
can be obtained by development of <x 2 > T into frequency moments of G(fl),
defined as
U(n) - / G(n)$2nd8
o

(12)

At high T eq. (10) can be developed into a series in M{n), by using a
suitable expansion of the statistical factor. This yields:
193

<x

IT

(13)

an expression accurate within 2ł if T > hSlm/K.
For T » 0, Eq. (10) reduces to
(14)
At
is
to
as

intermediate values of T, no simple expansion in frequency moments
possible. The first deviation of <x 2 > T from <x 2 > 0 can be shown
be quadratic in T. Thus, a T dependence of the mean square amplitude
shown qualitatively in Fig. 2 results.

Fig. 2. General appearance of mean square vibration amplitude <x > of a lattice atoa
as a function of T.
The frequency moments defined in Eq. (12) can be related to char-.
acteristic temperatures
(15)
This definition ensures that for the Debye model frequency spectrum all
9(n) = Sp. Values of 6(n) can be determined from known phonon spectra.
If they lie all close together this indicates that a Debye model temper¬
ature dependence of <x2>^ is a good approximation. Often, though the
phonon spectrum deviates widely from the Debye spectrum, the 8(n) values
still do not differ very much from each other.
So far, a lattice consisting of a regular array of identical atoms
of mass m has been considered. Of course, if we investigate the recoilless fraction of an impurity of different mass, m', imbedded in a monatomic lattice, we can not use the formulas derived so far. Among the
different approaches to this impurity problem, that of Mannheim*' seems
to be of most value- Assuming a harmonic oscillator impurity-host inter-
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action and considering only nearest neighbour central forces, Mannheim
derived a general expression for the phonon spectrum of the impurity,
6' ($1), in teras of the host frequency spectrum G($l) and the impurity
host mass ratio •'/* and force constant ratio A'/A. This expression
makes it possible to calculate G'(ft) and the frequency moments y'(n)
from G{ft).
Measurements of the impurity recoilless fraction as a function
of temperature yield values of the frequency moments u1 (-1) and u*(-2)
and from these,values of the impurity-host force constant-ratio A1/A can
be derived when the phonon spectrum of the host is known. Applications
of this procedure have been given by J.H. Grow et al.5) for s7 Pe, M ' S n
and l s ? Au impurities in various metals.
2. Generation of a spectrum
The source emission spectrum is determined by the requirement that
the electric field associated with the emission of gamma quanta decays
exponentially as
E(t) - E o e
E(t) - 0

(t > 0)
{t < 0)

The constant I" is defined here as the inverse lifetime of the gamma
emitting nuclei: I" * 1/T. From the Fourier transform of (16),

F(o») = E„ / e

"

'

dt

0

u> 0>

-

+

o

i

"T

we find the normalized spectral intensity distribution:
^

I (<!)) =

|F((i))|a =

•
(to — (o )

' 2

+

BT—2

^17)

'

This is a Lorentz shape with full width at half maximum Am = r'.
If the source has a velocity v parallel to the direction of obser¬
vation of the gamma rays, the central frequency changes by an amount
(v/c)a>0 so that

19*

The fraction of gamma rays of frequency <•> tranwoitted through an
abosrber of thickness d, containing n identical absorbing atoms per
unit volume is given by
-dn (a +o (u))
D(w) • e
with aR the non-resonant absorption cross section that depends very
weakly on u compared with the resonant cross section
_ o* -

(r"/2)*

with
2ir

k

2

+ i

1

1 + a '

ŻI

g +

i

In this expression g is the isotopio fraction of the resonantly absorb¬
ing nuclei, f. is the absorber recoilless fraction (which, of course,
ct

depends on temperature), u' is the central absorption frequency, which
may differ from w 0 , a is the total conversion coefficient of the ground
state gamma transition and I @ and I are the spins of excited and ground
states, respectively.
The resonance effect is usually measured in a geometry where the
gamma rays are transmitted through an absorber and then detected. Sup¬
pose that with the absorber removed the detector counting rate is N o
and that all counts are due to a gamma ray of frequency « Q that can be
resonantly absorbed. Then, after inserting the absorber, we will meas¬
ure a relative transmission near resonance.

A(v) = jfg- - 1 - f + f 7 I( U ,v)e" dno(u) do)

(19)

o
Here, N(°») = NQ(exp(-dnan) is the counting rate far away from resonance.
The integral in (19} is called transmission integral. For a "thin" ab¬
sorber, i.e. when the reduced absorber thickness dnfifaa0 « 1, Eq. (IS)
reduces to
t

A(v) = i - f -f

(f *

Z-^rr

(20)

A comparison of Eq, (20) with the source spectrum, Eq. (17), tells us
that the folding of emission and absorption spectra of Lorentzian shape
and with widths I" and r" results in an absorption line with full width
at half maximum: r1 + r"« I n Mossbauer spectroscopy it is customary to
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express frequencies (and energies) in (Doppler) v e l o c i t i e s . T h e r e f o r e ,
w e p r e f e r to w r i t e E g . (20) a s

A(v) - 1 - f(t,/2)
&pl
*
<vo - v) 2 + (r/2)*

(21)

where the absorption line width is now also given in velocity units. (A
velocity v corresponds to a frequency shift Au • (v/c)u)Q or an energy
shift AE • (v/c)E .) v represents a velocity shift between emission
and absorption line. This shift usually is about equal to the isoroer
shift S discussed later. For values of ta not much smaller than 1, Eq.
(20) is no longer valid and we must, in general, calculate the transmis¬
sion integral explicitly. For a single line sourc3 + absorber combina¬
tion, this calculation yields for the minimum transmission*).
(22)

where J_(x) is the zero order Bessel function of imaginary argument x.
The t-dependence of the resonantly absorbed fraction of recoillessly
emitted gamma rays* 0--A(v o Q/f is shown in Fig. 3.
[t-AI»„l]/f

2

J

«

S

*a

Fig. 3. Absorbed fraction of recoil free emitted gama r«y» v». reduced absorber
thickness.
For not too thick absorbers (t& £ 10) the line shape remains near¬
ly Lorentzian w h i l e i tss wwidth
i d t h increases
increases linearly
linearly wwith
i t h tt 7K
Cl

T(ta) = 2T(l + 0.135ta)

(23)

3. Hossbauer spectra with hyperfine Interactions
The nuclear uecay Hamiltonian contains terms corresponding to the
hyperfine interaction of the nucleus with the surrounding charges and
currents. The hyperfine interaction Hamiltonian can be separated into
3 main terms, the Coulomb energy, the magnetic dipole and the electric
quadrupole interactions
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*

-Xo

+7Ć M +

rfQ

.

•

(24)

The first term Is always present, it gives rise to the MBssbauer isomer
shift.
3.1. Igomer_shift
This interaction corresponds to the zero order term in a series
development of the electrostatic interaction energy of the nuclear charge
distribution and the surrounding electron charge. It is non-zero only for
electrons with a finite change density pe(r) at the nuclear site, i.e.
for s electrons and for relatlvistic pj . electrons. The difference of
the Coulomb energy of a finite and a. point nucleus is given in non-relativistic approximation by:
W c » / {*k(r) - -^}pe(r)dT

(25)

For the simple case of a homogeneously charged sperical nucleus of
radius R and assuming Pe(r) = Pe(0) throughout the nuclear volume we eas¬
ily find:
W c = |ipe(O)ZeR2

(26)

For an arbitrary nuclear charge distribution Pk(r) the calculation of
(25) yields
W„ = -firpo(0)Ze<r2>

(27)

again taking P e constant throughout the nuclear volume.
The mean square of the nuclear charge radius is defined as
CO

/ pk(r)r2dT

Comparison of (26) and (27) shows that, for a homogeneously charged
sphere of radius R, <r2> = 3 A R 2 .
The non-relativistic expressions (26) and (27) are only good approx¬
imations for very low values of Z. Relativistic calculations of the
electron charge density were first performed by Racah8^ and by Rosenthal
and Breit9' for the case of a point nucleus with only one s-electron.
Inserting their result in Eq. (25) one finds for a homogeneously charged
nucleus of radius R
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cMDU.wH
"o

2

l

2p(2p + 1)(2p + 3)F (2p + 1)

a

ap-2
p

2p
2p

aQ'

with r(x) the gamma function and e|yis(0)|* the non-relativistic contact
charge density of one s electron. Eg. (28) is often abbreviated to:
W o - |ifpe(0)Ze2R2pS(Z)

(29)

in order to bring it into line with Eq. (26).
The relativiatic correction factor S(Z) has been tabulated by
Shirley 10 ' who also gives an improved factor S' (z) based on the relativ¬
istic contact density for one s electron in the field of a finite nucleus.
A few S(Z) and S 1 (3) values, for important Mossbauer nuclei, are given
in Table 1. In this table we also give the values of p, which show that
there exist appreciable deviations from the R 2 dependence of Eg. (26)
for heavier nuclei. This fact has been ignored by many authors.
TABLE 1
Relativistic correction factors for s electron contact densities of
outermost shells
Z

Element

26
53
79
93

Fe
I
AU
Np

P
0.98
0.92
0.82
0.73

S(Z)

S' (Z)

1.32
2.75
8.55
19.4

2.53
6.84
13.6

Dirac-Fock

1.29
2.28 (ref. M
12.0

) ,

(ref. ID)

The next step in refining the relativistic treatment is to consider
a whole atom and to perform self consistent relativistic calculations
of all its electron wave functions. This is known as a Dirac-Fock treat¬
ment. From it, relativistic contact densities for each of the occupied
s shells can be found. Such calculations have only been published for a
small number of selected cases. From them relativistic enhancement fac¬
tors are found that are not very different from those given by the S 1 (Z)
factors (see Table I) but the factors do vary from shell to shell.
The energy W c can not be directly observed. In order to see how the
Coulomb energy of a finite nucleus gives rise to observable shifts of
spectral lines we consider first:
The difference of W c for two isotopes or for two isomeric states of
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the same nucleus:
AWC - |TrZepe(O)
This
(i)
(ii)
Both

gives rise to
a change of gamma transition energy between 2 isomeric states, or
a change of atomic level energies for two different isotopes.
of these are still unobservable directly.
Next we write down:
the difference of AWC for such nuclei in different electron environments
a and b, i.e. with different P e (0):

This quantity expresses:
(i)
the isomer shift of a gamma transition for nuclei in different
solid state environments a and b,
(ii) the isomer shift, or
(iii) the isotope shift of an optical transition between two atomic states
with different values of pffO) and P^(0).
All of these three shifts have been found experimentally.
Isomer shifts are often of the order of 10"7 eV. The Mossbauer ef¬
fect, and this effect only, makes it possible to measure such small
shifts, because recoilless emission and resonance absorption produce gamma
lines with natural width r = h/x = (6.6 x 1 0 " I 6 ) / T eV , which, for trans¬
itions with lifetimes T of the order of tenths of nanoseconds also
amounts to about 10~7 eV. If line width and isomer shift are of compar¬
able magnitude the shifts can be found from the Mossbauer spectra and
since these shifts yield the changes of contact electron density for
nuclei in different environments, they may permit us to draw conclusions
about different sites of implanted impurities.
3.2. Isgmer_shift_calibration
One of the main problems in deriving quantitative values of contact
charge density changes Ap (0) from isomer shifts S is that the proportion¬
ality constant between S and Ape(O) that "calibrates" the isomer shift
formula contains the difference A<r2> of the mean square nuclear radii of
the states between which the gamma transitions take place. This quantity
is not accessible to direct measurement or accurate calculation.
Much effort has been spent in deriving A<r2> values from isomer
shifts measured for different simple chemical compounds, combined with
theoretical values of p £ (0). Highly ionic compounds, with the Mossbauer
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ions in different valence states, are chosen and it is hoped that atomic
wave functions are good enough for such ions to determine p @ (0). It has
become apparent, however, that the use of atomic functions is hardly ever
justified.
Recent molecular orbital calculations for some iron compounds give
results that inspire some more confidenceł3'ł*>.
More reliable A<r2> values are available only for a few cases, name¬
ly where the valence shell electron density charge has been derived more
directly, either from outer shell electron conversion or from nuclear
decay times. A review of these methods and results obtained with them has
been given by Pleiter and De Waardis'.
The main difficulty of the conversion method is to obtain very thin
sources that give reasonably well resolved conversion lines in a high re¬
solution electron spectrometer.
The most reliable value at the moment appears to be that for the
23.8 keV transition in 1 1 9 Sn, with ń<r2> = (7.7 + 1.5) x io"3 fm2 l e ) . In
this case, there is also available a value derived from differences of the
lifetime of the 23.8 keV level in various chemical environments: A<r2> =
(7.0 + 1.0) x 10~3fm2 1 7 ) , in good agreement with the conversion electron
measurement.
The A<rz> value for 1 1 9 Sn has been related to values for I 2 1 Sb,
Te and : 2 9 I by Ruby and Shenoy18^, who compared isomer shifts of a
number of "isoelectric" compounds of the four isotopes. These values are
believed to have an accuracy of about 25%.
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For a successful application of isomer shift systematics, it is not
always necessary to know the calibration constant between shift and
contact electron density. Often a knowledge of the constant that relates
the isomer shift to the valence shell electron occupation number is equal¬
ly useful. A well developed example of this is the 27.8 key gamma trans¬
ition in ł2'l ls> .
3.3. Magnętic_digole_interąction
If we can attribute a fixed axis to the magnetic field 3 acting
on a nucleus the second term in Eq. (24) is 3 C = -p.S, which gives the
normal Zeeman splitting
W m = -uB ™-

(-1 <, m < I)

(30)

where y is the nuclear magnetic dipole moment.
A gamma transition between sublevels I m
fine energy shift
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and Im experiences a hyper-

•PB^g-f)

(31)

If only magnetic interaction is present, a line is split according to
Eg. (31) into a pattern symmetric around AW » 0, with a number of com¬
ponents depending on I , I and the selection rules for multipole radia¬
tion. All Mossbauer transitions have either a dipole character, with
selection rules Am * 0, +1 and orbital momentum transfer L » 1 to the
gamma ray, or a guadrupole character with Am » 0, +1, + 2 and L1 = 2, or
a mixed dipole guadrupole character (L = l, L'= 2, Am * 0, +1, +2). In
Fig. 4 a well known example is shown: the 6 magnetic dipole transitions
between magnetic sublevels of the 14.4 keV excited state and the ground
state of S 7 Fe. The relative intensities of the spectral components depend
on: (1) geometric factors determined by the conservation laws of 2 L (2 L ) pole transitions between levels I , m , and I, m, the so-called ClebschGordan coefficients (C). These have been calculated for many values of
I*, I, m*, m and L 2 0 *; (2) angular distribution functions F(8,L,L', m)
depending on multipolarity and on angle 0 between guantization (field)
axis and direction of gamma emission 21 '.

LINE INTENSITIES:
C 2 « FIB)

1,
II

1.6:

i

li : £ • sin'B

Fig. 4. Magnetic byperfine splitting of 14.4 keV state and ground state of 57Fe, gamma
transitions between sublevels and relative intensities of these transitions.
For the simple case of 9 7 Fe the relative component intensities C Z F
are given in Fig. 4. If the magnetic field direction is distributed
randomly in space, the angular factors all average to 1/$, so that the
component intensity ratios are 3:2:1:1:2:3.
3.4. §Łectric_guadrugolę_intgrąetion
The nuclear guadrupole moment Q interacts with the field gradient
at the nuclear site. In principle, this is a tensor type interaction.
After choosing a cartesian coordinate system with x, y, z axes
along the principal axes of the field graient so that V.J *= 0 for
i t j an |v__| > |v | >
the Hamiltonian becomes
yy
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with eq - V__ and n • ( V w - V
The symbols Iz, X + - Ix + il y and I_ - Ix - ±Iy denote the magnetic
quantum number operators. The last two induce non-zero off diagonal
matrix elements <Im* |af|mX>.
In general, therefore, a calculation of the energy states of Eq.
(32) for n ?* 0 involves a numerical,or approximative solution of the
secular equation. An analytical solution is possible only for I 4 2.
For 5 7 Fe, the 14.4 keV I * V a state splits into two substates, with
ro - + V 2 and m • + ł/a and with energies

wQ-±
The + sign corresponds with the state m - + V 2 , the - sign to m * + V 2 .
For an axially symmetric field gradient, n » 0, the energy states only
involve diagonal matrix elements, m' • m and the Hamiltonian is exactly
solved by
W

Q = 4I(ŹI < Ą[ 3nl * " I(I

+ 1J

]

<33)

showing the +m degeneracy of the energy states. Gamma components between
sublevels I*m* and Ira experience energy shifts

,I)J

AWQ - S^fijfl^cdn*,!*) - K(m

(34)

For transitions with unique multipolarity, and for randomly oriented
electric field gradient axes the gamma component intensities are given
by the same squares of Clebsch Gordan coefficients as in the magnetic
case.
3.5. Combinęd_mągnetic_digolę_+_electric_guądruBgle_interagtion
In the general case, when both a magnetic field and an electric
field gradient occur, with an angle between their axes, matrix diagonalization and solution by computer are required. Procedures for executing
such problems have been given, for instance, by Kundig 22 >.
If e 2 qQ << tiB a perturbation treatment yields the following approximation:
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(COS

(35)

where 6 is the angle between B and the largest (z-)component of the field
gradient.
4. Mossbauer Spectrometers
Nowadays, electromagnetic transducers with negative feedback are
almost exclusively used to generate the required velocity wave shape v(t).
The most common shapes are:
1. triangular or saw tooth 'constant . acceleration),
2. sinusoidal (especially if high velocities and/or long transfer rods
are required),
4. block form (constant velocity).
If spectra are scanned with v(t) shapes 1 or 2, detector counts are gen¬
erally stored in a multichannel memory programmed in such a way that sub¬
sequent channels correspond to subsequent small velocity intervals Av.
The memory itself may form part of a dedicated computer or it may be
directly associated with the drive electronics. In the latter case, its
contents will periodically be transferred to an on-line or off-line com¬
puter for further processing. A display is normally provided that allows
one to watch the spectrum as it grows.
sprng rspring support
/-electric connection
to coil

pole Dieces
r^?, \
drive coil
'

of electro-iaechanical velocity transducer, described by
Fig. 5. Schematic drawing
Wit et al.23>.
In fig. 5 the cross section is shown of a velocity transducer of a
type used in our laboratory. The block diagram of a Mossbauer spectro¬
meter is given in fig. 6. A digital waveform generator produces a
triangular or sinusoidal reference signal of period T that is compared
in a difference amplifier with the signal from the pick-up coil of the
velocity transducer. The amplified difference signal drives the trans¬
ducer, minimizing the difference at the amplifier input by negative feed-
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Fig. 6. Block diagram of Mossbauer spectrometer
back. In this way, the pick-up signal and, therefore, the drive velocity
can be made to follow the reference signal within 0.1%. The digital wave¬
form generator at the same time produces pulses with period T and
channel advance pulses with period T/n, n being the number of memory ad¬
dresses. The former pulses start the address at channel zero for each
period. Thus a spectrum is generated. This can be displayed by trans¬
forming the digital contents of each channel into analog form and using
it as the y-deflection signal or an oscilloscope that receives a voltage
proportional to channel number on its x-deflection plates.
At velocities not exceeding 20 mm/s, a single iine 57 Co source +
magnetically split 57 Fe absorber, replacing the source-absorber combina¬
tion under investigation, is widely used for velocity calibration. At
higher velocities, such as used in rare earth experiments, an 57 Fe cali¬
bration would have to be extrapolated very far, leading to errors if we
do not have perfect linearity. In such cases special methods, using the
MoirS effect211'25' or an interferometer26' may be preferred.
For measurements at low temperatures many different devices involv¬
ing the use of bath or flow helium cryostats, have been developed. When
both source pud absorber are at liquid helium temperature, vertical
bath cryostats are mostly used. The drive, vertically mounted above
the cryostat is then connected by a driving rod or tube to the source,
immersed in the liquid. The absorber is kept fixed below the source.
Beryllium windows allow the gamma rays to reach the detector with very
little attenuation. If the source temperature must be varied it may be
mounted in a small vacuum chamber directly connected to the drive rod.
Its temperature can be controlled by a heater-thermocouple-feedback
device. If the source (or the absorber) can be kept at room temperature,

20<t

the use of a flow cryostat with- temperatura control for the absorber (or
the source) may be a more simple solution.
A special helium cryostat, allowing source implantation at liquid
helium temeprature and "on-line" Mossbauer spectroscopy was developed by
Drentje27. With this instrument, source annealing sequences can be per¬
formed because the source can be thermally separated from the helium bath
by evacuating a helium gas filled thin-walled stainless steel tube that
connects the source to the bath.
Conversion electron Mossbauer spectroscopy (C.E.M.S.). A nuclear
level excited by resonant absorption of a gamma ray can decay either by
re-emission of a gamma ray or by emission of a conversion electron. A
Mossbauer spectrum can be obtained by detecting these electrons instead of
the transmitted gamma rays. In this way a much higher ratio of resonant
signal to background can sometimes be obtained, but only in a few cases
(notably for s7Fe) will the statistical accuracy obtained in a fixed
measuring time be better than for a normal transmission experiment.
In fig. 7A a very simple arrangement for C.E.M.S. is schematically
6 m-cron NATURAL IRON FOIL
CONVERSION

ELECTRONS

SOURCE
FLOW
COUNTI.B

1 TO AMPLIFIER

0

40

flO

120
CHANNEL

160

200

240

NUMBER

Fig. 7. A. Schematic arrangement of conversion electron Mossbauer spectrometer with
proportional gas flow counter. B. Conventional transmission and C.E.M.S.
spectra.
shown. The a b s o r b e r i s mounted i n s i d e a gas flow p r o p o r t i o n a l
F i g . 7B p r e s e n t s s p e c t r a o b t a i n e d for an
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counter.

Fe m e t a l l i c a b s o r b e r both with

C.E.M.S. and c o n v e n t i o n a l Mossbauer s p e c t r o s c o p y . Due t o the high absorp¬
t i o n of- low energy e l e c t r o n s i n s o l i d m a t t e r ,
accessible

t o C.E.M.S. i s q u i t e s m a l l ,

e.g.

the absorber

thickness

about 100 nm for

the 8 keV
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K conversion electrons of the 14.4 keV transition in S 7 Fe. For this very
reason C.E.M.S. is highly depth sensitive. It may be used, for instance,
to investigate diffusion in implanted sources. C.E.M.S. has also been
used in combination with a magnetic electron spectrometer that measures
the conversion electron spectrum with high resolution and thus achieves
a certain degree of depth resolution29'.
5. Mossbauer spectroscopy of implanted sources
In this paper, some special attention will be given to Mossbauer
spectroscopy performed with sources obtained by mass separator implanta¬
tion of radioactive isotopes. Attention has been focused for a number of
years on this type research at Groningen.
We shall not attempt to present here a complete survey of all experi¬
ments performed so far, but only briefly discuss a few cases where rather
detailed information on impurity location and on annealing of defects in
metals has been obtained. The cases to be considered are those of the
heavy 5 sp elements Te, I and Xe and of Cs implanted in iron. The results
for these cases have been extensively published in a number of papers 27 '
a3 33
~ , and in the doctoral thesis of S.R. Reintsema3*. In figure 8 a
survey is given of the implanted isotopes and daughter nuclei used in
these studies. There are possibilities for systematic research in this
region because each element has at least one suitable isotope, with a low
energy gamma transition to a stable (or, for 1 J 9 I , very long lived)
ground state. Moreover, the implanted parent activities have convenient
half lives, ranging from a few days to a few months.
MOSSBAUER

2 = 5)

•

STUDES
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Fig. 8. Survey of Mossbauer measurements on implanted sources of isotopes of 5(s,p)
shell elements in iron.
There are three quantities derived from the Mossbauer spectra that
yield information about the l a t t i c e location of the impurities: the
magnetic hyperfine field, the isomer shift and the recoilless fraction.
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Bach of these will be discussed now.
5.1. Thejiyj5erfine_mągnetic>_fields
The original purpose for studying these implanted systems was to
find the hyperfine magnetic fields of isolated I, Xe and Cs impurities
at the iron site. These were unknown at the time, due to the insolubil¬
ity of Te, I, Xe and Cs in iron. The results for the fields are given
in fig. 9. They are of interest for theoretical considerations of impur¬
ity hyperfine magnetic interaction, but they will not be discussed hero,
any further/ except to remark that the fields are very sensitive to the
defect configuration neighbouring the implanted atom. For this very >:
reason these implants are good probes for microscopic defect configura¬
tions: the resulting differences in the Zeeman splitting of different
components of the Hossbauer spectra facilitate their disentanglement.

SŁŁan

51

5

*•

54

»

ATOMIC NUMBER

Fig. 9. Hyperfine fields of the heavier 5(s,p) elements and of Cs in iron. Different
components are given where found. The low field components are given by a
shaded area, indicating that there may be more than one component for each
case.
Examples of Mossbauer spectra are shown'in f i g . 10 for implants
with 4 subsequent atomic numbers: 34 d. 1S9">Te (Z = 52) , 8 d * 3 l I
(Z = 53), 5 d I33 Xe (Z = 54) and 1.2 d 129 Cs (Z = 55). The f i r s t three
decay by 6~ emission to daughter nuclei with Z1 = Z + 1, the l a s t one
by electron capture to 129Xe (Z1 = Z - 1 ) . In each case, the Hossbauer
spectrum i s t h a t of a gamma t r a n s i t i o n in a daughter nucleus, so that
the hyperfine field i s t h a t of an impurity with atomic number Z 1 , out
the fractional occupation of different defect associated s i t e s i s char¬
a c t e r i s t i c of the parent, with atomic number Z.
I t i s clear from the spectra shown in f i g . 10, that (at least) 3
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-to

o
VELOCITY t mm/sj

F i g . 10. Mossbauer spectra of implanted sources of 1 2 9 m Te, l 3 1 I , 1 3 3 Xe and 1 2 9 Cs
in iron. In each c a s e , the spectrum must be decomposed i n t o at l e a s t three
components.

components are needed to f i t the 1 2 ' l , 1 3 1 X e and l i 3 C s spectra whereas
4 components f i t the 129 Xe spectrum. In each case, the component with
the highest f i e l d (h) i s interpreted as due to substitutionai impurity
atoms, that with the next lower f i e l d (i) as due to impurity atoms as¬
sociated with one nearest neighbour vacancy and that with a small hyperfine f i e l d («.) as due to impurity associated with two (or more) vac¬
ancies. Besides, the analysis of the 1S3 CsFe spectra gives evidence of
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a fourth component with very small recoilless fraction, interpreted as
due to Cs-atoms associated with at least 3 vacancies.
3.63

fb'-

Fig. 1). Three possible impurity-vacancy clusters in iron, arising from initial con¬
figurations (a) one impurity + one nearest neighbour (tin) vacancy, (b) one
impurity + one nn + one next nearest neighbour (nnn)vacancy, (c) one impurity
+ two nn and one nnn vacancy. Numbers near iron atoms give distances between
these atoms and the impurity, taking into account relaxation as calculated
by Drentje and Ekster"'.
In fig. 11 probable impurity-vacancy configurations are shown with
up to three vacancies per impurity. The fractional s i t e occupations of
the different components obtained for sources implanted at room temper¬
ature (RT) are given in Table 2. Extensive annealing studies of s i t e
occupations have been performed by Reintsema for 129mTeFe and 1?3XeFe311).
The behaviour is markedly different in both cases: for 22sJnTeFe, the
substitutional fraction f i r s t increases when annealing at 3Q0°C, appar¬
ently because vacancies are detrapped from Te-atoms, leading to a dis¬
appearance of the i - s i t e . The substitutional fraction begins to decrease
again only a t 500 C annealing. Above this temperature, a new fraction
with a low field appears, presumably corresponding to chemically bound
Te-atoms in Te-vacancy c l u s t e r s . For 133XeFe, on the contrary, the high
field fraction remains almost constant a t 300°C but i t s t a r t s decieasing already a t 400°C while at 500°C i t has become very small. Moreover,
the intermediate field fraction instead of disappearing a t 300°C, in¬
creases considerably. The growth of both this and the low field fraction
occur at the same time that the z-fraction decreases strongly. This
behaviour shows that clusters with many vacancies loose vacancies,
leading to z -* i and i -*• i s i t e transitions, but i •* h transitions do
not take place. At 500 C, almost a l l Xe-atoms are in £-sites, while at
s t i l l higher temperature the xeon-atoms themselves begin to move, lead209

TABLE 2
Summary of hyperfine fields and site populations obtained with implanted
sources of ł 2 ł m Te, 1 J I I , lłJ Xe and lił Cs in iron.
Source »
daughter

13i

x e

* «"cs

12

*cs *

Site populations(%)
h
i
I

65(3)
18(3)
17(2)

z

h
i

i

45(5)
32(4)
23(6)

29(3)
13(4)
2i(4)

30
25
45

36(7)

1152(10)
1010(40)
460(40)

Pields <kG)
1540(30)
276(4)
1130(70)
135(15)
270(50)
<25

1540(50)
1100(100)
600(125),<100

ing to loss of gas front the host and to the formation of small gas
bubbles with a low recoilless fraction.
The different behaviour of Te and Xe on annealing as well as the
fact that the substitutional fraction of Te directly after implantation
is about a factor 2 higher than that of Xe can be ecplained from the dif¬
ference of the atomic radii. The large radius of Xe makes it a strong
vacancy trapper, whereas Te, almost soluble in iron, tends to detrap
vacancies until it becomes chemically active at higher temperatures.
5.2. The._Isomer_shif tg
In a simple model, the isomer shift can be taken proportional to
the compression of an impurity atom in the lattice. Such a model works
well for explaining the pressure dependence of the isomer shift in many
- but not in all - cases. The decree of compression in turn should be
proportional to the volume misfit of the implanted atoms in the metal
lattice.
A systematic investigation of the isomer shifts of insoluble im¬
purities in various host metals has so far been reported only for 1 2 9 I
and for " * C s , using implanted sources of l 2 9 m Te and 1 3 J X e , respective¬
ly' 6, !)
The volume misfit of the implanted ions is large in both cases. A
reasonably linear dependence was found between the low temperature
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r.m.s. vibration amplitude a Q * < X 2 > T > O o f t h e impurity ion in the host
lattice and the isomer shift. This is shown in fig. 12 for 1 J 3 Cs in
various metals.
values of a Q for the substitutional impurities were obtained fron
the following lattice dynamical consideration. In the section about the
recoilless fraction, a relation is given between the mean square vibra¬
tion amplitude of an atom in a monatomic lattice and the Debye tempera¬
ture, e D , assuming a Debye model phonon spectrum (Eq. (11)), which, for
T « 0 reduces to:
(35)
Here, m is the mass of the lattice atoms, K is Boltzmann's constant.
-ts>

Fig. 12. Isomer
shift vs. iapuricr r.a.s. vibration amplitude for 81 k«V transition
in 133Cs, obtained with '"Xe implanted sources. Shift* are relative to a
CsCl absorber. A. Substitutional iapuritiaa in various fee and bee aetals.
B. Substitutional and vacancy associated upurities in iron.
For an impurity atom of mass m^ j« m, Eq. (35) i s no longer valid.
If also the force constants between impurity and host atoms differ from
those between host atoms, no simple relation e x i s t s between aQ snd
<Xg> . Disregarding the e f f e c t of such force constant changes, the ef¬
fective impurity characteristic temperature 8. can be related to 6D of
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the host by Lipkins rule3'*: 6 A - Sp/m/n^ and thus, the impurity r.m.s.
amplitude to 6 D by:

This is the parameter as a function of which the i some'- shift is
plotted in Figure 12A.
In figure 12B, isomer shifts are given for substitutional 1 3 3 Cs
impurities and for two different ł33Cs-vacancy clusters. In this ease,
the parameter a was directly related to characteristic temperatures e
found for each of the ' 3 3Cs fractions as described in the next
section. The relation now used is a Q = (%/J).h/(m.,K6).
One may ask what.the quantity a Q has to do with volume misfit,
and why small values of a Q lead to large isomer shifts. Qualitatively,
it seems reasonable that a compression of the impurity atom in the
host lattice leads to a decrease of its vibration amplitude and to
increased contact density of s-electrons in most cases. The degree of.
compression not only depends on the ratio of atomic radii of impurity
and host, but also on the ratio of the compressibilities of impurity
and host atoms. Apparently, the parameter a provides a reasonable
measure of the degree of compression.

5.3. The recoilless fractions
Qualitatively, it is clear that <x2> should depend on the lattice
site and on the defect association of implanted impurities. In partic¬
ular, <x2> is expected to increase as the impurity traps more vacancies,
because this lowers the force constant and thus the impurity vibration
frequencies. The basic expression f = exp[3k2<xz>] further tells us that
a fractional change A<x2> /<x2> of the mean square vibration amplitude
leads to a ln(l/f) times larger fractional change of the recoilless
fraction. Therefore the smaller f, the more sensitive it becomes to
changes of <x*>.
As an example we mention the work on implanted sources of ' 3 3Xe
and of 1 3 1 I in iron 3 6 ' 2 9 . In both cases, at least 3 different compo¬
nents, corresponding to at least 3 different sites, were found in the
Mossbauer spectra of the 80 keV transitions in the daughter nuclei
133
Cs and 1 3 1 Xe. For each of these components, f(T) was measured for
some temperatures between 4 and 80 K. Assuming a Debye model tempera¬
ture dependence, characteristic temperatures 9 were derived by fitting
the measured points to curves given by Eq. (11) . Values of <x2> =
%n2/mke and f(0) = exppk 2 <x 2 > | were then calculated. The results
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are given in Table 3.

,
TABLE 3

Some physical parameters derived from Mossbauer spectra of * * s Cs and
13
'xe implanted in Fe at room temperature; unannealed. In both cases
there are 3 observed components h, i, £ o£ the spectrum, while for
133
CsPe the analysis also yields an "invisible" component z with very
low recoilless fraction.
Site

Fraction

6 (K)

h
i

I
z

29(3)
13(4)
22(4)
36(7)

250(15)
220(25)
155(10)

h
i
S.

45(5)
32(4)
23(6)

1-300
260(30)
220(20)

f(0)

%
133

CsFe

13 1XeFe

<x2>^ (8)

°
0.16(2)
0.12(3)
0.05(1)
<0.01
0.48(24)
0.17(4)
0.12(3)

0.033
0.035
0.042

0.030
0.032
0.035

This procedure, in which deviations from a Debye behaviour are disregard¬
ed, is not quite justified. For 1 3 I XeFe, for instance, the value of
f(0) thus derived does not agree with a direct absolute determination
of f(0). For an evaluation of differences between impurity sites,
however, the method is good enough.
If we compare Tables 2 and 3 we see that a clear correlation
exists between the magnitude of these fields and the values of <x2> .
This is interpreted qualitatively as follows: vacancy association of
impurity atoms leads to an increase of the space around the impurity
atoms and thus to a decrease of the conduction electron density as well
as of the overlap between host and impurity electron orbitals. Both
effects lead to a reduction of the magnetic hyperfine field as well
as to an increase in the effective impurity vibration amplitude. In the
previous section the correlation between isomer shift and <x2> observed
for 133 CsFe has already been discussed.
. We end this brief and incomplete survey by remarking that, though
Mossbauer spectroscopy has proved an excellent means for detecting
different lattice sites, its resolution is generally insufficient to
provide a complete pattern of defective impurity sites. Therefore, its
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combination with other-methods such as TDPAC and NMRON is of great im¬
portance to obtain a more detailed picture.
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Non-Conventional Mbssbauer Spectroscopy and Applications
to Metals (Extended Abstract)
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The term "non-conventional Mossbauer spectroscopy" requires
first to define or specify "conventional MSssbauer spectros¬
copy". This should be done with the aid of fig. 1 representing
the four basic components of conventional Mossbauer spectros¬
copy:
1. single line source emitting recoil-free J -rays
2. absorber as the material under investigation
3. drive system to modulate the )J -ray by the Doppler effect and
4. % -ray detector with counting electronics.
Any arrangement different from the one shown in fig. 1 might
be regarded as non-conventional. Experiments of this nature
are, for instance, the large group of source experiments where
the substance under investigation is the source itself. Of
interest are radiation effects like recoil- or after-effects,
defect-resonance atom association, nuclear reaction, Coulomb
and nuclear excitation, relaxation etc. In nearly all cases
lattice defects play a major role. Also experiments using external
radio frequency magnetic fields, ultrasonic excitation, gravitational
second-order Doppler shifts etc. are rather non-conventional.

Pig. 1
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In this contribution we want to present three types of nonconventional Mossbauer spectrosoopy.
I. Experiments with isotopes having extremely long mean
life time of the excited states
Considering the mean life time of the excited states one might
distinguish:
1. isotopes with short life time < 1o~9 sec (Ir 191 )
9
2. isotopes with medium life time f*1oo~* - 1o~7 sec (Fe5 7 , Sn 1 1 9 )
5
3. isotopes with long life time e* 1o~7 - 1o"
1o~"
sec (Zn
n s6 7 Ta 1 8 1 )
5
4. isotopes with extremely long life time>1o~ sec (Ag 1 ° 7 , Ag 1 ° 9 )
The isotopes Ag
and Ag
have extremely long life times of
the order of minutes corresponding to a natural line width
of P (Ag
) * 1.1 1o
eV and a theoretical energy resolution
—22
8
/E, * 1.3 1o
. This is nearly
1o times smaller than
13
the value for
3.1o~ . The counting rate of the
57 P ,„ «,', , -13
1o9m
% -rays emitted from a Cd
--doped silver single
88 keV A g
crystal was measured at various temperatures as shown in fig. 2.
Thus, in this experiment source and absorber formed one unit and
no drive system was used.
The decrease in emission
intensity particularly between 78 K and 4.2 K can be explained
in terms of the temperature dependence of the resonant selfabsorption (Mossbauer effect) with other words, the lower emission
is attributed to the larger Oebye-Waller factor at low temperatures.

r

Fig. 2
£ 2tt
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II. Polarization experiments
The magnetic hyperfine pattern reflecting the nuclear Zeeman
effect of Fe 5 7 in & -Fa has become a symbol in MBssbauer
spectroscopy. Also, such a spectrum is often used as a cali¬
bration of the Doppler shift, particularly, in conjunction
with a multichannel analyzer, it serves as a standard of the
Fe
isomer shift and as a convenient source to produce cir¬
cularly and linearly polarized recoil-free % -radiation.
The angular dependence and polarization of the allowed transitions
in the magnetic hyperfine interaction is reflected in the
relative line intensities of the Mossbauer spectrum. The
Intensities of the A m » 0,lines (l2, Ig) are proportional
to sin e and the inner and outer & r a " ± 1 lines d 3 , I4) and
(I,|, Ig) are proportional to 1/4 (1 + cos 2 e m ) and (1 + cos 2 e m ) ,
respectively, where 9 m denotes the angle between H^ and the pro¬
pagation direction of the J -rays, Jf -arrow. This assumes that
the thin absorber approximation is valid and disregards any
lattice anisotropy (Goldanskii-Xaryagin effect). Thus, the
ratio of the relative line intensities
for
9 m - O° are 3:0:1:1:0:3 and for e^ - 9o°, 3:4:1:1:4:3. For random
magnetization directions and also for ©_J*5 55° the relative line
intensities are 3:2:1:1:2:3. The line intensities corresponding
to the A n > 0 line changes significantly if one rotates the
fields from a colinear to a perpendicular arrangement of the magnetic
fields in regard to the )£ -arrow. This fact can be used to
determine spin orientations. For instance, the drastic change in
the line intensities of a single crystal di -Fe.O, cut parallel
to the basal plane and measured below and above the Morin
temperature (T„ * 26o °K) gives clear evidence of the spin flip
from a direction perpendicular to the basal plane into the
basal plane.
Similarly, the angular dependence in the guadrupole interaction
is reflected in the relative line intensities. If the F e 5 7 has
axial symmetry ( 0 - 0 ) the transition line + 3/2 4 * + 1/2 is
proportional to 1 ł cos 8 , and the transition line
i2 e , where © is the angle between
+ 1/2 to 2/3 + sin2
the principal axis of the electric gradient (EFG) and }f -arrow.
Three methods are commonly used to produce linearly polarized
14.4 kev y -rays 2 " 8 .
21t

a) Using a magnetized Co - ot -Fe source the emitted six lines
are all linearly polarized if observed perpendicular to the
applied field H g . The ^ -rays from the transitions corresponding
to A m * + 1 are perpendicularly polarized compared to the
£ -rays from the A m - O transition*.
b) A single crystalline Co
source with unique lattice site
exhibiting a quadrupole splitting produces linearly polarized
^ -rays (at least for the + 3/2 <->• +' 1/2 transition) provided
that the principal axis of the EFG is perpendicular to the X" arrow and the asymmetry parameter is zero.
c) A third method makes use of the phenomenon of dichroism, that
is, selective absorption of one plane polarized component of
non-polarized Jf -radiation.
The set-up of a source enitting polarized jf -rays (polarizer)
and an absorber (analyzer) - as shown in fig. 3 - can be called
a MSssbauer polarimeter. The resonance strength is determined
by the relative polarization of source and absorber, in addition,
to the Doppler velocity.

"t.h
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Two arrangements based on the magnetic and on the quadrupole
hyperfine interaction are useful for Mossbauer polarimetry:
-F« versus o( -Pe, both magnetized by an external
a) Co 5 7 field (H_ and H,) perpendicular to the ^-arrow. The spectra
for the cases H g ||
| Hft and H g J . Hft are shown in fig. 4.
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Fig. 4

J T
b) co.57
'LiNb0 3 versus FeCO 3 (siderite), with the orientation of
both crystal c-axes z g and z, oriented perpendicular to the
y-arrow. The spectra for the cases z- || z. and z_ _L Z A
are shown in fig. 5.

Pig. 5
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Rotating the source relative to the absorber (keeping H g , Hft,
z g and zft perpendicular to the Jf -arrow MSssbauer Malus curves
are obtained for the various resonance lines.
Placing a transmitter in the path between source (polarizer)
and absorber (analyzer) one can observe - in analogy to optics the Faraday effect, magnetic double refraction and optical
rotation.
III. Scattering experiments
From the early days of MBssbauer spectroscopy there exists a
large variety of theoretical and experimental scattering
applications, for instance, measurements on the Debye-Waller
factor, the nuclear analogy to the Borrmann effect, HSssbauer
diffraction of resonance V" -radiation - sometimes called
MSssbauerography.
Here we want to restrict our attention to the case of re-emission
Mftssbauer spectroscopy where nuclei in the source and in the
absorber have experienced recoil-free nuclear transitions and
afterwards the re-emission radiation from the absorber (scatterer)
is measured
. The re-emission radiation consists of Y -rays,
X-rays and electrons. The latter are of particular interest.
Because of their small penetration depth electrons can be used
conveniently to investigate surface layers. In our time of
abreviations this technique has been called ERM (electron reemission M&ssbauer spectroscopy) or CEMS (conversion electron
Mdssbauer spectroscopy. The quantitative analysis is rather
difficult because one has to take into account the complex
radiation from the source falling on the absorber or scatterer
and then the variety of attenuating processes effected by thickness,
polarization, texture, geometry, multiple processes, depth
selectivity etc. Here we want to focuss oar attention to the
questions: how sensitive is CEMS, are monolayers detectable,
or expressed quantitatively - how big is the resonance effect
of monolayers? Experiments indicate that a monolayer of Fe
(corresponding to 1.8 x 1o
Fe atoms) gives a resonance effect
of. about 1.8 %. This is based on a single resonance line with
natural line width. The high sensitivity of this method will
also be demonstrated in the contribution by B. Sawicka studying
CEMS of implanted Fe 5 7 .
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At the end two areas in physical metallurgy should be dis¬
cussed where the techniques which have been used are rather
conventional, however, the interpretations are controversial.
The choice of these areas was dictated by the author's special
interest in these alloys.
IV Magnetism of Jf -Fe
In contrast to cC -Fe the magnetic properties of Jf -Fe are not
well understood. In the same year of Mossbauer's discovery
(1958) it was found that X* -Fe orders antiferromagnetically
21
and in 1963 the Neel temperature (67 K) was established
by Mfissbauer spectroscopy of small coherent Jf -Fe precipitates
in Cu. In the following years the processes leading from a
solid solution to )f -Fe pi^cipitates were studied and also
internal oxidation, )f—»ck phase transitions etc. 2 2 ' 2 3 .
Seemingly contradictious observations were made on fee )J -Fe
films. Using macroscopic methods ferromagnetism was found on
Xi1ol and {i1i} films 2 4 ' 2 5 , while MSssbauer spectroscopy
indicates clearly antiferromagnetism on {looj films
. There
seems to be a discrepancy of thesis versus antithesis. However,
there is an explanation for this behaviour by assuming that
the orientation of the films is the determining factor in the
ordering. Closely connected with this problem are observations
27
in fee Fe-Ni alloys in the invar region
where coexistence
of ferro- and antiferromagnetism has been found.
V. Amorphous metals or metallic glasses
Already the names "amorphous" versus "glass" are controversial
but agreement exists that the new materials with a composition
of about M g o A 2 o (M = metal, A = metalloid) are of great interest
from a technological as well as from a scientific point of view.
It was thought that Mossbauer spectroscopy is a powerful tool
in obtaining information regarding the structure of the amorphous
28—32
metals
.. The question might be asked: are amorphous material
solid liquids or are they composed of microcrystals? The amorphous
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metals (M 8o A 2o ) with different constituents exhibits similar
spectra. As a typical example Fe 8 o B 2 o with its broad six-line
pattern
is shown in fig. 6. In the fitting procedure Bernal's

1.00

Fig. 6
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geometrical liquid model
was used, where the close contact
coordination was correlated to the distribution of hyperfine
fields. By applying an external stress 6" on the amorphous ribbon
R the spins become oriented uniquely. This can be demonstrated
by using linearly polarized Jf -rays from a magnetized Co - oC Pe source
. The spectra in fig. 7 were obtained with an
arrangement of parallel and perpendicular orientations between
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source magnetization and stress, ribbon orientation
(Hgjj C , R
; H s J.<r» *
)• T he stick diagram indicates
the expected line positions and relative line intensities.
By comparing fig. 7 with fig. 4 similarities are evident.
Taking into account the five subspectra corresponding to
the Bernal model and the six source and six absorber lines
a reasonable fit is obtained with 5 x 6 x 6 - 18o lines.
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1. Introduction
Ihe «id« applications of Xdaabauer spectroscopy ara due to ita unique proper¬
ties. Three of than, that ia nigh energy resolution, large value of the nuclear
resonance cross section and ahort observation tiae, are rery wall known. They
are attributed both to the transmission and scattering methods of MOssbauer spectroscopy. She fourth property, aa yet not commonly known,.ia the filtrational
property of the nuclear resonance scattering process.
The filtrational property of scattering MSssbauer apectroacopy originates from
the large value of the nuclear resonance cross section and from the Lorentsian
fora of both the energy dependence of the reeonanoe crosa section and the energy
distribution of recoil-free gamut raya. A thin enriched aeatterer set in reso¬
nance with a HSasbauer source aota aa an energy selective filter. It ia almost
transparent to the gamma raya non-reeoilleaaly emitted by the KSasbouer source,
however it intensively scatters recoil-free gamma rays by the nuclear resonance
scattering process. Moreover, this scattering ia much more efficient for gamma
rays from the top of their energy distribution than from ita winga. Thus, a thin
scatterer plays two important roles in the energy filtering process. It filters
recoil-free gamma rays from an incident beam and reduces the width of their ener¬
gy distribution.
She resonant filtering process may be utilized for increasing both the energy
resolution and the value of the MdsBbauer effect and hence for improving the sen¬
sitivity of the velocity and intensity scales of MOssbauer spectra. The influen¬
ce of the resonant energy filtering process on Mflssbauer spectra measured in sin¬
gle, double, t.rlple and higher order scattering geometries is discussed in thiB
paper. The 14.4 keV gamma ray transition in ''Fe is considered. The resonant
energy filtering process is the moat efficient for thiB scatterere and in multip¬
le resonance scattering geometries.
226

2* Single Besoaance Scattering Process
She intensity jQ ot U9sabauer gamma rays consists of recollless f Q I and
non-recollless (1-fo)Io components, where 1Q la the source recoilless frac¬
tion. In the scattering geometry shown In Tig. 1 those components can be effi¬
ciently separated from each other by the nuclear resonance scattering process.
Only the recoilless component is subject to reoollless-recoilless and recoilless-non-recoilless nuclear resonance scattering processes, whereas both the re¬
coilless and non-recoilless components take part in non-resonant Rayleigh and
Compton scatterings*
There are eight contributions to the total intensity of gaoma rays scattered
towards the detector

where Sg i s the Soppier energy shift of the moving source. Two of them, the
most intense ones, *rr(SQ') and B^IS^ » originate from the recoilless-recoilless and recollless-non-recollless nuclear resonance scatterings of the fQX0
component, respectively. They reach their maximum values at the resonance ener¬
gy of the scatterer and go to zero at
energies far from resonance. The re¬
coilless ^ j ^ S ^ and non-recoilless
NjjjjCS^ Rayleigh as well as the nonelastic Compton &(jn(S0^ contributions
reflect the fQ!0 intensity modulation
in the scatterer by the nuclear reso¬
nance absorption process, and hence
have their minimum values at the reso¬
nance energy.
fig.

1. Scattering geometry.

The Rayleigh SR and Compton Sc contributions originating from the source in¬
tensity ( I - ^ O ^ Q are not velocity dependent. The H^ contribution is due to
Hdssbauer gamma rays scattered by sourounding screens and to all other than
IMTsBbauer gemma rays that reach the detector. The first seven contributions in¬
crease to their saturational values with an increase-in scatterer thickness.
However, due to the much higher value of the nuclear resonance cross section as
compared with those for Rayleigh and Compton processes the on-resonance ^TT and
H contributions saturate mach quicker than the other. This behavior determines
rn
the thickness de£££dences of the background corrected scattering line amplitude
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since •"_, and fxa are the major contributions to on-reaonance total ecat- •
tered intensity* while the far off-resonance intensity is constituted frcm
other contributions. The I* contribution usually can not be precisely con¬
trolled in an experiment and causes a systematic error in the intensity scale of
VSssbauer spectra*
In order to eraluate the shape of the background corrected scattering line we
hare to separate the energy dependent part from the total scattered intensity
and to corrsit it for electronic absorption* This may be done by calculating
the ratio

where I(S^ and S(oo) are the Mattered Intensities at the 3 0 sad at far
off-resonance Doppler energy shifts, respoetirely. Using the method of calcula¬
tion dereloped preriously " the following expression was obtained for the sha¬
pe of the background corrected single resonance scattexing line

where

while

/4/

^

/ 2 ) , y « 8(B - S ^ / r , 8Q - 27/r ani S,

t is the thickness of the seatterer, while tQ and f R l&) are its recoilless
fraction* for the nuclear resonance and Rayleigh scattering proceases, reepectiTely. 6 is the scattering angle, 1 ^ 6 ) is the angular distribution .
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function for resonantly scattered gamma rays, f>1 and C>2 are the angles with
respect to the scatterer surface of incoming and outgoing gamma rays, respec¬
tively. £ is the energy of gamma quantum, B Q is the [mean value of energy of
gamma, rays, while S. is the resonance energy of the scatterer* u_, Up(8) ,
DQ (©) and u are the nuclear resonance, Rayleigh, Compton and total electronic
attenuation coefficients of the scatterer, respectively. The source and the
scatterer line widths T are assuming to be the same* <& is the conversion
electron coefficient, while V is the Soppier energy shift of the moving source.
Integration over the energy may be performed eżplicitely both for very thin
and very thick samples. The scattering line of very thin sample has a Lorentzian line shape

°'

2

(B o - S , ) 2+ 4

In earlier calculations of scattering line shape not all the above discussed
contributions were considered '-".
The energy resolution as well as the sensitivity of the scattering method
strongly depend on the thickness of the scatterer and its abundance in the re¬
sonant isotope. To show these effects the values of background corrected scat¬
tering line amplitude and line width were evaluated numerically from the inte¬
gral expression /3/. The calculations were performed for a hypothetical scat¬
terer with room temperature metallic iron foil parameters but with the hyperflne
fields equal to zero. She results are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Scatterers of
different thicknesses t and different 5<?Fe abundances p wcve examined,
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Fig. 2. Background corrected scattering line amplitude as a function of
thickness for scatterers of various resonant isotope abundances p.

Ih«r* ar* several conclusion* which can ba derived* first of all a large
baokground correoted scattering line amplituda /magnitude of MSasbauer effect/
may be obtained eren for samples with a low ''Ye abundance. She amplitude of
the scattering line saturates very quickly with as increase of soatterer abun¬
dance in resonant Isotope. Tor a glren abundance the line amplitude decreases
with an increase in scatterer thickness* Sue to the filtrational properties of
nuclear resonance scattering,. the amplitude reaches its highest value for vary
thin scatterers, for which, the line width is) narrowest. Thus, the scattering
method gives the best results for vary thin samples if a scattering geometry is
designed very carefully to minimise an unwanted intensity of the gsam. rajs set
scattered by the investigated sample .
In single resonance scattering geometry the energy filtering process is uti¬
lised only for the separation of recoil-free gamma rays from the incident beam.
This provides a large background corrected scattering line amplitude and hence
increases the sensitivity of the vertical scale of the Ildssbauer spectra.
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Tig. 3. Background corrected scattering line amplitudes and widths as
functions of resonant Isotope abundance for scetterera of various thicknesses.

3. farrowing of Wssbauer Line by Beaonant n i t e r
Iow. lat ui oonsider the K6asbauer absorption U n a measured la the transmlesional-scattering geometry auch as that shown la lig. 4. The singla line
MSasbauer source mores with a constant Telocity corresponding to the resonance
energy of the stationary aoatterer.
In particular the source may be at
rest if its iaomer shift in respect to
XATTCMR
the aoatterer ia equal to sero. Offresonance settings of the source Teloc¬
ity are also possible, but they are not
CONSTANT
recommended* The single line resonance
.VCILCMTKM
absorber placed between the source and
the scatterer moves with a constant ac¬
celeration parallel to the beam direc¬
tion.
OCTCCTOft

Pig. 4* Transmissional-scattering ge¬
ometry used in the filtration experi¬
ment.
The scattered gamma rays /conversion X-rays or conversion .electrons/ are detec¬
ted and their Intensity i s stored in a multichannel analyser as a function of
the abaorber velocity* The absorber modulates tba Intensity of gamma rays by a
resonance sbsorption process before their Interaction with the scatterer. The
scatterer acts as a resonant filter of the Lorentzin line shape characteristic.
The total intensity scattered towards the detector i s composed of eight contri¬
butions
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where S 2 is the Soppier energy shift of the moving absorber, S Q is the source
energy shift, while S 1 is the scatterer isomer shift both in respect to the
resonance energy of the absorber* The first five contributions are originating
from recoillessly emitted gamma rays which have passed the moving absorber and
then were scattered by the recoilleas-recoilless /Bj^A recoilless-non-recoilless /'pj/ nuclear resonance scattering processes, the recoillese I'S^ and nonrecoilleso /'R,/ Rayleigh as well as non-elastic Compton /H Cl / scattering pro¬
cesses, respectively. The last three contributions are due to the Rayleigh /NR/
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and Compton /VQ/ scatterings of the non-recoillessly emitted gamma rays and to
all other radiation /N^/ that reaches the detector*
The shape of the Mflaebauer filtration line depends not only on the intensity
distribution of the source and the nuclear resonance cross section of the ab¬
sorber but also on the filtrational property of the resonant scatterer. The
scatterers with the single Iiorentzian line and with wide rectangular line such
as that of black absorber were analysed. The influence of resonance and nonresoiiaaee absorption processes in the moving absorber on the scattered intensity
have been taken into consideration. All contributions to the total scattered
intensity were included in the calculations.. The shape of the background cor¬
rected Udssbauer filtration line

obtained for the scatterer with a single Lorentzian line may be expressed by the
following formula

/v
where
H

*" =7

lj
rrldyji-exp

* JtCl-exp(-T)] J [

""'' A

J )

and

2

L(y-S2) +iJJ

while
0(80.8,)

S o , S 1 and S g values are expressed in T/2 units. The absorber is characteri¬
zed by its effective thickness f> - jx^T which is determined by the maximum va¬
lue of linear resonance absorption coefficient u^ and thickness T of the ab¬
sorber. All other parameters used in Eq. 7 were described in Sec. 2.
In the thin absorber and thin scatterer limit approximation Eq. 7 may be
siaplified to it* on-resonance / S o » S,,/ analytical fora
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where
She oa-resonance filtration line Is composed of the Lorentzian and squared
lorentxian lines, which are centered at the resonance energy of the scatterer.
The line width of the on-resonance filtration line is, of course, smaller than
2 r t for Tery thin samples.
The application of the rectangular shape acatterejr simplifies Sq. 7. The
properties of the resulting filtration line are now the same as for the pure
transmlasional line. However, due to filtrational properties of the resonant
scatterer the line amplitude is higher **ian that of the corresponding transmissional line.
Xq. 7 was used in the numerical evaluation of the shape of the filtration
line. The first Zeeman scattering lines of various metallic iron filters and
single line absorbers with different thicknesses were analysed. The on-resonance settings of5'Co/Cr/ source velocity were mainly considered. The calcu¬
lated amplitudes and line widths of filtration lines are shown in Figs. 5 and
6, respectively, and are compared with those calculated for the same absorbers
in an ordinary transmissional geometry. The 10"^ cm thick metallic iron fil¬
ter enriched to 90.6 % with the resonant isotope was considered in those calcu¬
lations.
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Tig, 9. Line amplitudes as functions of effective thickness:
A - transmissional-scattering geometry,
I - transmission geometry.
The application of a single Lorentzian line scatterer as the energy selective
filter both magnifies the amplitude and reduces the width of an absorption

Ihe influenca of th« nuclear resonant filter parametera on the amplitude and
width of filtration line calculated
for an abaorber of effective thickness
(3-0.1 la shown in Pigs. 7 and 8,
respectively. The application of the
filtration method in measuring the
HSsabauer apectra gives the beat re¬
sults for on-resonance excitations and
for very thin acatterera enriohed with
the resonant isotope.
Tig. 6* line width as a function of
thickness*
s

e
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A - transnisslonal-scatterlng geometry,
B - transmission geometry.

TNKKNESS

The tiriirimnn) value of the gamma ray filtration line width which may be obtained
for a very thin abaorbcr and a Tery thin scatterer is 1.463T instead of the
usual limit 2 F of ordinary absorp¬
tion or scattering lines. Thus, the
filtration method may reduce a line
width by an amount of as much as
about 27 *.
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fig. 7. Amplitudes as functions of re¬
sonant isotope abundance. Scatterera
of various thicknesses and an absorber
with |)> Oil were considered in the
calculations*

fig. 8* Line widths as functions of
resonant isotope abundance. Scatterers of various thicknesses and an ab¬
sorber with fb m 0.1 were considered
in the calculations.
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This maximal reduction of line width is iluatrated graphically in 7ig. 9, where
the energy distribution of recoil-free gemma raya emitted from the source and
the energy distribution of gamma raya scattered by a very thin sample /scat¬
tering line/ aa well as Uflsabauer filtration line all of them normalized to the
aaae amplitude are shown.

Ihe energy resolution of llOssbauer spectra measured in the transmissionalscattering geometry is better than that of spectra measured in pure transmissional or pure scattering geometries, nitrations! line narrowing is most ef¬
fective when very thin filters enriched by the
_
resonant Isotope are used. This requirement may
be achieved by placing a thin enriched scatterer
in a conversion electron detector since the ef¬
fective penetration depth for 7.3 keV electrons
is about 1000 A 0 and therefore the thickness
line broadening is small. Moreover, the conver¬
sion electron detector provides Ł high enough
counting rate to store USssbauer spectra in a
reeonable short time.

-
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Fig. 9. Xbe emission /A/, filtration /B/ and scat¬
tering /C/ lines in the thin sample limit approxi¬
mation. All lines are normalized to the same
amplitude.

It should be noticed that the on-resonance energy filtering process does not
produce sidebends in JKJssbauer spectra like those produced by the time filtering
process*
In order to observe the narrowing of the Mtfssbauer line by the filtration
method the following experiment was performed. The 2.28*10~* cm thick metallic
iron scatterer 90.6 % enriched in resonant isotope was placed inside the con¬
version electron detector. The *'Co/Cr/ source was moved with a constant ve¬
locity corresponding to the sixth Zeeman line of the scatterer. The hematite
absorber 80 % enriched with the resonant isotope was placed between the source
and the scatterer and was driven with a constant acceleration parallel to the
beam direction. The only registered line was the fifth Zeeman absorption line
of tLe hematite absorber. The measured filtration line is shown in Fig. 10
where the pure absorption oae is also given for comparision. The pure absorption line was obtained in
the same geometry, but the only change was that the
conversion electron detector with the iron scatterer
was replaced by the proportional counter. One can
notice that the filtrational line is narrower and has
a higher amplitude than the corresponding absorption
line.

Pig. 10. Absorption fkf and filtration f&f lines.
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The constant Telocity ttSssbauer .transducer may produce a broadening of
tration line due to its Telooity error. Zn order to avoid this effect the re¬
sonant filter with zero looser shift in respect to the HSssbauer source should
be used* Both filtrational line narrowing and amplification of its amplitude
were observed earlier " in H0ssbauor absorption spectra measured with resonance
detector* However, the theoretical analysis of the shape of the background cor¬
rected conversion electron filtrational spectra, similar as that presented in
this paper for the gamma ray filtrational line, can not be performed due to the
lack of detailed knowledge of the low energy electron interaction with the mat¬
ter.

4* Absolute Calibration of the Vertical Scale of Hflssbauer Spectra
The velocity scale of Hdssbauer spectra is undoubtedly much more often used
than the vertical scale. This is partially due to the fact that the vertical
scale is always effected by a non-controlled detector-background for which, as
yet, Mfleebauer spectra could not be precisely corrected. The errorless parame¬
ters from the vertical scale are obtained only from the ratio of line amplitudes
or line areas.
She filtration method of measuring UOssbauer spectra just described makes it
possible not only to increase the resolution of the velocity scale but also to
remove non-controlled background from the intensity scale. Thus, filtrational
properties of the nuclear resonance scattering of gamma rays can be utilized
for absolute calibration of the vertical scale*
Only the first five contributions /Eq. 6/ to the total scattered Intensity
in the geometry of Pig. 4 are influenced by the resonance absorption which
takes place in the moving absorber under investigation. The last three contri¬
butions are not velocity dependent. There is the uncontrolled one Kg among
them. It can be completely removed by measuring two HOssbauer spectra.
First, the source is set in resonance S°Q with the stationary scatterer
and the absorption spectrum /fig. 11 A/
is measured by moving the absorber under
investigation with constant acceleration.
Then, the absorber is moved with off-re¬
sonance constant velocity s|
and the
scattering spectrum /Fig. 11 B/ is measu¬
red for the scatterer by moving the source
with constant acceleration.
Fig. 11. Filtration /A/ and scattering fty
lines i*
Both spectra are collected either for exactly the same time intervals or, if not.
They are normalized to their H(s£n,s|**) values. The uncontrolled contribution

H t can be completely removed from the absorption spectrum by calculating the
ratio

The method of measuring UOssbauer spectra described above is approximately eqiuvalent to the hypothetical transmission one in which the source emits only recoilfree gamma rays, while the detector registers nothing but recoill-free gamma ra¬
diation which has passed the absorber under investigation.
The MSssbauer absorption spectrum given by Sq* 9 has not only its vertical
scale absolutely calibrated but also the energy resolution of its velocity
scale is improved. Its background corrected shape is determined only by the
energy distribution of recoillessly emitted gamma rays and the resonant proper¬
ties of both the source and the scatterer*
The shape of an absolutely calibrated USssbauer line can be described by
Eqs. 7 and 8. However, minus unity has to be added to each of the normalization
coefficients CtS0,S,.) and Q before using Eqs. 7 and 8 in the calculations.
It is obvious that an absolutely calibrated MOssbauer line differs only in its
amplitude from the filtration line discussed in the previous section. She in¬
fluence of the resonant filter parameters on the amplitude of an absolutely
calibrated absorption line calculated for
the absorber of effecive thickness (i"0,1 is shown in *ig. 12. The calculations
were performed for the first Zeeman line
of metallic iron scatterer*
7ig. 12* Amplitudes as functions of re¬
sonant isotope abundance. Scatterera of
various thicknesses and absorber with
fb * 0.1 were considered in the calcu"ft
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Apart from scatterer thickness and scatterer abundance dependences the line
amplitude is a sensitive function of Rayleigh and Compton scattering crosssections*
Many commercially available MOssbauer transducers have their velocity scales
absolutely calibrated. Thus, both the intensity and velocity scales of Mflesbauer spectra can be absolutely calibrated*

5. Selection of totally Polarised Gamma Rays by a Besonant Filter
Polarized gssuna rays are of great importance for HSssbauer spectroscopy. To
produce a polarised gamma beam one has to utilize either a magnetic dipole hyperfine interaction in substances with completely polarized magnetic domains
or an electric quadrupale hyperflne interaction in single crystals with an
axLally symmetric electric field gradient*
Let us consider, for example, the 14*4 JceV gamma ray transition in " F e .
The multipolarity of this transition is almost exclusively a magnetic dipole in
nature* Ice selection rule for the individual nuclear Zeeoan transitions /Pig.
13/ is A m » 0, ± 1 and their angular dependences are

and

cos

2

e)

where 6 is the angle between the direction of the magnetic field at the nu¬
cleus and the propagation direction of gamma rays. The transitions are numbe¬
red in order of their increasing energies. The coefficients q, * fdcoWj(.©)
determine partial strengths of absorption lines in the thin absorber approxima¬
tion assuming isotropy for the lattice vibrations. In particular, for a single
line source and thin completely unpolarizedj metallic
iron absorber ^ > q^ • 1/4, <32 • qc = 1/6 and
q, « q. « 1/12 which yield the relative line intensi¬
ties 3t2s1:1:2:3. On the other hand if an iron foil
is placed in a magnetic field strong enough to polarize
completely the magnetic domains, the individual Zeeman
transitions are totally polarised.
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Fig. 13. Magnetic hyperfine splittings of the ground

and first excited states in

fc*7
?
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Sow, for the observation aade perpendicular to the magnetisation vector /e»9O0/
all transitions are linearly polarised either perpendicular /Am - 0/ or paral¬
l e l / 4a • ± 1/ to the field and in the thin absorber approximation the rela¬
tive line intensities are 3i4:1:1:4:3. When direction of observation i s
changed from perpendicular to parallel to the field /e«0 0 / the polarisation of
the transitions changes from linear to circular* The A m « +1 transitions

are right hand while fl»«-1 transitions are left hand circularly polarized
and the relative line intensities for a thin absorber are 3sO!it1sOf3.
In non-magnetic single crystal witkan axially symmetric electric field gra¬
dient both ±3/2«s±1/2 and ±1/2*t +1/2 transitions are linearly polarized
for an observation made perpendicular to the principal axis of the electric
gradient field iensor. The ±3/2 *± 11/2 transition ia totally linearly polari¬
zed parallel, while the ±1/2 ?S ±1/2 transition is partially linearly polarised
perpendicular to the principal axis of the electric i field gradient tensor.
The main problem in preparing the polarized single line source is how to se¬
parate from the gamma ray beam only one totally polarized component* I Although
few methods have been elaborated for that purpose *" ^ the problem, as yet, is
not solved completely.
In this paper we propose the utilization of a resonant filter for selecting
one totally polarized component from a non-polarized beam or for selecting only
one totally polarized transition from a polarized lMssbauer source. The transmissional-scattering geometry shown in Fig. 4 can be utilized for those purpo¬
ses*
The source is in resonance with the stationary scatterer /resonant filter/.
This may be done either by moving the source with a constant velocity or, if
possible, by utilizing the temperature shift of the MSssbauer line* The absor¬
ber under investigation is placed between the source and the scatterer and ie
moved witka constant acceleration parallel to the beam direction. The scat¬
tered gamma rays /conversion X-rays or conversion electrons/ are detected and
their intensity is stored in a multichannel analyzer as a function ot absorber
velocity.
In order to secleot a totally polarized component from a non-polarized /mono¬
chromatic/ gamma ray beam we have to set a single line non-polarized source in
resonance with one totally polarized transition in the resonant filter* In that
case only those gamma rays of the incident beam with polarization corresponding
to that of polarized filter transition used will be scattered by a nuclear re¬
sonance scattering process. Thus, by detecting the intensity of scattered gamma
rays /conversion X-rays or conversion electrons/ we select one polarized compo¬
nent from a non-polarized gamma ray beam. This polarized component is the
subject of both energy and polarization dependent selective modulation caused
by the polarized absorber under investigation. The scattered intensity will,
of course, reflect this resonant modulation process in the form of a measured
polarized;USssbauer absorption spectrum.
Similarly, the single line non-polarized resonant filter may be used for se¬
lecting one totally polarized component from the gamma ray beam emitted by the
Mtfesbauer source with polarized hyperfine transitions. Of course, both the
polarized gamma ray source and a properly chosen polarized resonant filter may
also be utilized together in the discussed method.
In order to diminish unwanted contributions to the scattered gamma ray in¬
tensity originating from Rayleigh and Compton processes one has to use a thin
enriched resonant filter.
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She propoaad ••thod not only aalacta polarised gaoma raye but also reduces
the width of the Wssbauer U n a and amplifies ita ampUdude. Moreover, the
vertical acale of tha polarised MSssbauer absorption spectrum may be absolutely
calibrated by the method diacuaaed in tha previous aection. The filtrational
properties of a nuclear resonance acatterlng process are utilized for those
purposes.
Inveatigationa of tha theoretical and azperiaental aspects of the proposed
•ethod are ±n progress.

6. Double Basoaance Scattering Process
The filtrational properties of the nuclear resonance scattering process ena¬
ble one to reduce the width of a MVssbauer line. Such line narrowing may be
even more effective when multiple resonance acatterlng is considered. We have
made an attempt to observe the double resonance scattering process.
She method of calculation developed previously was extended for the double
resonance scattering process. The double resonance scattering geometry shown
in Fig. 14 waa conaidered.

SOURCE
CONSTANT ACCELERATION
i SCREEN ~l

\
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Fig. 14. Double resonance scattering
geometry.

SCATTERER

Whan scatterers enriched.in the resonant isotope are considered it is enough
to include the recoillesa-recoilless and recoillese-non-recoillesB nuclear re¬
sonance contributions in tha line shape calculations. Xn this case the ahape
of tha background corrected double resonance scattering line is described by
the formula

*%0

Ą

1-exp

L

ćy-s„)2+i J

where
The isomer shift S 1 of the scatterer in respect to the source and the Doppler
energy shift of the moving source S o are expressed in r/2 unita. All other
symbols are the same as those used in the previous sections.
In the very thin sample limit approximation formula 11 has the analytical
form

By comparing formula 12 and formula 5 it can be noticed that the double resonan¬
ce scattering process both reduces the width and amplifies the amplitude of a
Mflssbauer line. Those effects are even more pronounced in higher order scat¬
tering processes.
The double resonance scattering process may be observed either by detecting
double scattered gamma rays or by detecting conversion X-rays or conversion
electrons which follow the resonance absorption in the second scatterer of
gamma rays recoilless-recolllessly scattered by the first scatterer. The first
method of detection enables one to get the very high amplitude of the background
corrected double resonance scattering line* However, very good screening is
neoeesery for that case* Moreover, the two small solid angles used in double
scattering geometry greatly reduce the efficiency of gamma ray detection* The
application of the second or third method of detection makes it possible to uti¬
lise half of the solid angle in the second scattering process and hence greatly
enhances the detection efficiency. She detection of conversion X-rays was used
in our double resonance scattering experiment since the penetration depth of
X-rays is much higher than that of conversion electrons*
We have succeeded in ©'••serving a double resonance scattering process. The
double resonance scattering spectrum W M measured by detecting conversion
X-rays following resonance absorption in an 80 % enriched h<natite scatterer
of gamma rays after being recoillessreooiJ.lessly scattered by a 90.6 %
eM|CHE0
"ausnmn
enriched 2.28-10~ 4 cm thick metallic
iron foil. The double resonance scat¬
tering geometry used in the experiment
COUNTER
-SCREEN

fig. 15* The double resonance scat¬
tering geometry used in the experiment.
zki

The scattering angle for the first process was 90 , whereas the detected con¬
version X-rays were emitted mainly in the forward direction. The hematite ecatterer was placed directly on the berillium window of the proportional counter.
The X-rays scattered by metallic iron foil towards the detector were absorbed
by the 4.5 mm thick plexiglass plate. Attention was paid rather to enhancing
the I-ray intensity than to minimising noise created in the surrounding screens.
The 25 mCi 57Co/Cr/ source was driven with constant acceleration. The Polon
type HOssbauer spectrometer was used. The X-rays and gamma rays were detected
and the two corresponding scattering spectra were stored simoltanously in a Mera
300 minicomputer. The registered X-ray /A/ and gamma ray /B/ scattering spectra
are shown in Fig. 16 where the positions of the Zeeman lines in metallic iron
and hematite scatterers are also indicated.
The single resonance gamma ray scattering spectrum /B/ of the metallic iron
foil is distorted mainly by resonance
absorption of the recoilless-recoillessly scattered gamma rays which
takes place in the hematite sample.
The influence on that spectrum of
double resonance scattered gamma rays
is negligible.

Fig. 16. The double resonance scat¬
tering spectrum /A/ and the corre¬
sponding single resonance distorted
/B/ and undistorted /C/ gamma ray
scattering spectra*

It can be noticed that the amplitudes of the sixth, fifth and third lines of
the metallic iron Zeeman spectrum /B/ are smaller than those of the first,
second and fourth lines of that spectrum, respectively. Nearly the same posi¬
tions of 3F anf 3H and also 6? and 5H lines on the velocity scale /Fig. 16/
explain the reduction of the amplitudes of the sixth and third lines of the
metallic iron scattering Zeeman spectrum. The gamma rays absorbed by the fifth
Zeeman line of the metallic iron foil are reemitted in two fraction with ener¬
gies corresponding to the fifth and third Zeeman lines, respectively. This
explains the reduction in amplitude of the fifth line. The influence of the
double resonance scattering process on the X-ray scattering spectrum /A/ can
be clearly noticed by comparing the amplitudes of the first and sixth, second
and fifth and also third and fourth Zeeman lines of that spectrum. The enhance¬
ment of the sixth, fifth and third line amplitudes as compared with the corre¬
sponding ones is due to the emission of conversion X-rays which followed the
resonance absorption in the hematite sample of gamma rays recoilless-recoillensly scattered by the metallic iron foil. The attenuation of the sixth, fifth
2*2

and third lines of the single resonance gamma ray scattering Zeeman spectrum /£/
i s , of course, reflected in the form of the enhancement of the sixth, fifth
and third lines of the X-ray scattering Zeeman spectrum /A/.
The computer decomposition of the spectrum /A/ i s shown in Jig. 17. The
pure double resonance scattering lines
are superposed at positions of the
sixth, fifth and third lines on the
single scattering X-ray spectrum.

* • •

Tig. 17. 5?he decomposition of the
double resonance scattering spectrum
/ a / on the pure double resonance
lines / b / and the single resonance
X-ray scattering spectrum / c / .

VELOCITY i x n / a t l

The single resonance scattering I-ray spectrum /a/ is mainly created by the
X-rays which follow pbotoabsorptlon in the hematite scatterer of gamma rays
resonantly scattered by the.metallic iron foil. Its line widths and relative
line amplitudes are nearly the same as those of gamma ray single resonance scat¬
tering spectrum /Fig. 16 C/ of the metallic iron foil measured with the same
geometry without the hematite scatterer.

7. Multiple Resonance Scattering Process
When gamma rays emitted from Mflssbauer source driTen with a constant accele¬
ration are put into cascade mode resonances with many resonant scatterors
/Fig. 18/ the multiple resonance scattering process may in principle be obser¬
ved* The set of the number k of identical resonant scatterera, each of them
placed in the same geometrical position
SCATTERED
with respect to the former one, will be
called the multiple resonance scatterer.
%*
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Tig. 18. Multiple resonance scattering
geometry.

The shape of the multiple resonance scattering line /of the order k/ i s to
a great extent determined by the recoilless-recoilless and recoillese-nonrecoilless nuclear resonance scatterings in the 1c layer of gamma rays which
were previously scattered in the k-1 layer by the recoillesa-recoilless nu¬
clear resonance scattering process. At velocities far from resonance, the va¬
lues of the recoilless-recollless and recoilless-non-recoilless contributions

to tba total acattered intensity ara aqual to zero. Thus, the off-resonance
intensity originates only from multiple Rayleigh and Compton scatterings of
the source intensity IQ« Using the method of calculation developed in the
prerioua sections the following formula was obtained for the shape of the back¬
ground corrected multiple resonance acattaring line

The iaomer ahift 8^ of the multiple resonance acatterer and the Doppler energy
shift S o of the moTing aourca are expressed in F /2 units. All other symbols
used la the formula 13 hare already been defined.
for a multiple resonance acattarer coapoaed of Tary thin layers formula 13
may be reduced to the fora

/W
The propertlea of a thin layered multiple reaonance acatterer may be character¬
ised by aa extremely "arrow non-Łorentsian reaonance cross section* Its width
at half maximum, expressed in r unita is Tk - ( 2 1 / k - i ) 1 / 2 .
Suppose the tola layered multiple resonance scatterer ia replaced by the
hypothetical siacie resonance loreatsian acatterer of width and maximal value
of the cross section the aame aa those of the multiple resonance scatterer. In
this eaae the ahape of the multiple resonance scattering line is of the Lorcatsian typa

h ^ \ J ( I k 2 ! !

. /is/
2

tar the multiple resonance scatterer composed of a large number of layers, the
width of the multiple reaonance scattering line ia reduced to that of the
aourca used ia tha experiment.

3. Harrowing of the UOssbauer line by the Multiple Resonance Filter
The single resonance filter used in the tranemisslonal-soattering geometry
/fig. 4/ may be replaced by the multiple resonance one /Pig. 19/.

tle
OfTICW

' 19* nitration in multiple
resonance acatterlng geometry.

Xn that case the shape of the background corrected filtrational line is descri¬
bed by the approximated formula

/W

where

Q - f0

S^ is the isomer shift of the eouroe and the seatterer in respect to the ab¬
sorber, while S, is the Doppler energy shift of the moving absorber{both of
them expressed in f/2 units. Only the recoilless-recoilless and recoillessnon-recoilless nuclear resonance contributions originating from the k layer
of the multiple resonance filter were included in formula 16.
In thin sample limit approximation formula 16 is reduced to the form

/17/
1K+1

*k3

Using the Lorentzian type narrow line hypothetical scatterer /See. 7/ as the
energy selective filter provides a filtrational line of the Lorentzian shape

/18/

For a large number of k the filtrational line is determined almost solely by
the resonance cross section of the absorber used in the investigation. Thus,
the application of the multiple resonance scatterer as the energy selective
filter greatly improves the energy resolution of Mfleebauer spectroscopy.

9. Efficient MBasbauer Line Narrowing by Source and Scatterer Filtering Method
The multiple resonance scattering process both reduces the width of the
SKfssbauer line and amplifies its amplitude. In multiple resonance scattering
geometry /Fig. 18/ each scatterer acts as an energy selective filter for the
previous one. The first filter /the second scatterer/ acts most efficiently.
It can reduce the scattering line width by as much as 27 %• Similarly, the same
line width reduction can be obtained by application of only one scatterer /the
first source filter/ in the tranemissional-scattering geometry /Figs. 4 and 19/.
Sow, we shall describe the method which reduces Ifdssbauer line width to the
value of nearly one gamma*' Triple resonance scattering geometry has to be used
for energy filtering of both the source and scatterer* One resonant filter for
the moving source and one for the stationary scatterer must be used for that
purpose* The triple resonance scattering geometry suitable for efficient line
narrowing is shown in Fig. 20. The scatterer and its resonant filter are made
of the same material. They are at rest. The single
KK
line source is rigidly coupled to its single line
resonant filter of zero isomer shift with respect
to the source. The source-filter assembly is moved
with a constant acceleration.
oincTtw

Fig. 20. Triple resonance scattering geometry
suitable for efficient Mflssbauer line narrowing.

The scattered gamma rays are detected and their intensity i s stored in a multi¬
channel analyzer a» a function of the source velocity. In the thin sample li¬
mit approximation the scattering line measured in that geometry i s described
by th« formula

/19/

where S Q is the Doppler energy shift of the moving source expressed in f/2
units. fQ is the source recoiUess fraction, while A.,, Ag and Ag are the
amplitudes of background corrected single resonance scattering lines of three
scatterers used in that method. Their isomer shifts with respect to the source
were assumend to be equal to zero in deriving expression 19. The scattering
line consists of two Lorentzian lines centered at the resonance energy of the
scatteren the first one with the second order, while the second cne with the
third order exponent. The triple resonance scattering line measured in the
geometry of Fig. 20 is evidently narrower than the single resonance scattering
line. This is shown graphically in Fig. 21 where the scattering line(S)obtained
by the described method is compared with 1f (C) and 2T(A) Lorentzian lines.
The source and scatterer filtering method efficiently reduces the width of the
scattering line to the value of 1.065r . Such a maximal reduction in line
width can be obtained only for a very thin scatterer
and very thin filters. This has to be compared with
2f line width limit of ordinary absorption or scat¬
tering lines. The line width reduction is as much as
46.8 %, Both the source and scatterer contributions to
the line width are reduced by this method.

M W M r mm

Fig. 21. The single resonance scattering /A/, filtration
/S/ and emission /C/ lines in the thin sample limit
approximation. All lines are normalized to the same
amplitude.

The improvement of energy resolution can be also seen from Fig. 22. The
quftdrupole doublets are much better resolved when the method of source and scat¬
terer filtering is used. It should be emphasized that the method of source and
scatterer filtering not only efficiently
reduces line width but also amplifies
to a great extend the background cor¬
rected line amplitude /the magnitude of
MOssbauer effect/. This is due to the

|~

II \\

Jj W

large value of the cross section for

*

//

//

nuclear resonance scattering of gamma
rays as compared with those for Rayleigh
and Compton scatterings processes.

I\

\\

Fig. 22. Quadrupole doublets with var¬
ious splittings calculated in the thin
sample limit approximation;
A - single resonance scattering method,
B - source and scatterer filtering
method.

2*7

She amplitudes A ^ Ag and A, axe of the order of 600 for very thin samples
100 ft enriched in ''Pe« Thus, the amplitude /the magnitude of IMssbauer effect/
of the background corrected triple resonance scattering line discussed in this
paper may reach a value up to the order of 2*10'. However, the intensity de¬
tected in triple resonance scattering geometry is extremely low. The large
value of the MOssbauer effect may partially compensate the influence of low in¬
tensity on the time interval needed for the required ratio of the value of
MSssbauer effect to its statistical error* The main problem in the multiple
resonance scattering experiments is the large contribution to the off-resonance
background, which is created in sourrounding screens. The application of the
pulse rise time discriminator solves this problem partially.
Experimental verification of the proposed method for efficient MOssbauer line
narrowing is in progress*

10. final Remarks
In all variants of scattering experiments analysed in this paper recoilless
gaiama radiation was filtered by the resonant filter of the Lorentzian energy
distribution characteristic. The application of the thin resonant filter in
the single scattering geometry provides a scattering line of very high ampli¬
tude. She multiple scattering process both magnifies tae scattering line ampli¬
tude and reduces the line width. The aingle, double and multiple resonance
filters used in so called filtration method may progressively improve the energy
resolution of ICSssbauer spestroscopy. Double resonance scattering process has
been already observed. Investigations of higher order nuclear resonance scat¬
tering processes are in progress*
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1.

Introduction
This paper reviews those aspects of low temperature nucle&r orientation

(NO) and NMR of oriented nuclei (NMR/ON) which relate to the measurement of
electric quadrupole hyperfine interactions.
NO has been applied to pure electric interactions, with recent work
concentrating on unaxial metals. Apart from requiring a

single crystal sample,

the only limitation on such measurements is the necessity of reaching temperatures
such that kT is of the order of the interaction strength in order to produce a
measurable effect. Frequently, however, the situation arises with magnetic
elements (active d or f electrons) that the electric quadrupole interaction occurs
in association with', an often larger magnetic dipole interaction.

Where the

interactions are co-axial NO is shown to have limited sensitivity in separating
the two contributions, and erroneous interpretation can easily result. The more
interesting case»of non-collinear interactions is discussed, with the first example
of an NO study of mutually perpendicular interactions.
Pure NQK/ON has yet to be observed.

However NMR/ON in ferromagnetic

metals has been fruitfully extended to study electric quadrupole terms arising
from unquenched orbital hyperfine Interactions and froa magnetostriction. The
pr5 'ciples of the techniques involved are given in some detail to show that quad¬
rupole interactions well below 1% of the total interaction strength can be
measured, even in the presence of a larger inhomogeneous broadening.

Application

of NMR/ON to elucidate the nature of the site occupied by a non-substitutional
implanted ion is described in +he final section.
2.

Basic Principles : The Angular Distribution of Radiated Emissions froa
Oriented Nuclei
In both NO and NMR/ON techniques the experiment consists in monitoring

the counting rate in a system of detectors in fixed positions relative to a radio¬
active source. The radioactive nuclei are subject to a hyperfine interaction
with a particular spatial symmetry, determined by a magnetic field or a crystalline
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symmetry axis.

In NO the counting rate varies as the temperature c>f tlio s n u r n

is changed and from the magnitude and temperature dependence of this variation
both the strength and type of the hyperfine interaction, and details of the
nuclear decay (level spins and radiative multipolarities) can be determined.

In

NMR/ON the source is held at a fixed temperature low enough to exhibit a measurable
degree of nuclear ordering through the hyperfine interaction in the source, and
the counting rate is monitored as a function of the frequency of an applied
alternating magnetic field.

Transitions between nuclear sub-levels on resonance

are then detected through the consequent change in the counting rate as the degree
of nuclear order is modified.

O

RocSolian isotropic

iT»hr
Fig. 1.

Anisotropy in the radiative decay products from a hyperfine split
level arises as k T = hV.

An example is shown in Fig 1 for the case of an excited nuclear state
with spin 1=1 decaying by gamma emission to a state with spin 1=0, and subject
to a simple magnetic interaction which splits the magnetic sub-levels (M) of the
excited state.

The radiation involved in transitions between different sub-levels

shows different angular dependence, as given in the figure, where 6 is the angle
of emission relative to the magnetic interaction axis.

As the temperature falls

to the range k T - hv - yB , where p is the nuclear dipole moment and B is the
magnetic hyperfine field, the radiation distribution becomes increasingly
anisotropic.
The most general expression for the Y-ray angular distribution from an
oriented nuclear ensemble is given by Steffen and Alder (1)
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I (21 +1)>5(2X+1)"'} A (q) p A (I ) Y* (6,4.)

W(6,ł) - |S. I
2

*

ri

Aeven

q

*

A

q

1

(1)

Aq

where Ij is the spin of the initial nuclear state, X is the order of the multipole
emission (frequently restricted to A = 2 , 4 ) , *j(q) is a nuclear decay parameter
which is a inunction of *h<s decay sequence and any multipole mixing ratio 6 which may
be present in the observed radiation.

p ( 1 ^ is a

statistical tensor which describes

the orientation of the emitting nuclei and thus varies with temperature and contains
all"the information about the nuclear haroiltonian
A
r
Ij+m
P (I.,) » i ( - D
q 1
m
where

<I.-m I.m|Aq>

<I.-m I.m|Aq>
ix

(2). More explicitly

<I.m|p|l m f >
1
i

(2)

is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient and

p is the density matrix

for the nuclear ensemble given in thermal equilibrium, by
=

e " B H /Trace

[e"BH]

In many cases W(6,4) simplifies through some symmetry property of the harailtonian.
In particular for axial symmetry all terms with q j!O

(which introduce variations

with the azimuthal angle $ ) are zero and the distribution can be rewritten in the
more familiar form

W(6) - 1 + [

B (r

x i' °A (X l ł A A ( X 2 ' p x ( c o s 6 >

<4*

Aeven
where U %( X |) and A,(X„) are decay scheme parameters defined and tabulated for
various spin and multipolarity sequences by many authors, particularly Kran* (3).
The 'orientation parameters' B^(I.) are given by
,

I.+M

.

and are tabulated for axial magnetic dipole and axial electric quadrupole inter¬
actions by Kranc ( 3 ) .

P . ( c o s O ) are the Legendre polynoaials.

The considerable complexity of these expressions should not obscure the
basic features of the observed effects which arc
(i) that the 'decay scheme' parameters U- a A, can be separated froa the hyperfine

interaction dependent parameters p£ t B,
(ii) that the symmetry of the hyperfine interaction is directly related to the
symmetry of the decay product angular distribution
(iii) that the form of the hyperfine interaction hamiltonian will determine the
temperature dependence of the angular distribution.
The 'anistropy1 of the angular distribution at angle 6 is defined as W(6)-l where
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K(9) i s tlie count rate at angle t, normalised to thai n-ncati-a fn<* tin- IIIIM ii ntt :1
enseitole.
3. Electric Ouadrupole Interactions In Nuclear Orientation
a) Pure axlally symmetric electric quadrupole Interactions
In NO a coanon axis of oricni.ai.lon i* required for a l l nuclei in the ensenfcle.
Thl* means thai for electric quadrupols studies single crystal samples mist be used.
Recent interest has centred upon interactions in non-cubic metals and, with the
increased general availability of single crystal samples, several NO measurements
have been published (4,5). The hamiltonian has axial syimctry and Is given by
16)

I(Wll)

where P " 4 J ^ r i ) " TffSiTj)

and v

ia

Łhe

tI

*lectrłc

flcla

gradient (efg) at the

nucleus.
Equation 4 is appropriate, and the particular virtue of electric HO is that,
provided the decay scheme is sufficiently well known to give the sign of the U^Aj, a
condition frequently satisfied, the measured anlsotropy yields the sign of V z z at
the nucleus directly.

The reader can demonstrate this by evaluating the summation
I (H2 - \ l(Iłl)) pin)
H
*

o B*

where p{>) i s the occupation probability of the nuclear sub level s . The sign of VZI
i s not readily dctoimined by other methods and the presence of competing terns of
opposite sign in the theoretical estimation of this parameter makes measurement of
UM sign important (6).
The only limitation on NO Is its sensitivity. Data on Ir. Isotopes in Ref (7)
Fig 2 shows the characteristic linear dependence on V T .

BjL 2i

Pure e l e c t r i c qiiciflrupolc N.O.

Pata fioro iridtuin Ir.otopes in a

rhenium uinglc uryutal uhuw the c)i.-jri~icti>rl&lic HitcMr dejiondftnce on
VT.

25*

Fig 3 gives the temperature to which a system must be cooled, taV.ing 0 = l.Oband
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ŁS

3.0

TEMPEKATUKE aK

Fig. 3

The temperature required to achieve an observed anisotropy of order
5% from a quadrupole aligned system with Q » 1.0b and
V
» 6 x 1O
zz
17

V z z • 6 x 1O

V cm"

as a function of nuclear spin I.

-2
V cm

to give B 2 « -0.1 and an anisotropy of order 5*. Recent years

have seen steady improvement in both cooling power and minimum temperature and weak
radioactive sources producing -1 nW heating (typically O.I - l.O tiCi.) can be cooled
to 1-2 mK (8).
b) Co-axial Mixed Magnetic dipole and electric quadrupole Interactions
One possible method of measuring small electric quadrupole interactions in
non-magnetic systems is to superimpose a known magnetic dipole interaction using a
large applied field B. Although no measurement of this type has been made, it would
increase the sensitivity of NO for quadrupole interaction measurement since analysis
would yield the combined interaction strength.

Orientation parameter Bj as a function of X and temperature.

Fig 4 shows how the orientation parameter B, varies with temperature as a function of
the ratio of the quadrupole coupling to the t o t a l interaction strength.

(7)

Veff

Mixed interactions also occur naturally in many situations involving magnetic
ions.

One mechanism i s electronic orbital angular momentum, which i f polarised along

the z axis w i l l give r i s e to an e l e c t r i c f i e l d gradient at the nucleus.
-const x e <| 3 >

{L* - j L(L+1)}

(8)

so that the nuclear hatniltonian becomes
B

eff

(9)

M+E

provided B ,,, the effective magnetic hyperfine field, also acts along the z axis.
One much studied field in which such mixed interactions can arise is the hfi
of impurity ions, particularly of the d and f groups in magnetic metal hosts such as
Fe, Co, Ni and Gd.

Gadolinium and hep cobalt have hexagonal lattices so that there

will be a crystalline field efg as well as a possible efg from unquenched orbital
momentum on the impurity ion. Nuclei in the cubic ferromagnets Fe, Nl and fee Co
can also experience non-zero efg's through, magneto-striction arid spin-orbit coupling
interactions. Since B e f f in these systems is a sum of terns involving conduction
electron polarisation and core electron polarisation, both s-electron effects with
no associated efg, as well as any orbital interaction field, there is no general
theoretical relation between B

and V
S

Th» 'Man field1 » # f f , evaluated by fitting a mixed haalltonian with
a slnpla Zeraan theory, as a ratio to th« trti* » # f f . «s a function
of

tor I - 2.

Furthermore, accurate estimates of their magnitudes in any particular case
are difficult to make (9).
When we consider the analysis of NO measurements for a mixed hamiltonian in
which the ratio of magnetic to electric interaction is unknown an interesting result
emerges (10).
Fig 5 shows the result of analysing theoretical curves obtained using

H

(9)
M+E

by making a point by point fit of a 'mean field' parameter I f . using the incorrect
hamiltonian
H

" P N B eff I z
M *
I

6$i

As expected, since the mean spacing of the nuclear M levels with appreciable
populations changes as the upper levels are depopulated, a temperature dependent
B _ _ results. However it is remarkable that for small values of x» B .. is almost
CII
CZX
constant over wide ranges of temperature.

Furthermore the rapid changes of § e f f with

temperature occur at high temperatures where the measurable anisotropies are small.
Thus we see that for such systems the simple magnetic hamiltonian will be
' regarded as giving a fully acceptable fit to the experiment.

The ratio I

f f /B

**

deviates from unity, in the limit T + O as
B

eff - B eff

{1 +

(2I

~1J * }

(«)

or, for small P

K2I-DP

3e O V

Talcing typical cases, numerical analysis shows that electric quadrupole
couplings e Q V

of order lot of the magnetic dipole coupling VN B „ would be

undetected in NO.r Furthermore the quoted magnetic interaction B e f f will be
isotope dependent, with the systematic error minimised for that isotope with the
lowest Q/v„ ratio.
M

Thus whilst NO can detect and measure terms in a co-axial mixed interaction where
their ratio or one of their magnitudes is known, small quadrupole interactions can
easily go undetected and lead to errors in deduced magnetic interactions.
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c)

Interactions without axial symmetry
(i) Pure electric interactions
An electric field gradient can be diagonalised to involve only three

quantities V

, V

and V „ s where x, y, z denote the principal axes of the efg.

Laplace's equation reduces the three parameters to two, V

and r\ *

The guadrupole hamiltonian then has the form
—3e O V
zZf'2
1

2

1

2

22

"-*• .

No system with non-zero n has been studied by NO, however using the full
Steffen and Alder formulation for the angular distribution in this case, a non¬
zero T) would be revealed by cos (q<)>) variations in the azimuthal plane.
(ii) Mixed interactions
In general a magnetic dipole interaction can exist at any angle to the
principal axis of an efg which may have finite D.

The relatively simple example

of mutually perpendicular interactions with n, zero, has been the subject of
recent theoretical and experimental interest (11,12).

We examine this system to

investigate the sensitivity of NO in this symmetry for detection and separation
of the terms in the combined hamiltonian

z

z

z

2

z

3

2 +

—

where the z axis is taken along the magnetic field.
For a pure dipole gamma transition the angular distribution from a system
of nuclei subject to this interaction is, from equation 1,
os 2 6)p,}
2
The p. tern would be absent from an axially symmetric system.
2
against p

(15)

2
A plot of p_

for I«7 and 1=7/2 is given in figure 6 for increasing 'values of x,

defined a* in equation 7.

For 6 = V 2 the factor multiplying p, is of order of

unity, thus p, of order 1% denotes a 2% variation in gamma intensity with 4>,
which is readily measurable.

The figure shows that, for this geometry, a value
uN Beff
of P as small as 1» of the magnetic level splitting
•• is readily detected
and measured by NO.
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2
Density matrix elements p, and p

2
for mutually perpendicular magnetic

and electric interactions of varying strength relative to each other
and to XT. Pull lines 1 - 7 , dashed lines I - 7/2. Data points
refer to
Ho* in HoV0 .
A recent study has given the 4first example of such a perpendicular mixed
interaction. The system is
shown in Fig 7. The Bo

Ho" in holmium vanadate which has crystal struc

sites have basic hexagonal symmetry with four

• nearest neighbours in pairs displaced above and below the a, a 1 axes in the
plane normal to the crystal c axis.

O " « * Earth
OV
Fig. 7

mm CRYSTAL STRUCTURE
Crystal structure of HoVO4, showing four Ho*"1"1" near neighbours in
the a-a' (horizontal) plane.

In this crystal Bo

'''has a non-magnetic singlet ground state and exhibits

Van Vleck enhanced nuclear susceptibility through admixture of an excited
doublet at -20 cm" . This admixture is highly ani sotropic with respect to
the crystal axes (y /r

-10 ) so that the Ho nuclei experience a magnetic

hyperfine field, in the presence of an applied field in the a-a' plane, enhanced
by a factor K

s

17O.

In the absence of applied fields the dominant interaction
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is a composite pure electricxjuadrupole and pseudoquadrupole interaction
along th* crystal c-axis. The systea has been studied by NMR at temperatures
down to -100 aK (12) and by magnetic susceptibility and NO to "2 mK (13).
Apart froa its intrinsic interest holmium yanadate has potential application
as a cooling salt in an adiabatic demagnetisation cycle and has been shown to
self-cool to -2 mK and to be capable of contact cooling other systems to -4 mK
(14).
Incorporated in fig 6 are data from demagnetisations to zero field (open
circles) and to 7OO g along the crystalline a axis (solid squares) . The data
show that the sign of the quadrupole parameter P is positive.

The spin of

Bo is 7 and from this work, knowing also the temperature of the crystal,
the magnitudes of both the magnetic and electric interactions are obtained as a
function of applied field.

The system of enhanced nuclear moments orders antl-

ferromagnetically at 4.8 mK and below this temperature NO studies give inform¬
ation on the nuclear spin arrangement as a function of applied field strength
and direction. .

4. Electric Quadrupole Interactions in NMR/OM
a) Methods
In ferromagnetic metals, both cubic and non-cubic, electric quadrupole
hfl arises In conjunction with the much larger magnetic dipole interaction
through spin orbit coupling and aagnetostriction.

Conventional spin-echo NMR

in these systeas finds the fine structure so introduced (of order 1% of the
resonant frequency) at the Unit of resolution (15). Two aethods of roeasureaent have been developed using NMR/OM.
The first is direct observation of the fine structure which splits the
resonance into 21 components each separated by 2P. The response, i.e., the
Changs in observed anisotropy W(O) at each subresonance depends upon the change
in the B^ parameters.

For gaaaa radiation the B^ are functions of even powers

of H weighted with the sub-state populations. With sufficiently high rf power
the populations of the two substates directly involved are equalised on resonance.
This can lead to cither a decrease or an increase in the anisotropy depending
upon whether the state of higher M has greater or lesser population

Ho

in the

Tig. 8

Calculated NMR/ON resonance response with inhomogeneous broadening of
1 MHz for small quadrupole interactions P with I = 2. Curves A, B, C
are for increasing equilibrium nuclear polarisation.

absence of resonance.

Theoretical lineshapes allowing for inhomogeneous broad¬

ening and other details are given in ref 1O..

Fig B

shows the lineshape

calculated for the case I = 2 as a function of temperature, i.e., of polarisation
of the nuclei. Note that at the lowest temperatures the resonance loses its
structure but is displaced to a frequency

hv

.

as only the lowest sub-level

is

appreciably populated.

An example of this technique, applied to

199
Au Fe, is shown in fig 9 (16).

Linewidth limits the resolution of the technique, leading to an empirical
criterion for resolution.
Q-01
z Z ) B .in

B

tot . 2 ,._ .,
y (21-1).

The second technique for observation of small quadrupole interactions by
NMR/ON developed from attempts to observe adiabatic fast passage by NMR/ON.
These attempts were motivated initially by a desire to study the relaxation
between th» nuclear substates following the inversion of their populations
produced by full adiabatic fast passage, in order to establish the relative
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magnitudes of the impurity nuclear spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation tiroes,
T, and Tj in dilute alloys.

J£ the nuclear spin-spin interaction is strong

then Tj > Tj and a nuclear spin temperature is established, whereas if it is
weak, each substate population interacts independently with the lattice,
Tj » T 2 and no spin temperature will exist.

These two situations give rise to

• readily distinguishable tine variation of anlsotropy following population
Inversion.
However, despite knowledge of the required sweep conditions for inversion
on the simple Zeeman model, effects observed were smaller than expected (17)
and, sore recently, were shown to depend upon the direction of the r.f. sweep,
contrary to any simple theory of fast passage.

The key to this was shown to lie

in the

NKR/ON of

199
AuF» showing the well-resolved quadrupole splitting and

displacement of the maximum response from the Zeeman splitting
frequency (16).

quadrupole splitting which fundamentally perturbs the full inversion prediction.
A full theoretical treatment, has been published (18) but the

principle of

the effect is shown by reference to figs 1O and 11 taken from recent work on
1QA
XSB

Au r* (16).
The important parameters of the theory are the power broadened resor

llnewidth, TfBr ^

a

(here > I/T2) , the quadrupole splitting parameter P, and the

"adiabatic parameter" A » Tr2B* , /(du/dt) which is a conventional dimensionless
measure of the extent to which the nuclear spins behave adiabatically, where
T is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio, B
l l

26*

is the amplitude of the r.f. field

component rotating in the same sense as the gold nuclei (after enh«nceir,c-nt
'•••;' the sample magnetisation), and dui/dt is the rate of change o f the r.f.
frequency during the sweep.

!\ 'z.

io

»

\/
TIME AFTC* SV.EEP M O l

Tne dotted curves show, for both up and down frequency sweeps, the
time evolution of the anisotropy following adiabatic fast passage of
198
AuFe, allowing for inhomogeneous broadening and less than full
adiabatic behaviour.

The insets show the changes in anisotropy

during passage in the absence of inhomogeneous broadening (heavy
shading) and the initial and final sublevel populations assuming full
adiabatic behaviour (light horizontal bars) (16).
-180 •ŁOlonga In W<0>

Swaep up In
Fnquarcy

-54C
-100
-6C
-20

HOnnge In W(O)

-AK.
0
MO

•sc

*y

Swoop <kwn
In Frequancy

Experimental adiabatic fast passage of
of frequency sweep.

19S
AuFe showing both directions

Dotted curves are theoretical f i t s (16).
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For the gold impurity nuclei, we are concerned with the case P > "iBr ,
("1 kHz). In this situation the separation of the resonance components is
much greater than the power-broadened linewidth for each component.

The unique

Zeeroan resonance condition is then changed into a series of well separated
subresonances, each involving an adjacent pair of nuclear magnetic substates.
During a single sweep of the r.f. frequency each of the resonance conditions is
satisfied in turn.

If the passage through each resonance condition statisfies

the condition A > 1, the pair of substates involved will adiabatically exchange
populations.

When the sign of the electric quadrupole interaction parameter, P,

is positive, the resonance condition between I
in frequency.

= +1 and (T-l)'will lie lowest

With the frequency of the applied r.f. field swept from low

frequency to high frequency through the resonance, the populations of these
two states will be exchanged, followed by successive exchanges between the states
involved in the other subresonances.

The population originally in the

state will be carried through to the I

1 = 1

= -I state, with the populations in

each of the other states being transferred to the adjacent magnetic substate
with I

=1

+1.

With a frequency sweep from high to low frequencies the' re¬

distribution of populations is reversed with the population of the I

= -I

state being transferred to the I = 1 state and all other populations transferring
Z
f
i
to the adjacent state with I = 1
- 1. Although relaxation and less than full
adiabatic transfer of populations, ft < 1, make the situation more complicated,
the basic distinction between the two sweep directions remains.
Thus, for a system of polarised nuclei the substate population distribution
after sweeps in different directions are inequivalent and give rise to different
gamma-ray angular distribution immediately after the sweep and during the sub¬
sequent relaxation to thermal equilibrium.
in figs 10 and 11.

This is a major effect as is shown

However, observation of the angular distribution of the

emitted y r a y s after the sweep is sensitive only to the sign of P which deter¬
mines the sequence of the sub-resonances and yields no measure of its magnitude.
198
The existence of a dominant positive contribution to P in the ftuPe_ system
is thus established.
The relaxation after the passage is consistent with the time dependence
expected following the cycle population distribution outlined above and the
subsequent spin-lattice relaxation, with negligible spin-spin interaction i.e.
no nuclear spin temperature and T~ * T,.
The magnitude o # P nay

be found if the changes in gamma-ray distribution

during the sweep through the subresonances are observed.

26k

Again taking the fully

adiabatic population transfer as the clearest case for discussion, the '
exchange in populations at each successive subresonance Is separated in
frequency by 2p/h, and hence in time

by (4P/h)(du/dt).

If lnhomogeneous

broadening and relaxation effects xdre negligible, the variation of aniso¬
tropy during the sweep would show a series of steps, H(t), as seen in figs 1O
(inset) and 12. The height of the steps depends upon the particular garomatransition under observation and upon the substaru populations involved and
198
through them upcn the direction of the frequency sweep. The nucleus
Au
has I = 2 so that the 21 subresonances give rise to four discontinuous changes
in anisotropy as shown for the down sweep direction in fig 12. The presence
of inhoroogeneous broadening introduces a. spread in the time at which nuclei
experience each subresonace.

The signal from the total nuclear ensemble, S(t),

is given by correlating H(t) with the inhoroogeneous distribution function G(t)
/"Hlt'lOtt-t'ldt1.

S(t)

The effect of nuclear spin-lattice relaxation (T,) can also be incorporated
into this description.

The magnitude and time duration of the anisotropy

changes during the sweep depend on G(t), T,, the adiabatic parameter A, and the
sign and magnitude of P.

Analysis yielded P * O.2K2) MHz.
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The dotted curve is theoretical based

on the response of a single nucleus H(t) and the inhoroogeneous
broadening G(t-t') (16).
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The value of this technique is that it is effective when the quadrupole
interaction is much smaller than the inhomogeneously broadened iinewidth.
has been further demonstrated in the case of

This

Co in Fe for which a splitting

P * -6.S ± O.S VHz is reported when magnetised along the 1OO axis (19).

The

analysis outlined above involving a sequence of discrete subresonances is valid
provided P/h is greater than the greater of the natural linewidth (l/Tj) and
the power line-width (yBr

>, but smaller values of P also give rise to sweep

f

results which will yield both the sign and magnitude of P (18).
b)

applications
i)

Substitutional impurity hfi in ferromagnets

As indicated in the previous section the AuFe system has been extensively
studied by NMR/ON.

The hyperfine anomaly

(20,16) between magnetic interactions

of different isotopes, and split resonance and fast passage measurements have
been analysed together to yield the s-electron 'contact1 magnetic field and the
non-s-electron

(predominantly d-electron)

'orbital' magnetic hfi as well as

the related orbital electric field gradient.
has been discussed by Gehring (21).

Their theoretical interpretation

Electric quadrupole interaction measure¬

ments by NMR/ON have also been reported for IrNi^ (22).

i i ) Non-substitutional impurity h f i : s i t e determination by efg symmetry
for implants in iron
In ferromagnetic metals the skin depth is a major hinderance to NMR
sample preparation and the fact that implantation provides a sample with all
nuclei in a layer (-10

ro

for 100 keV implant energy) thin compared to the

6

skin depth (-10~ m at 100 MHz) was an early motivation for the study of
implanted systems by NMR/ON.

Both nuclear reaction recoil and isotope

separator implantations have shown successful resonances, including both
soluble and insoluble implants (23).

Linewidths and relaxation times for

implanted samples are generally in line with thermally prepared samples, and
in the cases of implanted I (24) and Xe

(25) particularly narrow lines have

been reported for ions in substitutional sites.
Attempts to observe resonance in non-substitutional sites have only
recently been successful.

Following a first report of a broader, lower

frequency, second resonance in the
work on

""^ES. system by Schoeters et al. (26),

IFe_ with a single crystal sample by Visser, Niesen, Postraa and

de Waard has successfully brought the full power of NMR/ON to bear on the
problem of the non-substitutional site and its hyperfine interaction (27).
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Fig. 13

Substitutional I resonance in Implanted IFe_. Studies with two I
isotopes showed the line structure u

be of non-quadrupole origin,

ar.a probably due to I neighbours in the lattice (24).
The NMR/ON of substitutional

I implanted in single crystal Fe was

first observed by James et al. (fig 13). They also observed several satelitę
lines at only slightly lower frequencies which were shown not to be components
of a quadrupole split resonance but were assigned tentatively to I ions with
vacancies in the 3rd and 4th neighbour shells.

Ho lower frequency resonances

were detected in this work, although searches were made based on Mossbauer
evidence (38) that -3O* of implanted I nuclei experience a magnetic interaction
reduced by -20%.
Visser et al. used three single crystals cut with their longest sides
along <100>, <11O> and <lll> axes. The crystals were implanted with between
O.3 and 2.2 * 1O 14 at./cm2 11O keV I

ions. The results of their resonance

search are summarised in fig 14. The main substitutional resonance is at
683.8 MHz, only -1 MHz wide, in full agreement with James. In addition weak
resonance lines are seen in the 620-660 MHz region with a pattern differing
with crystal axis (the crystals were mounted with their longest side parallel
to the 0.15 T polarising field B

which determines the magnetic,-hfi axis).
app

Taking as a model the non-substitutional I ions being associated with
a single near neighbour vacancy, and displaced towards that vacancy, the
hamiltonian of equation 9 will be applicable, incorporating an axially sym¬
metric V_
the

along the <111> direction in bcc iron.

At the measuring temperature

I is highly polarised and, with I ™ '2 ' *-he resonant signal for this

component is highly asymmetric, with the maximum response displaced from the
Zeeman frequency by — j — . ^(3cos t - 1) where (j> is the angle between the
magnetisation axis and the <111> axis of V

.
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Non-substituticnal I implant sub-resonances in IFg_ showing quadrupole
splitting (27).
There are eight equivalent <111> directions, and the assumption is made

that vacancy-iodine ion pairs are equally liksly to lie along any of these
along <100> (3cos2* - 1) is zero for all <lOO>-"clll>
app
angles so that there is no quadrupole splitting end a single resonance is seen.
directions. Por B

B __ along <11O> finds >rf3cos2* - 1) is +"j for half and -h for half of the
app
<110>-<lll> angles. Theory then predicts two systems of sub-resonances with
the maxlmun responses displaced equally above and below the pure magnetic
<100> resonance line position.

Full agreement with this prediction is found.
2
along <111> , one quarter of the sites have >j(3co« + - 1) * 1, and
2
1
three quarters Jiave >>(3cos • - 1) • -V3 . Although resonances are observed

For B

at these positions, their relative intensity is not 1:3 and there is an unex¬
plained third component at "j(3cos • - 1) * +V3 .
These authors have thus been able to use the specific predictions, of a
simple hamiltonian to fit their results and obtain more detailed evidence for
the situation of the implanted I ions in this system by NMR/ON than by other
techniques.

It is worth emphasising that the largest observed signal in the

non-substitutional resonances corresponds to less than 1% destruction of the
total anisotrcpy, and that the site-revealing quadrupole splitting is only
3 MHz at maximum (for the <111> sample), less than 5* of the dominant magentic
splitting. Thus both the high sensitivity and resolution qualities of the
technique are utilised here.
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S. Conclusion
This review has centred upon the technical potential and limitations of
NO and NHR/ON In detecting and measuring the magnetic and electric components
of Blxed hyperfine interactions. The techniques have been shown to have
considerable potential application in such cases, and it is worth while to
emphasise again that the sign of the quadrupole interaction, as well as the
mgnitude, i s given directly by these methods.
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Recent Developments in Radiative Detection of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
W.D. Brewer, Freie Universitat Berlin
I. Introduction
The use of resonance spectroscopy in hyperfine interactions has a
long and productive history. The classical resonance methods (nuclear
magnetic resonance, electron paramagnetic resonance, atomic beam reson¬
ance, optical spectroscopy) generally require a relatively large number
of sample atoms for signal detection and are thus not directly suitable
for studying extremely dilute samples or radioactive atoms. On the other
hand, the nuclear radiations emitted by radioactive atoms may be detected
with great sensitivity, so that a combination of nuclear resonance spec¬
troscopy with nuclear radiation detection encompasses the advantage of
both techniques and allows the study of extremely dilute samples in con¬
densed-matter physics or high-precision studies of the nuclear proper¬
ties and hyperfine interactions of radioactive atoms. The combination
of nuclear resonance spectropy with nuclear radiation detection (NMR/RD)
is now about 15 years old; the field has been reviewed several times in
the past, particularly by Shirley ' and by Matthias. ' The aim of the
present review is, firstly, to give an overview of the field and of its
development with emphasis on the potentialities of particular experimen¬
tal methods; and, secondly, to review actual applications and recent
developments of each particular method, especially in the past five
years.
The review is divided into two parts. In the first, the individual
NMR/RD methods are described briefly and their histories and applica¬
tions are summarized. In the. second part, particular applications and
new developments of each method are presented in more detail. The
methods treated here all depend on the production of an unequal popula¬
tion of the nuclear hyperfine or Zeeman substates (nuclear orientation),
which can be sensitively detected by the spatial or polarization proper¬
ties of emitted nuclear radiations. An applied radiofrequency signal of
resonant frequency then destroys the population differences, yielding a
detectible change in the nuclear radiation properties. The methods
differ in the means of producing the initial substate population differ¬
ence or orientation, and thus in the nuclear lifetimes, temperature
range, and sample form to which they are applicable.
In the following, four methods of producing and detecting nuclear
orientation with NMR will be described:
i.

Low temperature thermal equilibrium nuclear orientation
(NMR/ON)
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ii. Y-perturbed angular distributions (y-NMB/PAD)
iii. B-asymmetry following nuclear reactions (8-NMR/PAD)
iv. optical pumping techniques (y- or 8-RADOP).
The atomic beam resonance method with radioactive detection (ABR) is a
large field in itself; furthermore, the detection of nuclear radiations
is not essential to the method, so this technique will not be treated.
Likewise, the combination of MSBbauer effect and NMR (NMR/ME), which was
investigated by several groups,
has failed to develop into a broadly
applicable method and will not be further discussed here.
II. General considerations and Definitions
As noted above, a common feature of the NMR/RD methods is' the production of a nuclear orientation and its destruction by resonance transi¬
tions. A single formalism, first developed for y-Y angular correlations,
thus suffices to describe the intial state of the nuclear ensemble. This
formalism has been discussed in many publications (for example the theoretical review of Matthias et al. ) and will be only briefly summarized
here.
The information about the populations of the nuclear sublevels,
produced by the hyperfine splitting or by interaction of nuclear moments
with a static magnetic field or electric field gradient, is contained in
the density matrix. In particular, the 21 independent diagonal density
matrix elements p ^ give the relative substate populations. It is con¬
venient to use an alternative formulation, the statistical tensorsB?
which are related to the density matrix elements by
B? =
*

I , (-1)1*"1 (I-mlm1|kq)pmm' .
m,m

If the nuclear orientation has cylindrical symmetry around some axis k.,
(as is nearly always the case in NMR/RD experiments)only the B? are
nonzero. These are the moments of the nuclear orientation; the first
moment ( B ^ is called polarization, while the second moment (B2) is
called alignment. Odd moments correspond to a nuclear distribution which
has forward-backward asymmetry relative to k.; they can only be observed
by detecting a parity-violating nuclear radiation (8* particles or inner
Bremstrahlung). In general, the spatial distribution of a nuclear radia¬
tion around k 1 is given by an expansion in the moments B. :
W(0) - 1+

Vft

21
I

W

PjętcosS)

(1)

Here W(9) is the relative probability of observing a radiation at angle
0 relative to the cylinder axis k ^ P^cosQ) are Legendre polynomials,
and the A^ are angular distribution parameters which depend on the spins
of the nuclear levels and multipolarities of the observed nuclear tran¬
sition and of possible (unobserved) previous transitions. For allowed
B-decay only the k«1 term is observable; for y-decay in many cases the
k»2 term is the only significant observable. The size of the B.-param¬
eters in a given experiment depends on the mechanism of orientation and
on nuclear properties and is important in determining the signal/noise
ratio in a given NMR/RD experiment.
After production of the nuclear orientation, detection of NMR is
achieved by resonant orientation destruction using radiofreguency power;
thus the rate of inducing resonant transitions between the nuclear sublevels must be sufficient to nearly equalize the sublevel populations
and thus reduce the B j.' s to a significant degree. This is in contrast
to conventional rf-detected NMR, where small induced components of the
nuclear magnetization perpendicular to the static field are detected,
and the corresponding fractional change in sublevel populations may be
relatively small. (In conventional NMR, the quantity detected is the
change in nuclear magnetization, proportional to B^). In NMR language,
in an NMR/RD experiment it is necessary to saturate the signal (i.e.
equalize the substate populations), while in conventional NMR the signal
is usually observed at low rf power levels, far from saturation.
The quantities of interest in an NMR experiment are the static
magnetic field 5 (here taken to be in the direction of the z-axis) and
the rf-field H.. The latter is for practical reasons usually applied as
a linearly polarized field parallel to the y-axis:
#,<+) - 2H1 cos{(D+ A)y .

-

(2)

Here 2H- is the amplitude of the rf-field, y a unit vector in the ydirection, u is the rf circular frequency and A the rf phase. This
field can be decomposed into left and right circularly polarized com¬
ponents of amplitude H.,; only the component which rotates in the samesense as the Larmor precession of the nuclei around z is effective in
producing resonant transitions (except for very large rf fields com¬
parable with the static field). The Larmor frequency uQ is given by
»o " ? H O
where Y is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio (Y* jTf5'

(3)

and H

is the

total

o
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static field acting on the nuclei. (Of course, in the case of a strong
electric guadrupole interaction or a non-axial magnetic hyperfine inter¬
action a more complicated expression for the nuclear resonance frequency
is needed.)
The precession of the nuclei around the rf-field is described by the
frequency u>*:

«, » V HJ e f f )

(4)

where fljeff' is the total effective rf-field amplitude acting on the nuc¬
lei. (It should be noted that the applied rf field H., may be reduced in
metal samples due to the skin effect and may be increased in ferromagnet¬
ic samples to a large degree,described by the ferromagnetic enhancement
factor n.)
Two further quantities of importance are the nuclear relaxation
times Tj and T_. The longitudinal or spin-lattice relaxation time T^
describes the exchange of energy between the nuclear ensemble and a ther¬
mal bath, leading to a Boltzmann distribution of nuclear sublevel popula¬
tion* which correspondsto the lattice temperature and describes incoher¬
ently populated nuclear sublevels. The transverse or spin-spin relaxation
time T, determines the rate of exchange of energy among the nuclei in
the ensemble and is thus a coherence time for precession around the zaxis. The linewidth of a homogeneous NHR line is governed by T 2 :
r

H *

1/T

<5)

2

In many cases, particularly in ferromagnetic samples, a distribution of
hyperfine interaction within the sample results in a large
inhomogensous broadening so that r j N H >> r„ where I1-™ is the ob¬
served inhomoganeous linewidth.
The condition for achieving saturation of the NMR line is given by
W

1 T1 T 2 -

1

'

<6)

This condition sets a lower limit on the rf precession frequency u1 and
thus on th« rf field amplitude H1 for observing a signal in NMR/RD. In
dilute samples one expects T 2 Ł T., so the condition (6) reduces to
- 1 T 1 > 1.
The change in the observed radiation distribution due to resonant
NMR transitions, to relaxation, or to perturbation by extranuclear fields
in an Intermediate nuclear state is described by a time-dependent factor

Z7k

(t). If the cylinder axis of initial orientation k, and the symmetry
axis of the perturbation (e.g. z) do not coincide, the overall cylinder
symmetry is destroyed and a more complex angular distribution results:

Fig. 1 illustrates the geometry for the general case.

Fig. 1. Definitions of
axes used in the general
description of NMR/RD.
The symmetry axis of the
initial orientation is Jc^,
Icj gives the direction of
observation of the nuclear
radiation, and the fields
H o and H^ are in the z- and
x-directions, respectively.
The angles occurring in
Eq. (7) are defined in the
figure.

*• y

Th« perturbation factor G^£ (t) has been calculated explicitly for
various types of extranuclear perturbation (e.g. in ref. h for continu¬
ous-wave Magnetic resonance (cw-NMR) on homogeneous resonance lines).
Its calculation for inhonogeneously broadened lines using frequencynodulated rf power is complex and has been discussed for the case of a
purely Magnetic static interaction by Wilson and Bosse. The factor A
In Eq.(7) Is the phase of the radiofreguency field relative to the precessing nuclei and Is usually randoa except in pulsed-beaia experiments
in which the nuclear state is populated at a specific tine or in pulsedrf experiments (e.g. spin-echo resonance). The response of the nuclear
spin enseable to a single, rapid passage of the rf frequency through the
resonance line (adiabatic fast passage - AFP) is simpler to describe
than that of frequency modulated NHR and has been discussed by Barclay
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et a l 9 ' 1 0 and by Stone and coworkers 11 ' 12 . True pulsed NMR, in which the
rf power is applied with large amplitude for a short time (usec), has
jeen theoretically described and experimentally demonstrated on oriented
luclei by Wilson et al " . The use of time-resolved and fixed-phase
NMR following alignment by nuclear reactions has been discussed by Riegel
et al.
The evaluation of Eg.(7} will not be presented in detail here
and the reader is referred to the above publications for specific cases.
III. Description of Particular Methods
III a) Low Temperature Nuclear Orientation (NO)
In this method, the nuclei to be oriented are placed as incur!ties
in a host lattice, usually a ferromagnetic metal, either thermally or by
implantation. In most cases, the lifetime of the nuclear state must be
greater than several hours to allow preparation and cooling of the sample,
although this time may be reduced to minutes by the use of on-line implantion in a continuously-operating cryostat. (Short lifetimes may also
be observed by reorientation of an intermediate isomeric state fed by a
longer-lived parent in a few cases.) In order to produce significant nuc¬
lear orientation, the nuclei must be subjected to a field/temperature
ratio H/T > 500 T/K in most cases. This requires sample temperatures
T < 100 mK even in ferromagnetic hosts.Where large orientation is pro¬
duced by an externally applied field ("brute force orientation" - BFO),
temperatures T £ 10 mK are necessary. Because the method requires thermal
equilibrium, the lifetime of the oriented nuclear state must be comparable
to the spin-lattice relaxation time: T > T 1 . The latter ranges from
several seconds to hours in ferromagnetic metals in the 10 mK range. The
requirements of very low temperatures and long nuclear lifetimes are the
chief limitations of this method. Fig. 2 summarizes the pro .uction and
observation of- nuclear orientation in the low temperature thermal equi¬
librium method.
Fig. 3 shows typical angular distributions, calculated using E q . O ) ,
for y-rays from two Co isotopes oriented in an Fe lattice at various
temperatures.
The first observation of nuclear magnetic resonance on low-tempera¬
ture oriented nuclei was made on
CoFe by Matthias and Uolliday in
17

~"•• •

1966.
Since then a number of isotopes, mostly in ferromagnetic metal
hosts, have been observed using the emitted y-rays, g-particles, and
conversion electrons (CB). Figure 4 summarizes the NKR/OH experiments re¬
ported to date by group, by year, by quantity measured, by sample prepa¬
ration method, and by element observed.
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ALIGNMENT and POLARISATION by
low Temoeratuf* Thermal Equilibrium

decaying source
NMR in oriented initial state (T»>10Qp s>
or in intermediate isomer (T^sTj 2 1 si
observed
transitions

VorCE

e
Fig.2.(above) Principle of low:
temperature nuclear orientation
(MO).
The Boltzmann distribution
at low temperatures gives popula¬
tion differences among the nuclear
magnetic substates M, corresponding
to a spatial orientation of the •
nuclear spins and an anisotropic
distribution of emitted nuclear
radiations.

Fig.3.(right) Polar diagrams
showing the intensity distributions
of gamma rays from two Co isotopes
oriented in iron at various low
temperatures. The angle 9 gives
the direction of detection relative to
the symmetry axis ( J O . Upper curves:
1.17 and 1.33 Mev gamma rays from
SOco; lower curves: 0.81 Mev gamma
rays from 58co.
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MEASUREMENTS by N.MR/ON
Results reported by group:

1

1 I • I

Berk Bin
M973)

Dun/ Gron Leu Ley
MOn
Mon (>1976> (>1976)M972>

Oxf

1965
Measured:

Sample preparation;
thermal (T<5h) 09)
recoil imp. (T<2h) (16)
Sep. imp. (T<4h. OL<0.5h) (15)

gr (38)

(25)

H h f (282
(28+2)
eqQ, interst. (5,2)
Sample host materials;

DSiluict. (T<2h) (6)

Fe (5s.c.):56
CO (2S.C.):5

Ta:l

Nfc 14
LMN:5

8ISOTOPES OBSERVED by /- NMR/ON
CE-

Ht
Nt

Ar
Cr

Cl

Sr

Zr

le >Ru

III

mi

la
Rl

Ac

Fl

U

CU
Rh

III

Pd

Zn

Ga

Gc

Cd

In > 5n

lii

mir

III

Pfe

HO

Re> OJ

Si

Rn

III
Cl

Pr

M

Ik

ft

U

PB

s»
Pu

Eu

Cd

n

Cn

n

a

Ho

Er

Tn

Yl

lu

Is

Fa

M4 No

Is

rig.t. Sujnmary of. experiments using the NKR/ON technique. Upper
graph: experiments reported by group. Berk=Berkeley, Bln=West
Berlin, Dun/fton=Duntroon,Konash(Australia), Gron=Groningen,
Leu=Leuven, leysLeyden, Man=Munich, Oxf^Oxford. See Per. 18 and
Table I. Middle graph: experiments reported by year, 1966-78.
Bottom: summary of quantities determined (number of reported
measurements in parentheses), sample preparation methods, host
laxtice materials, and isotopes studied." The bars in each element
of. the periodic table give the number of isotopes cf that element
studied, the 'diagonal bars indicate detection sf S oarticies.
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A total of about 30 measurements on 21 elements has been reported, most¬
ly using transition- or sp-element impurities in iron host. A principal
advantage of the method is the extreme sensitivity, which allows the
study of extremely dilute alloys (< 1ppm impurities). The detection of
NMR/ON in local moment systems is unfortunately ruled out by the short
relaxation times T,, together with the need to maintain low temperatures
and the consequent restriction of rf amplitudes and thus of u^, so that
the saturation condition, Eq.(6), cannot be fulfilled. Typically, the
rf amplitude H 1 is limited to a few tens of millioersteds in a CW experi¬
ment, although amplitudes 1000 times greater may be used in pulsed-rf
14
experiments.
An excellent review of NMR/ON measurements up to mid-1975 was given
by N.J. Stone . More recent
experiments are summarized in Table I.

table X.

t e c e n t HHR/OM M t s u l t s ( s e e a l s o H o t . 18 f o r a auaawu-y

of earlier work)

(underlined quantities are those neyly determined in the experiment!
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Figure 5 shows two typical resonance lines observed by NMR/ON, as
well as the field shift of the resonance in various applied fields.
'N
125

source 8
H o : 20 kG

Fig.5.a Resonance lines
observed in NMR/ON experi¬
ments on two samples of 10
in Fe at the applied fields
shown. The 40 kev gamma rays
were detected. The observed
gamma counting rate is plotted
against the frequency of thel
(frequency modulated) rf field.
The shift of the center
120
frequency of the resonance
line with applied field can
be clearly seen (although
:
source 2 gave rather wide
lines). From Ref. 38.
8o

544
546
548
550
552
v(MHz)
Figure 6 gives lines observed using ^-particles and conversion electrons.
To date only one resonance experiment has been performed on nuclei
oriented by the brute force method. This method has the potental advan¬
tages of a precisely known, homogeneous static field and rather narrow
resonance lines but is technically difficult. Resonance lines and fieldshift data are shown in Fig. 7. A further method of observing NMR/ON is
the use of Mossbauer effect to detect the nuclear orientation; this
method has been applied by two groups ' ° and is summarized in the
panel discussion on low-temperature methods (Chairman T. Katila, this
School).
Ill b) y-Ray Perturbed Angular Distributions
A second method of observing nuclear alignment involves the detec¬
tion- of y-rays either in coincidence with a preceeding y-ray (y-PAC) or
following a nuclear reaction. (y-PAD). The production of alignment by
these methods is described in Fig. 8.
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e source 2
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Fig.5.b. Shift of center frequency of the NMR/ON resonance line
with external field for 103pjjmpg. The slope and intercept of
the linear field dependence give the nuclear g-factor and the
hyperfine field independently, if the Knight shift is known or
can be neglected. The flattening at low applied fields is due
to the demagnetization field of the samples and possible sample
misalignment.
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Fig.7. Results of a "brute force" NMR/ON experiment on 95 NbTa. The left part of the
figure shows resonance lines obtained at an applied field oT^6>».7 T. The linewidths
observed are about 20 kHz. The right-hand curve shows the field shift curve; the dashed
line is a least-squares fit to the points, while the solid line is a force-fit through
u = 0 at H = 0, yielding the nuclear g-factor independently of hyperfine constants. (Ref.30)
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Fig.8. Principle of nuclear alignment by angular correlations (upper
part of figure). The detection of a first radiation in the direction
K.A establishes a symmetry axis for the observed anisotropy of the second
radiation in direction Jcj- Lower part: production of alignment by
angular momentum transfer in charged particle reactions (PAD).

The lower limit on nuclear lifetimes in the y-NMR/PAC, P A D aethods
is given by the amplitude of rf-field* which nay be applied in practice
and the condition that, to observe NMR, a precession of the nuclei
around H, of at least 2w radians aust occur during the lifetlse; u.x > 1.
This leads to t > 10 m . The upper limit on T is set by the need to ob¬
serve coincidences in y-PAC (T < 10 us) and by thermal relaxation in the
target in Y-PAD (T < 100 as). The aain limitation of the y-NMR/PAC
technique is the lack of suitable isotopes: to date, only the cascade
in 1OO Pd has been used. 21 ' 22
Figure 9 shows a typical experimental setup for Y-NMR/PAD. In
Figure 10, a summary of experiments by group, year, quantity measured,
and element observed for the Y-NMR/PAC, F A D methods is given. Host
measurements have been on sp elements in liquid metal hosts (in situ
production). The field has declined in recent years after a burst of
Interest in the early 1970's, although a wide range of cases remain to
be studied. The competing techniques of spin rotation and stroboscopy
(SOPAD) have been more widely used, although y-NMR/PAD is essential
when large interaction frequencies («o >SO0 MHz) are to be observed.

b)

0)

htoting
M

c)
t,.3!jn

T.S571JIS

FJŁ9. Experimental setup for Y-NMR/PAD (see Ref. 16). Part a) shows
the pulsed particle beam entering from the left and the positions of
target, detectors, and fields H and H.. Part b) shows a cross-section
of a typical target chamber witn inertAgas atmosphere and heater for
liquid-aetal studies. Part c) shows the timing of the beam pulses and
detectors to eliminate prompt gammas and maximize signal/noise ratio.
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MEASUREMENTS by V-NMR/PAD and /PAC
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ISOTOPES OBSERVED by Y-NMR/PAD
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Fig.10. Sununary of experiments to date using the y-r-PAC/NWR and
Y-PAD/NMR methods. Groups: Berk=Berkeley (Refs. 21,22), Bln=West
Berlin (Ref. 16), Tokyo (see Ref. 16). The black corners in the periodic
table represent elements studied by PAD/NMR, the open corner by PAC/
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Figures 11 and 12 show resonance lines observed in y-HHR/PAD. An
interesting series of experiments using time-resolved NHR (Fig. 12) and
fixed-phase NMR was reported by Riegel et a U 1 6 using this method. Re£.
16 also reviews other work using this technique.
Ill c) polarization Following Muclear Reactions
To observe nuclear polarization, a parity nonconserving radiation,
usually 6-partides, must be detected. The observed B-asymnetry is
usually larger than comparable y-anisotropies, and a large number of 6isomers may be used as impurity nuclei. The nuclear polarization may be
produced by several methods: selection of a particular recoil direction
following nuclear reactions with charged particles (6-PAD)(p)); nuclear
reactions with polarized charged particles (B-PAD(p)); and capture of
polarized neutrons (S-PAD(n)). These methods have all been applied to
observation of NMR but have been developed at different times and places
They will hence be discussed separately here.
Figure 13 shows the production of nuclear polarization by charged
particle reactions as well as a typical experimental setup. This method
is applicable to a wide range of elements and host materials; the NHR
sample is prepared by capturing the recoil nuclei in a stopper. It also
may be applied over a wide range of temperatures and applied fields (a
holding field perpendicular to the reaction plane is applied to prevent
polarization loss via hyperfine interaction in the recoiling atoms).
Lifetimes of observed nuclear states are in principle again limited by
applicable rf-fields to T > 10 ns, in practice by available B-isomer
lifetimes to T > t in. The upper limit on T is given by thermal relaxa¬
tion in the recoil stopper, which destroys the nuclear polarization, and
depends on the temperature and host material of the stopper; the longest
half-life used to date is about 10 min.
Figure 14 again sumarizes experiments to date using the B-NMR/PAD
(p) method. The work has been done by three groups and has continued at
a small but steady rate over the last 10 years. A difficulty of this
method is the use of recoil implanted solid samples and the consequent
need to verify the lattice location and determine the effect of radia¬
tion damage. In recent years, the technique has been used to investigate
these effects themselves. Figures 15 ait i 16 show NMR lines obtained with
this method.
The production of nuclear polarization by nuclear reactions induced
by polarized particles is sunosarized in Fig. 17. If polarized changed
particles are used, the recoil nuclei have in principle sufficient energy

28*

POLARISATION produced by
charged oarticle reactions
Recoil
stooper

Angle-selected recoil
nuclei collected in
stopper.

observed
transition-

NMR of B-isomer
T ^ - 1 ms—10 mm.

Incident
Deuterons
Boron Ton
Recoil Collimotor

SSD Telescope
Recoil Stopper

Recoil Angle

Fig.13. Upper part: principle of polarization by charged
particle reaction?. Angular momentum transfer produces a preferred
spin axis perpendicular .to the beam as in Fig.8; selection of the
recoil direction theft further limits spin directions to give a
nuclear polarization parallel to the H -axis. • Lower part: experimental
setup forfi-PAD/NMR(p)experiments. (R»f. 48). 1 Z B recoils from the
target pass through the collimator, selecting a recoil angle 6 R , and
are implanted into the stopper. A holding field HQ' is applied per¬
pendicular to.the reaction plane, a coil around the stopper foil
produces the rf-field. fi particle detectors are above and below the foil.
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MEASUREMENTS fry 0 - NMR/PAD(p)
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Fig. 1H. Sununary of experiments with the B-PAD/NHR(p) method.
Groucs: Osaka (e.g. Ref. 49); PA=Falo Alto (e.g. Ref. 55)-; JH= Johns
Hopkins (e.g. Ref. 56). Quantities measured: K=Knight shift, A(E)=
fi-Asynnnętry, MQT=multiple quantum transitions, AFP=adiabatic fast
passage.
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Fig.IS. Observedfl-PAD/NMR(p)resonance lines for
F implanted
into a MgF, single crystal, V L is the Larmor frequency which is split
into several components by the electric quadrupole interaction, iv is
the frequency modulation width, (from Ref. 67)

l2

BinTa

At/

Fija;. 16. a) Observed resonance lines from
B implanted into Ta.
A splitting of the resonance due to quadrupole interaction at
non-substitutional sites is seen, b) Calculated NMR lineshapes
averaged over directions in the polycristalline host, (from Ref. 48

to implant into a stopper separate from the target, although as yet all
experiments of this type have been performed using in situ production
of the radiative atoms. In polarized thermal neutron capture, the recoil
energies are too low to allow the product nuclei to leave the target, so
only in situ production is possible. This limits the range of targetimpurity combinations which can be studied, since the impurity nuclei
must be produced from an isotope present in the target. On the other
hand, the degree of nuclear polarization and the achievable counting
rates compare favorably to the recoil-selection method (6-HMR/PAD(p);
furthermore, radiation damage is much less serious in the neutron cap¬
ture method (6-NMR/PAD(n)).

POLARISATION produced by
reactions with polarised particles
or capture of polarised neutrons

O_
OOP

M- t l

M«0

notarised charged
[articles flft or
neutrons <n)
Recoil nuclei come
to rest in thick target
obse
transition-*

NMR oT 0-isomer
Tvi • lms - 1 0 mm.

Fig. 17.( Principle of polarization produced by capture of polarized
particles (p, d, or n)
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Figures 18 and 19 summarize measurements by these methods. The neu¬
tron capture technique is the oldest of the NMR/RD methods, having been
introduced in 1959, although the field was not active until about 1970.
The polarized charged-particle method enjoyed a brief flurry of activity
about 1975 but has not been applied since; it of course depends on the
availability of particle accelerators with polarized ion sources. It
should be mentioned that other methods of producing a beam of polarized
nuclei exist, for example passing on ion beam through a tilted thin
foil 23 , scattering at grazing angles from a solid target , and pickup
of electrons by grazing-beam interaction with a ferromagnet.
These
methods are currently under development and may lead to a further class
of 6-NMR/PAD experiments. Pig. 20 shows typical resonance lines obtained
with the 6-NMS/PAD(n) method for two isotopes. Table II summarizes the
cases studied by all the B-NMR/PAD techniques up to late 1978.

MEASUREMENTS by p-NMR/PAD (p* and n)

by group:
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Fig. 18. Sunmiary of experiments done with the B-PAD/NMR methods
using nuclear reactions with polarized particles. Groups: Sta=
Stanford fpolarized charged particles), Arg=Argonne, IETP=institute
for Experimental and Theoretical Physics (Moscow), Hdb=Heidelberg,
M0n=Munich (polarized neutrons)
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Table I I . (continued)
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III d) Orientation by Optical Pumping (r-,0-RADOP)
The final widely-applied method for producing an initial nuclear
orientation of excited-state nuclei is optical pumping. Here the necess¬
ary angular momentum transfer occurs in the absorption of a polarized
light quantum, giving rise to a polarized electronic shell which can
transfer orientation to its own nucleus by the hyperfine interaction or
to another atom by spin exchange. If a sufficiently high light absorption
or "pumping" rate is provided and if orientation losses (due to relaxa¬
tion, spin diffusion or wall collisions) are small, a large degree of
nuclear orientation can be obtained. This technique allows the study of
atoms either in their excited electronic state or after return to the
ground state ("spin memory"). In principle, the method can be applied to
solids , but measurements to date have all been in the gas phase, so the
information obtained is relevant to atomic or nuclear physics. Figure
21 summarizes the method, while Fig. 22 shows a schematic drawing of a
typical experimental setup. In Figure 23, a summary of experiments using
both (3- and y-detected NMR of optically pumped radioactive atoms is
given.
Finally, Fig. 24 shows data for optical pumping of Hg isotopes and
the detection of NMR by y-*ay observation from
Hg. Table III lists

magntlie litW stttogth H«/0t

Fig. 2U. NMR lines observed optically from stable 201 Hg and
using the gamma radiation from 2CK' 3g in a Y-RADOP/WR ex
experiment
(from Ref. 92).
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POLARISATION or
ALIGNMENT by Optical
Pumoing + HyotrfitM
Coupling:

ORIENTED
ATOMIC STATE

Transfer of Orientation

NMR in excited nuclear
state ff^- 0.1s --days)

to nucleus IAT-T)

observed
transitions

J-orT-RADOP
Resonant absorption of polarised
light (rtsonance Lamp orLaserl
or Spin Exchange with optically
Fig. 21. Principle of production of nuclear orientation by
optical pumping with detection of nuclear radiations (RADOP)

Fig.22. Experimental setup for NMR experiments using the RADOP
method. The pumping is done either by a Rb resonance lamp or a tunable
dye laser. In this case, the radioactivity is placed in the sample
bulb before the start of the measurements, (from Ref. 94)
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Fig. 23. Sunu ary of experiments using the RADOP methods.
Groups: Bins West Berlin, Mainz (e.g. Ref. 93), Mbg=Marburg.
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Tabl* III. Optical PiMplng Nuclear Orlantation/HMK (v- and 8-RADOP, SHU)
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the experiments reported through 1978.
This completes the summary of experimental methods for NMR/RD. In
the final section of this review, some new development in each of the
four methods of observing NMR/RD as well as perspectives for the future
application of the technique will be discussed.
IV.

Mew Developments and Perspectives

IV a) Low Temperature Orientation
The NMR/ON method has been the most widely applied as can be seen
in Section III. A number of new developments in experimental technique
and sample preparation have greatly widened its scope in the past 6 or
7 years. Perhaps the most significant has been the development of sample
preparation by recoil implantation and separator implantation, which has
greatly increased the number of impurity elements which can be studied
in the usual ferromagnetic metal hosts. After pioneering work in implan¬
tation, lattice location and NMR by t.ie Oxford group, the nuclear orien¬
tation groups in Leuven, Groningen, Munich, and Bonn have entered this
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field. Sources at Lauven are made by separator implantation and an on¬
line cyclotron-isotope separator-cryostat system is currently being set
up, which should allow the study of rather short-lived isotopes. The
first observation of NMR on an interstitial impurity site was also re27
ported by this group.
In Groningen, separator implantation is also
performed and an on-line cyclotron-cryostat system is being installed to
permit rapid measurement of recoil implanted samples. Here also, inter¬
esting results with NMR of an interstitial site have recently been re¬
ported.
(See Fig. 25). In Munich a large number of isotopes have been
studied using recoil implantation, and in Bonn an on-line isotope separa¬
tor-cryostat combination is in operation, permitting low-temperature im¬
plantation. The first observation of NMR on a low-temperature implanted
29
source was recently reported by this group.

600

620
640 660
FREQUENCY (MHz)

683

Fig. 25. NKR/ON resonance lines for two crystalline directions
from i3ii implanted in iron single crystals. The inset shows a
calculated line profile for a quadrupole interaction corresponding
to an efg of 1.05xl022 V/m2 along a <111> axis at the interstitial
sites (from Ref. 28).
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A second development of considerable importance is the observation
of adiabatic fast passage' (AFP) resonance. In the case of a pure magnetic
state hyperfine interaction, an AFP simply inverts the populations of the
nuclear sublevels. In ferromagnetic metal lattices a small electric quadrupole splitting is also usually present so that the AFP response is
reduced and made more complex. This topic is treated in detail in the
lecture by Dr. N.J. Stone (this School).
A third development, which has been carried out almost entirely by
the nuclear orientation group in Duntroon, Australia, is the introduc¬
tion of pulsed NMR techniques. These fall into two classes: long pulses,
in which an FM or AFP experiment is performed not with continuously
applied rf power but with pulsed rf of duration ms-sec.; and true pulse
experiments,in which rf pulses of ps length and several Oe amplitude arc?
applied in a sequence to permit observation of free induction decay and
spin echoes. The long-pulse method is essentially an experimental trick
to take advantage of the thermal time constants of typical cryostats,
which allow more rf power to be introduced in the form of pulses without
warming up the sample than can be applied as a cw rf signal. This tech¬
nique, referred to as pulsed-FH or pulsed AFP resonance, should allow the
observation of NMR in marginal cases and has been shown to extend the
observability of a resonance signal to high applied fields (H Q ^ 8 T ) ,
thus improving the accuracy of field-shift measurements.
The true pulse method permits accurate line-shape determinations,
precise measurement of H e , and relaxation time measurements. It re¬
quires rather sophisticated rf equipment, however, and has thus far been
applied only to the standard NMR/ON case,
coFe.
The pulse methods will not be treated in more detail here; the
reader is referred to the original publications of the Duntroon group
for further information.
A further new development of NMR/ON is the observation of NMR on
nuclei oriented by the "Brute force" method. Here the host is nonmagnetic
and almost unlimited combinations of host and impurity atoms may be used.
The resonance lines are narrow (a few kHz instead of MHz as seen with
ferromagnetic hosts), permitting accurate determinations of nuclear
moments. Results of the Berlin group
on
NbTa are shown in Fig. 7.
Finally, a technique which would be of great interest but remains
to be demonstrated is the observation of pure nuclear quadruple resonance
(NQR). Nuclear orientation by quadrupole alignment has been observed in
a number of cases and nuclear resonance experiments should also be
feasible, especially using implanted sources and pulsed-FM resonance
methods.
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IV. b) Several interesting extensions of the y-PAD/NMR met :od were re¬
ported by Riegel et al.
This method has a natural time s.ale, given
by the pulse rate of the accelerator used to produce the nuclear reac¬
tions and by the decay lifetimes of the isomeric state being studied
(see Fig. 9 ) . The rf power is applied continuously but it can be phaselocked with the accelerator pulses to yield the sign as well as the
magnitude of the nuclear g-factor. Furthermore, the radiation from the
precessing nuclei may be observed time differentially, so that the pre¬
cession in the rf-field can be seen directly, or the resonance may also
be observed in time-windows, giving a large enhancement of the observed
signal. Since the applied static field may be relatively weak (a few
hundred Oersteds), the field ratio H 1 /H o may be made large, allowing the
observation of multiple quantum transitions and of the resonance shift
due to the counterrotating component of H,. All these effects were pre1
4
dieted in the theoretical treatment of Matthias et al and are dis¬
cussed in detail in Refs. 16 and 46.
IV. c) New developments in the 8-PAD/NMR methods have for the most part
been concerned with improving the observed polarization or the NMR signal.
An important step has been the use of adiabatic fast passage,to invert
47
the nuclear population and thus double the observable signal.
Various
techniques have been developed for converting polarization to alignment
or vice versa when mixed magnetic and electric interactions at present,
thus permitting the determination of the sign of the electric guadrupole
interaction. '"'-10 The use of intense rf-fields allows the observation
of double quantrum transitions, which show no guadrupolar broadening and
are thus useful for lattice location determinations using the dipolar
51 52
linewidth.
The saturation o:T some resonance lines to enhance the ob¬
servation of a particular liner or to produce narrowing of a particular
54
resonance line
have been reported, as has the observation of motional
narrowing of resonance lines.
Finally, the use of single crystal samples and angular-dependent
NMR 5 6 ' 5 9 has made possible more precise studies of electric quadrupole
interactions, radiation defects, and lattice location of impurities. The
g-PAD(p)/NMR method has also been applied to the study of the symmetry
properties of nuclear g-decays. ° As Table II shows, these methods have
been applied to a wide variety of impurity-host combinations, and the use
of low sample temperatures
and consequent longer spin-lattice relaxa¬
tion times'Should extend the range of materials even further.
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IV. d) The optical pumping methods were originally applied to isotopes
which could be produced in an optical cell by bombardement with an accele¬
rator beam or decay from a long-lived parent. A greater increase in their
applicability was provided by the use of on-line isotope separator (ISOL),
allowing selective introduction of particular isomers far from stability.
Such experiments have been performed both with a cyclotron feeding the
isotope separator
and using a source of fissioning uranium . A further
new development has been the use of tunable lasers for the optical
pumping.
In short, the NMR/RD methods offer a sensitive and precise probe for
nuclear, atomic, and solid-state physics. They have been developed to a
state of considerable technical sophistication in the past 15 years.
Nevertheless, competing methods exist in many cases which are more con¬
ventional or technically easier to apply, and this has limited the
development of the NMR/RD techniques in some areas. It is to be expected,
after the extended period of technical development in the past years,
that future efforts will be more concentrated on applications to new
systems and the extraction of new physical data, and that the field will
be a fruitful one for some years to come.
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uSR-Spectroscopy
Th. Wichert
Department of Physics, University of Konstanz, Fed. Rep- of Germany
Introduction
The muon, discovered in 1937, has been an exclusive subject to the
research of intermediate energy physicists up to 1960. In the follow¬
ing years this leptonic particle has been rediscovered for appli¬
cations in hyperfine physics resulting in a continously increasing
number of hyperfine experiments using the muon as a nuclear probe.
Since the beginning of 1970 this field seems to explode, and in 1978
the "First International Topical Meeting on Muon Spin Rotation (uSR)"
has been held |1|. There one could notice that the muon has found
acceptance in different research areas such as atomic physics, solid
state physics and chemistry. So, in the scope of this winter school it
is only possible to give a rough survey along with references to
current problems. Moreover, we shall restrict ourself to the applica¬
tion of positive muons in the field of solid state physics. In order
to get a more extensive information, the reader is referred to ex¬
cellent reviews of this field and the proceedings of the above cited
uSK-meeting |2-4|.
In the first part of this lecture, experimental details of the uSRmethod will be discussed, whereas in the second part results obtained
by this method are described: Investigations of internal magnetic
fields in ferromagnetic samples, the diffusional behaviour of light
isotopes in metals and the "muonium" (u'e~) formation in semiconductors.

Properties of the positive muon
The positive muon can appear as a "bare" muon (y+) or binding an
electron as muonium (Mu), a state very similar to the hydrogen atom as
far as the reduced mass, the Bohr radius or the binding energy of this
state are concerned. So the muon with its mass of about 1/9 of the
proton's mass is often oalled a "light proton". To become » little bit
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•ore familiar with the muon probe, Table 1 lista its physical properties
in comparison with that of the proton. The most remarkable property is
the radioactive character of the muon decaying with a lifetime of
about 2.2 usec. The spin-1/2 particle possesses a magnetic moment
which is three times that of the proton resulting in a gyromagne&ic
ratio of 13.55 kh*z/G. So the muon is a very sensitive particle for pro¬
bing magnetic fields. The muonium state is characterized by its hyperfine splitting constant A » h v Q
with v Q "4.46 GHz in- vacuum.
Cue to the finite lifetime* of the muon a time scale in the range of
10
sec to 10 sec is accessible, and the spin value restricts the

łn*?»raetłon h»*«"«»ł th« muon and tts environment to Dure magnetic
interactions. Its small mass, on the other side, effects that the muon
probes interstitial lattice sites in crystalline solids, whereas otner
techniques like nuclear magnetic resonance, MBssbauer spectroscopy,
perturbed angular correlation, etc. mainly probe substitutional s i t e s .
Experimental method .
The general idea in uSR-experiments is to measure the precession fre¬
quency of the muon spin which is proportional to the magnetic field
at the muon site. This can easily be achieved since the decay of spin
polarized muons results in the emission of positrons which are pre¬
ferentially emitted along the instantaneous direction of the muon spin.
So the experimental technique of these experiments is similar to ex¬
periments observing the perturbed angular distribution of -y-rays
(PAD)|6|: the polarization and emission of positrons are replaced by
the spin anisotropy and emission of y-rays, respectively. However,
in contrast to the PAD method, only a few laboratories in tha world
exist, where uSR-experiments can be performed, since muon beams can

only be produced by large accelerators • ) .
accelerator

P' on
channel

P ion
target

muon

channel

experiment

^positron
detector

Jv
Fig. 1 : Production and decay of the positive muon. p and j are the momentum
and spin of the decaying particles, respectively |s|.
In Fig.1 the different steps of such an experiment are sketched.
Since muons can readily be produced via the decay of pions, the
first step is to produce pions e.g. by the following reaction
p + p + 300 MeV • ir+ + n + p
where protons with an energy of at least 300 MeV hit a target con¬
taining protons. The created pion decays in a parity violating pro¬
cess with a lifetime of 26 nsec into the desired muon

which is fully polarized for pions at rest. The momentum selected
muons are guided by a muon channel to the target station of the
experiment and decay in a second parity violating process emitting
a positron and two neutrinos

Here the emission probability dN of positrons into a solid angle
dfl depends on the energy of the positrons and the angle 9 formed
*) At present, the six most important laboratories are SIN (Villigen,
Switzerland), LAMPF (Łos Alamo*, New Mexico), TRIUMF (Vancouver,
British Columbia), JINR (Oubna, Soviet Union), SREL (Newport News,
Virginia), and CERN (Geneva, Switzerland).
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by the muon spin and the observing positron detector. Pig.2 shows
the momentum distribution of the decay positrons with a maximum
energy E |nax corresponding to a momentum of 53 MeV/c for muons at
rest. If w is the energy In units of E m a x the decay probability
dN reads
D<p

-cose>

(1)

The dependence of the parameters C and 0 describing the isotropic
and anisotropic part of the positron emission probability is shown
in Fig. 3. Obviously the highest anisotropy is obtained observing
preferentially the high energy positrons. This point is automatically
realized in the experiment by the decay spectrum of the positrons
(cf. Fig. 2) and since a minimum energy of the positrons is re¬
quired to leave the target and be detected in a telescope.

mmim MWHTUI unit

Fig. 2 : Momentum (pectins of th«
positrons created by the auon decay |7|.

Fit.3: Energy dependence of the
asyaaetry parameter D of positron*
froa the auon decay |2|.
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In an external field B applied perpendicular to the muon polari¬
zation P the angle 8 becomes time dependent so that a positron de¬
tector observes the decay rate
dN(t) - I exp(-t/T )(t + a*|
v
V

at

(2)

Here T is the lifetime of the muon and a = 0.3 is obtained averaging
over all relevant positron energies. The central parameter is the
Larmor frequency <a » y • S, determined by the field at the muon site.
Another important parameter is the muon polarization P, which is in
the order of -0.8. Due to interactions of the muon spins with their
environment this parameter can become time dependent resulting in a
relaxation of the spin polarization. Analogous to NMR, there is the
possibility of a spin-lattice or a spin-spin interaction resulting in
a longitudinal or transverse relaxation rate, respectively. As will
be shown later, the transverse relaxation is a sensitive tool to
investigate the diffusional behaviour of muons.

VMUHM

M

Fig.4 : Experimental arrangeacnt for the detection of the auon decay |8|.
In Fig'.4 one can see a typical experimental set up for such a time
differential pSR-experiment. The muon enters the experiment triggering
the detector BO and after passing a water degrader, which adjusts the
muon energy to the target thickness, it"reaches the inner"target region
in the center of a pair of Helmholtz coils. When the muo'n triggers

the detectors 81, M and S, but does not trigger El, the muon has been
stopped in the target and a clock is started which measures the
elapsed time until the detection of the corresponding decay positron.
Detectors E1 and E2 or F1 and P2 work as the positron telescope to¬
gether with detector M in anticoincidence. This signal combination
serves as a stop for the clock, so that the positron rate dti(t) of
eq.(2) can be measured as a histogram. An example of such a measure¬
ment is given in Fig. 5, where the target material has been CClj. The
periodic modulation of the intensity of decay positrons directly re¬
flects the muon spin precession in an external magnetic field: the
strong anisotropy provides a high accuracy in the determination of
the field.

Pig.5: Typical experimental
hittograa for auonc prececsiog in
a magnetic field of 100 G directed
perpendicular to the anon polari¬
zation.

Summarizing the features of the pSR-technique the following points
should be stressed:
- Due to its energy the muon can be implanted in all samples without
any problem. Normally, the thickness of the target has to be in the
2
order of lOg/cm .
- The high anisotropy guarantees that the decay spectra are obtained
at short times with high accuracy.
- To avoid random coincidences the maximum muon rate should be in the
order of 10 /sec. For higher muon rates which can be obtained at
the meson factories, one has to use the stroboscopic method |3|
which has been developed analogous to the SOPAD |6|. For one
histogram typically 1O start-stop events are accumulated.
- The highest resolvable Larraor frequency is about S0O MHz.
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- During the slowing down of the muon in the sample a significant
spin depolarization does not occur, since the whole process requires
only 10
to 10 sec whereby a muonium-like state is formed only
— 12

during the last 1O
sec. Up to now, there is no indication for the
formation of muonium in metals.
- Radiation damage, produced by the muons in the sample, does not
play a role, since the muon dose is extremely low and due to the
small mass of the muon as compared with the host atoms the influence
of correlated damage can be neglected. In Fig.6 the mean distance R
to the nearest correlated lattice defect is shown for various
matrices as a function of the energy E d necessary to displace a •
matrix atom. For values of Eg in the region around 30 eV R is in the
order of 150 A. If one takes into account the cross section for the
production of one displacement the distance becomes about one hundred
times larger 19 j.

« * •

Fig.6 : Excess projected range
as a function of displacement
threshold energy for muons incident
on various materials J9J.

Ferromagnetlsm In metals
For muons implanted into ferromagneti jraterials effective magnetic
fields are accessible in the range 2 G to 35 te. Due to its nature
the muon preferentially probes the interstitial magnetization of the
lattice, and since it does not possess an electronic shell, one expects
a simple physical situation, so that it should be possible to repro¬
duce the measured hyperfine fields by theoretical models. The magnetic
field B^ reasured via the auon's Larmor frequency has its sources in
basically three terms, the external applied field B e x t , the dipolar
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field originating in the host magnetic moments, and the hyperfine
field Rhf. The external field is reduced by the demagnetizing
field §„„= N • M which can be expressed by the domain magnetizationM
'DM
The dipolar fields are determined by the Łorentz local field
H L = 4ir/3Mg and the discrete sum of magnetic dipoles B d l within the
Lorentz sphere. Therefore the local magnetic field B can be decom¬
posed in
S

ext " S DM

dip

Kt

(3)

Nickel
The first successful experiment in a ferromagnetic host has been
performed by M. Poy et al. in 1973 |1O|. They have investigated the
local field in Ni. The crystal structure is face-centered-cubic, and
the muon can reside on octahedral or tetrahedral interstices. At both
sites tha local dipolar contributions cancel, that means B d i in eq.<3)
is zero. In Fig.7 the local magnetic field B is plotted as a function
of the external field at a fixed temperature. Two regions can clearly
be distinguished: As long as the domains are not saturated by the
external field, the first two terms in eq.(3) cancel and the local
field is only determined by the local 3oir?in i-sgnetizatton. and the
hyperfine field. In the saturated case B)( increases proportionally
to the external field. Pig. 8a shows the temperature dependence of

M,(T)
6

Pig. 7 : Dependence of the magnetic
field B at the amon site on the
external field B e x t in ferromagnetic
nickel | l t | .
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F i g . 8 : Temperature dependence of (a) the
local field B and (b) the hyperfine field
a ac che muon vice in uickei | | 2 , 13 | .

the local field B , measured
in a imali external field, i . e .
B e x t « »< Ms.In this case eq. (3)
can be rewritten as
B | 1 » l h f + 4*/3fi s , and i f the
sign of B i s known, the hyper¬
fine field can directly be de¬
duced. In Fig. 8b t h i s field
(labeled Bc) i s given and by
extrapolating to zero temperature
one obtains ^ - - 6 8 6 G |12,13|.
This hyperfine field can be ex¬
pressed by the local magnetization B ^ « 8ir/3Mloc. « l o c of an
unperturbed interstice can be
obtained from neutron scattering
data. At an octahedral site these
data correspond to
8ir/3Mjoc« -660 G, a value in
good agreement with ths experi¬
mental one.

Iron
As another example we will discuss a-iron, a metal with a body-centeredcubic structure. Again, there are two distinct interstitial sites, but
now they have a deformed octahedral- and tetrahedra.l-like symmetry,
respectively, so that the term B*^ does not vanish. For the following
considerations we will take into account only the octahedral-like sites,
that are the face-centered places of the cube. The exact symmetry is a
tetragonal one with the symmetry axis parallel to one of the three
<100>-axes. When an external field is applied along such a lattice
direction one gets two magnetically inequivalent sites caused by
different contributions of the dipolar fields BJ^ and B ^ . B* and B1"
mean that the external field is parallel and perpendicular to the
tetragonal symmetry axis, respectively, and there is the relation
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B

d i p + 2 B d i p * °' s i n c e t h e number of places H ^ i i two times a" averaging
over both sites results in B j , • 0.
dip
So, an experiment performed on a single crystal might show up different
results: (i) Is the muon localized two values of B

should be observed,

(ii) for a slowly diffusing muon no frequency can be expected, and
(iii) in case of a rapidly diffusing particle only one field Bj, should
be obtained. Indeed, for temperatures down to 2O K the experiments
show no indication of more than one local field |14|. - A comparison
of the extracted hyperfine field with the magnetization obtained by
neutron scattering suggests that the muon is diffusing via tetrahedral
interstices, a result which should give interesting information about
the behaviour of hydrogen in a-Fe too |15|.
In Table 2 the experimental results are given for the hyperfine fields
measured in the simple ferromagnets up to now. In the second and third
column the Curie temperatures T c of the metals Ni, Fe., Co, Gd, and Dy
and the different structures of these metals are shown. In the next
column one can see that in all metals the hyperfine field B h f determined
by jiSR is opposite to the domain magnetization. For comparison the
interstitial magnetic fields are given calculated on the basis of the
known neutron scattering data for the local magnetization

M

ioc-

It is

a distinct l e a m i e that. Uićse values N.wnfiiVu Ll.c 1ie9.al.ive sicrt ;f " h f <
whereas the absolute values on the unperturbed interstitial site ob¬
tained from neutron scattering are smaller than B ^

from muon experi¬

ments. The last result fits in the picture that by the positive charge
of the muon the electron density and at the same time the spin density
should be locally enhanced at the interstitial site, so that the local
magnetization is enlarged.
Table 2. Experimental results in ferrocagnetic materials 116,17].
Host

Tc|K|

Structure

Bhf|kG|

87T/3Mloc |kc| Theory jkGJ

t)i

650

fee

- 0.688

-0.66

-0.924 , -0.6
- 8 . 25

Fe

1045

bec

-11.10

Co
Gd

1390

hep
hep
hep

- 7.3

-1.32
-1.62
-2.87
-

-5.6
-2.S •
-28.7, -6.6
-

Dy

289
85

- 6.1
- 0.
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Nevertheless, there seems to be no consistent theoretical interpre¬
tation of the measured hyperfine fields as indicated in the last co¬
lumn. The theoretical values calculated by the various authors signif¬
icantly deviate from the experimental ones. Only recently this situa¬
tion has been improved by calculations approximating the ferromagnetic
host by a finite cluster of atoms immersed in a potential, which is
formed by the rest of the system. Hyperfine fields calculated in this
model reproduce the experimental data within nearly 10% |18|.
Diffusion in metals
The metals under consideration are diamagnetic and the nuclear spins
of the host atoms are 1/2 or greater. In this case the nuclear spins
of the lattice atoms in the neighbourhood of the muon create a locally
varying magnetic field in the order of a few gauss at the interstitial
site. Huon spins precessing in an external magnetic field lose their
phase due to this additional field, resulting in a transverse spin re¬
laxation. Such a behaviour is well established by NMR experiments |19|
and the formulas describing the depolarization process can be immediate. ly transferred to ySR. In this case the polarization P in eg.(2) be¬
comes time dependent and for a muon localized at an interstice the
polarization is described by a Gaussian function
P(t) * P Q exp(-aat2)

{4)

where P Q is the initial polarization and T is the depolarization rate
determined by the nuclear dipoles of the surrounding atoms and their
geometrical arrangement with respect to an external applied field.
In the limit of*fast diffusion the polarization is given by
P(t) * P Q exp(-2a*Tt)

(5)

where T is the so-called correlation time, which is roughly the time
for a muon to jump from one Interstitial site to the next one. Ob¬
viously the polarization becomes again time independent when the muon
diffuses faster and faster, an effect known as "motional narrowing".
For the situations described by eg.(4) and eq.(5) one assumes that
the external field is large compared with the average nuclear dipole
field ńBj. The more general expression for the depolarization reads
P(t) « P Q exp(-2a2T*{e"t/T - 1 ,
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which i s reduced to eg.(4) for increasing t values, so that
T-Yy-ABI>> 1, and to eq. (5) for small T SO that Tyv-t>S1«
1. In
the l a s t case one directly sees that the phase coherence i s no longer
disturbed in the limit of very small correlation times.

Fig.9 : Preceition of nuon spint
in a magnetic field at three
different temperature*. The experi¬
mental data have been corrected for
the exponent of the muon decay |2l|.

So the time-dependence of the muon polarization directly reflects the
diffusional behaviour of the muon. Gurcvich et al. (1972) |2o| and
Grebinnik et al. (1975) |21| have reported on such diffusion experi¬
ments in copper. They have investigated the polarization P(t) as a
function of the target temperatur* T. Assuming an Arrhenius-law for
the p+-diffu»ion, one gets the following relation for the inverse
correlation time/ that is the hopping frequency

v «Y-

*xp(-Q/kT)

(7)

with the particle vibration frequency vQ and the diffusion energy Q.
In Fig.9 the muon spin precession in copper i s shown at different
temperatures. According to eq.(2) the authors determined by a l e a s t
square f i t the time t e , where the polarization i s reduced to 1/e. The
inverse time A = 1 / t _ i s plotted as a function of temperature in Fig.iO.
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«/

\

+
—3T
Fig. 10 : Tcaperature dependence of the
duping rate A of the auon prcceaaion
in copper. A i* explained in t!,t text |20|.

Kg. 11 : Traperature dependence of the
correlation tiae fit (in the text fit
is denoted aa T) |20|.

At low temperatures t h i s parameter saturates, that i s the muon i s
localized and P(t) can be described by e g . ( 4 ) . For the depolarization
rate one obtains a - 0 . 2 5 p s e c " . Inserting a in eq.(6) the correlation
time T can be extracted and plotted in th» fnyyunf JnT«f(1/T). The re¬
s u l t i s given in P i g . 1 1 , confirming the ansatz of e g . ( 7 ) . From the graph
one reads off a diffusion energy Q-O.O5 eV and a vibration freguency
v - 10
Hz. Both values are in contrast to the corresponding values
13
obtained for hydrogen diffusion in copper being 0.4 eV and 10
Hz.
Eq.(7) is based on a model in which the muon is hoppiny above the
potential-barriers. In order to explain the measured parameters, the
authors assume that there is some probability for a sub-barrier
diffusion described by the "barrier-transparency"

B

exp{-2n~1(2mU)1/2«b>

(8)

where U and b are the height and width of the potential barrier,
respectively, and m is the mass of the diffusing particle.
So eg.(7) can be rewritten as

v•£

exp(-QVkT)

(9)

where v Q -B corresponds to the measured muon vibration frequency
for a sub-barrier diffusion jump, and Q should be interpreted as the
energy necessary for such a process. To check the physical relevance
of this ansatz, one can insert for U and v o the values of the hydrogen
diffusion and gets for the width of the barrier b * 1.5 A, a
reasonable value compared with the lattice constant of about 3.6 I.
boom

xo iso

no

tig. 12 ; Temperature dependence of the
diffusion coefficients 0 of hydrogen
and positiva auons in coppar. Th« thin
straight linas ara Arrhanius-lav fits
to tha hydrogen or auon data,
respectively |*|.
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Calculating the temperature dependence of the mobility of the muon
abucuding to «q.(7) and (9) one finds that around T-270. X a transition
happens between both processes. In Fig.12 a plot, similar to that of
Fig.11, is shown: The inverse correlation time is replaced by the
diffusion constant being proportional to the hopping frequency v.
Plotted are the diffusion data of v+, H + , D + , and T + as far as they
are known in copper. Again, one clearly sees the two regions governed
by eg.(9) and (7). - A reanalysis of the muon data in the framework
of a model assuming a phonon assisted tunneling mechanism confirms
the discussed idea in principle |22|.
As mentioned above, the depolarization rate o is sensitive to the muon
site and the direction of the applied magnetic field in a single
crystal. In Fig.13 theoretical values for o are shown for different
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Fig. 13 : Van Vleck values Cor the depolari¬
zation rate O in fee copper for muons at
different interstitial site* |23|.

Fig. 14 '• Measured and fitted
depolarization rates 0 of the muon
precession signals as a function of
the external field (23[.

muon sites in a rigid copper lattice and an external field applied
along different lattice directions. Obviously, this parameter generally
offers the possibility for a site determination of the muon. Camani
et al.)23| have investigated the sensitivity of the parameter o in
copper. The results are given in Fig.14, where o is plotted as a
function of the applied magnetic field B
. for different directions
with respect to the crystal axis. For high fields one finds the ex¬
pected dependence of a indicating that the muers is localized on an
octahedral interstice in copper. For falling off magnetic field values o
becomes more and more insensitive to the field direction. Calculations
done by O. Hartmann |24| show that this behaviour can be explained by
an electric field gradient acting on the surrounding atoms, whereby the
field gradient is induced by the positive muon. The spin of the copper
nuclei is 3/2 so. that at low magnetic fields the spin precession of the
copper nuclei is governed by a combined electromagnetic interaction,
which can be decouples
high magnetic field. The solid line is cal¬
culated assuming a field gradient of about 4«1O 16 v/cm 2 and an increase
of the distance u + - C u of 5%. A theoretical calculation of the induced
field gradient by Jena et al. |25| arrives at a similar value.
The diffusion of muons in several other metals and alloys has been in¬
vestigated and the results indicate that there is a tendency in fee
and bec-metals, for a preferential localization of the muons at octa¬
hedral and tetrahedral sites, respectively.
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Muonlum In semiconductors
Whereas in metals muonium could not be observed, this system is the
main subject of the pSR research in semiconductors. In this class of
materials obviously the muon is able to capture an electron and form
the exotic atom muonium, which can be in a triplett or singlet state.
If the external magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the initial
muon-polarization, the time evolution of this system is completely de¬
scribed by the well-known Breit-Rabi Hamiltonian. The energy levels of
the muonium atom in the ground state are plotted as a function of a
reduced magnetic field in Fig.15. The splitting at zero external field
just reflects the hyperfine energy which is proportional to the electron
density at the muon site. The transition v o = 4 . 4 6 GHz is not observable
in a uSR experiment in case of a free muonium atom, but for low magnetic
fields the two frequencies v 1 2 and Vj3 of the Zeeman region are visible.
In Fig.16 one can see such a ySR spectrum of muonium in quartz, which
reveals the beating of the two frequencies in an external field of about
100 G. Whereas in quartz v Q equals the vacuum value, the hyperfine
constants extracted from measurements in Ge and Si at 77 K are onlyhalf as siucfc |26 # 27|. This can be interpreted as a dielectric swelling
of the atom in these materials.

an
ifU

urn
Fig. 16 : Two-frequency precession of
Che muoniua ipin in fused quartz. The
experimental value* are corrected for
the exponential decay of the muon. The
channel width of.the cine analyzer is
I nsec and Che external magnetic field
is about 100 G |26•.

Fig. 15 : Schemacie Breit-Rabi diagram
for muonium |2|.
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Fig. 17 : Fourier trancfora of muoni
in fused quartz and in p-type silicon
in * magnetic field of 100 C |27|.
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Fig. 18 : Experimental precession fre¬
quencies a s a funcdon of the external
f i e l d applied along the < l l l > d i r e c t i o n
in S i . The components attributed t o
"normal" muonium (Mu) are not shown | 281.

In Pig.17, the Fourier transforms of eq.(2) are shown for muonium in
quarts and Si. The dublett around 140 MHz corresponds to the rouoniu!"
state (Mu) formed in both samples, whereby the smaller s p l i t t i n g of
the qur.rtrr cablet*: i r due to the h4gh"?r hyper fł.ne corn*int. Th° e ł " c 1 ?
line at low frequencies corresponds to the p s t a t e , but in the Si
sample additionally a second muonium-like component e x i s t s , called
"anomalous" muonium (Mu*). In order to interpret t h i s new state in the
framework of the isotropic Brelt-Rabi Hamiltonian, one i s forced to
use an electronic g-factor of 13 | 2 7 | . More extended explorations of
the Mu* state have demonstrated that a consistent description i s
possible with the ansatz of an anisotropic hyperfine interaction with
axial symmetry about any of the four <I11> axes in Si | 2 8 | . Then the
modified Breit-Rabi Hamiltonian has the form

yy

(1O)

using the z-axis along <111> and I and S to denote the muon and
•lsctron spin, respectively. The comparison of theory and experiment
is shown in Fig.18, where for a magnetic field oriented along <111>,
th« Mu* components are plotted together with the y+-state (solid line).
The light (heavy) dashed lines correspond to Mu* states forming an
angle Of O° (70.5°) with the applied field. The dashed lines are a fit

on the basis of eg.(10) yielding an electronic g-factor of -2.2 and
hyperfine constants of |Aj «92.1 MHz • h and |AB| - 17.1 KHz • h.
Recently, in Ge the analogous state to Mu # in Si has been discovered,
which shows up the same synmetry about the <111>- axis |29|. That
could be expected, since the structure of both semiconductors is simi¬
lar. In Fig.19 the Nu* frequencies are plotted for an applied field
along <100>. In this case, the Mu* states have a common angle with the
field direction. Deviations from the solid lines are due to a small
misalignment of the Ge crystal.
Summing up the results obtained by uSR in the semiconductors Si and Ge,
we have the situation that three distinct electronic states v*, Mu, and
Mu* of the muon are observed, but physical models are lacking for an
explanation of the various states. In order to get more information
about the nature of these states, their formation probability in Si
samples has been studied as a function of dopant concentration and tem¬
perature |30|. The result is given in Fig.20 for three different
temperatures and various charge carrier concentrations. Both states
Mu and Mu* are formed preferentially at low temperatures and in pure
samples, the conditions for Mu are being more critical, while the be¬
haviour of the u + state is opposite.
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Fig. 19 : Experimental precession fre¬
quencies a* a function of the external
field applied along the <100> direction
in Ce. The components attributed to "normal"
w o n (Mu) arc not thown 1291.

Fig. 30 : The aeasured fractions of the
initial muon polarization attributed
to M + , Mu, and Mu* as a function of
temperature and doping in Si J30|.
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INTRODUCTION
Studies of hyperfine interactions are often profitably made at low temper¬
atures. Some measurement methods, such as specific heat, can be applied
for hf-studies only at temperatures, where thermal energy is comparable
with the interaction energy. Another example are the MSssbauer measure¬
ments; lowering the temperature to that of liquid helium (LHe) increases
the magnitude of the resonance effect. This is especially important for
high energy MSssbauer transitions. In many other resonance measurements
better signal-to-noise ratio is obtained by lowering the temperature.
Some physical phenomena occur at certain critical temperature and the new
phases can be studied only below this transition temperature. Hf-interactions due to magnetic ordering are an example of this kind of phenomen.
Utilization of nuclear orientation is one reason for performing measure¬
ments at ultralow temperatures. Most methods of polarization require
temperatures lower than that of LHe. Use of the brute force method re¬
quires almost always ultralow temperatures.Examples on the influence of
nuclear orientation to MSssbauer spectra and to NMR detected by MSs.sbauer
effect are given below by Dr. Brewer.

Conventionally, temperatures of the order of few degrees Kelvin (LHe) are
reached with the aid of liquid helium. With liquid He at reduced pres¬
sure about C.3 K can be maintained. Adiabatie demagnetisation offers a
means of achieving millidegree-temperatures. More recently, a cryostat
based on dilution of the isotopes 3He and 4Ke has become increasingly
popular. This type of refrigerator is capable of reaching temperatures
below 10 mX and it is working continuously against relatively high heat
loads. A good example of application of this kind of instrumentation is
given below by Prof. Bodenstedt.
The lowest temperatures are reached by nuclear demagnetization. Either
brute force nuclear or hf-enhanced cooling technique can be used. The
latter can be done at lower external magnetic fields than the brute force
cooling. The Oxford PrNi^-demagnetization stage, described below by Dr.
Stone is an example of latter method. Finally, dynamic methods for cool¬
ing are also available.
Experimentally, several new types of problems may appear at low tempereratures. The thermal conductivity through boundaries between different
materials is impaired. E.g. the thermal boundary resistance betv?een liq¬
uid helium and and a solid substance, the Kapitza-resistance, may prevent
radioactive samples immersed in liquid helium from cooling. The spin-lat¬
tice relaxation time generally increases and it may appear that the nu¬
clear spin system has a characteristic spin-temperature, different frcn
the lattice temperature. Appearance of long spin-lattice relaxation tines
is discussed by Drs. Brewer and Sawicki.
In cases where the spin temperature differs from the temperature of the
rest of the system, the temperature measurement is problematic. E.g. for
a radioactive source for MSssbauer experiments immersed in liquid heliur.,
three different temperatures can be measured: the temperature of the liq¬
uid helium bath, the lattice temperature of the radioactive source anć
the nuclear spin temperature. Even for metallic sources, the two latter
temperatures cannot be assumed always equal. In Mflssbauer experiments the
nuclear temperature can often be measured with the aid of the M5ssbauer
spectrum itself, as is described below by Sawicki.
Next a brief review of MBssbauer experiments done at the Technical Uni¬
versity of Helsinki was given. Since similar examples have been published
elsewhere /I/, the examples will not be repeated here. A good summary of
the ultralow temperature techniques is in Ref. 2.
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Z. BODENSTEDT :
We started the low temperature orientation work in Bonn only a few years
ago. That we came into opera'.ion in such a short time is mainly due to
the fact that the leader of chis group, Dr. P. Herzóg, worked for one
year in Oxford with Dr. N.J. Stone where he learned all essential points
of the low temperature technology.
Since there exist already so many low temperature groups in the world by
now we thought it necessary that our installation should include some new
ideas which were not tried so far anywhere else. The new aims were two¬
fold:
a) One aim was the systematic investigation of nuclear quadrupole orien¬
tation. We made a special construction in order to be able to observe in
a reliable way even quite small anisotropies. I report some of the re¬
sults in the panel discussion on nuclear quadrupole interactions in met¬
als.
b) The other aim was a direct implantation of radioactive probe nuclei
into a cold target.
Fig. 1 shows the essential part of the cryostat
the if K and the liquid N 2 shields.

with a mobile shutter in

Fig. 1. Lower end of the cryostat
of the He-3/He-4 refrigerator as¬
sembly in Bonn. The beam enters
through the window system from
the right side. The figure is
taken from Ref. 3.

Fig. 2 is a seetch of the beam line between isotope separator and cryostat.
There are four serious problems -:for experiments of this type:
1) The thermal radiation leak during implantation must be kept so small
that the temperature of the mixing chamber remains below 0.5 K, since oth¬
erwise the dilution refrigerator interrupts operation.
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2) In spite of the bad vacuum of the isotope separator the vacuum in the
oryostat must be excellent in order to avoid precipitations on the sur¬
face of the target.
3) During implantation the beam must be focused and controlled very pre¬
cisely in order to avoid contamination of the cryostat.
t) The low temperature implantation without annealing of the probe might
produce a tremendous radiation damage which could make reliable hyperfine
interaction measurements impossible.

i

«•»••«•* •"•

Fig. 2. Schematic view of the ion path from the ion source
on the coldfinger with beam line components.

to the target

In spite of these problems our first experiment was successful. The probe
Hg was implanted into an iron foil and then an NMR-experiment was
performed A / .
Fig. 3 shows the resonance curve, the evaluation of
least 32 % of the implanted mercury atoms were in an
do not know yet if mercury is a special case but the
timistic for further NO hyperfine work with directly
ed isotopes.

which proved that at
unperturbed site. We
success makes us op¬
implanted short liv¬
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BREWER :

Tojjic I. NMR detected by MBssbauer effect on oriented nuclei.
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57,
Fe Mflssbauer spectra of the source
CoFe at ł K and at 50 mK.
The absorber is stainless steel. (Ref. 5)
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To£i£ XI^ Examples on pulsed-frequency modulated NMR and pulsed-adiabatic
fast passage NMR.
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Fig. 8. Continuous NMR experiment of a sample 48,,VFe showing line broad¬
ening and sweep asymmetry due to long relaxation time: T1., = 5000 s
at 10 mK, (Ref. 7)
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J. SAWICKI :
The Mogsbauer Effect_on Aligned GoW_NuolejL

i

.The electric quadrupole interaction was used only in a few cases for
alignment of nuclear spins at very low temperatures. The nuclear orienta¬
tion in an electric field gradient is generally more involved than the
nuclear orientation in a magnetic field. The electric quadrupole coupling
is usually very weak, and thus temperatures lower than 10 mK are needed
if one is to achieve a sizeable alignment. Large enough electric field
gradients most often exist in diamagnetic compounds, but then the nuclear
spin-lattice relaxation time is often too long for an appreciable align¬
ment to be achieved during a reasonable period of cooling. In addition
the quadrupole alignment is usually detected by the anisotropy of nuclear
radiation and this then requires the use of single crystals in which ra¬
dioactive nuclei are substituted.
Recent progress in studies of the electric quadrupole interaction, as
well as the development of experimental techniques at ultralow tempera¬
tures may stimulate new research on aligned nuclei. As an example of new
1 97
possibilities, I will discuss the electric quadrupole alignment of
Au
nuclei which can be observed in polycrystalline gold compounds using the
MOssbauer effect /8/.
1 97
The two energy sublevels of the nuclear ground state of
Au (I = 3/2)
are separated in an axially symmetric electric field gradient by an ener-.
gy separation of t = e qQ/2kg, where A is given in Kelvins. The 77.3 keV
excited state (I e =1/2) remains unsplit in an electric field gradient.
The intensities of the two resulting resonance absorption lines are re¬
lated to the populations of the two sublevels of the nuclear ground
state, and thus can be used to detect the alignment.
In an approximation of a thin absorber
resonance lines can be expressed by

the amplitude

ratio of the two

R = A *11 = PJJ1 = exp (-A/T ),
1/2

and

1/2

are tne

where P 3 / 2
P-|/2
relative populations of two sublevels of the
nuclear ground state, and T R is the nuclear spin temperature.
.Consequently, the alignment

of spins, as defined by the spin orientation

factor fg, can be expressed by
f

2

=

P3/2 " P1/2

= tanh

t A / 2

V =

Thus the measurement of the amplitude ratio R of the resonance lines in
197
the quadrupole-split Mtfssbauer spectrum of
Au enables one to determine
the nuclear spin temperature T n and the spin orientation factor f2. The
nuclear spin-lattice relaxation time can be estimated from the time de¬
pendence of the amplitude ratio. Additionally, one can determine the re¬
coil-free factor of the absorber fa by studying the temperature dependen¬
ce of the ratio R.
The experiments were carried out using polycrystalline ittuCCN,), and AuCN__
specimens. In both compounds gold atoms are located in linear chains of
—
+
—
*
CN -Au -CN , and there exists a strong almost axially symmetric and nega¬
tive sign electric field gradient at the gold nuclei. The quadrupole
splittings in the Mflssbauer spectra at t.2 K are 10.16 mm/s (A = 30.6 mK)
and 8.09 mm/s (A = 24.4 mK), respectively. The samples were cooled to 36
mK using a He/ He dilution refrigerator of Helsinki University of Tech¬
nology. The results obtained with KAu(CN>2 were reported in detail /8/.
An alignment with f? 3 0.4 was achieved at 36 mK, the nuclear spin-lat¬
tice relaxation time was found to be approximately 8 hr, at temperatures
below 60 mK, and the recoil-free factor f - 0.9(2) % was measured. Simi¬
lar results were obtained for AuCN, except that'the recoil-free factor in
this compound is much larger, fa = 10 %, which makes measurements more
favorable. A number of suitable gold compounds exist and could be studied
similarly.
It appears that the most interesting subject to be studied now with the
aligned gold nuclei is the nuclear relaxation time. Only few data exist
on nuclear relaxation in diamagnetic solids at ultralow temperatures. The
dominant mechanism at higher temperatures is quadrupole relaxation
through lattice vibrations, with a temperature dependence T
/9/. Below
100 mK this mechanism is very ineffective and the main contribution is
relaxation through paramagnetic impurities, which is often temperature
independent. The role played by paramagnetic impurities can be studied on
samples substituted with various paramagnetic ions. External rf-fields
could also applied. The influence of the Kapitza thermal boundary resist¬
ance on the heat exchange between a diamagnetie insulator and liquid he¬
lium surrounding the sample can also be studied with the method described
above. A highly aligned heavy nuclear target may be very useful in many

3*7

experiments in nuclear and elementary particle physics. It seems that aligned l a An nuclei in a monocrystal could be a suitable example. The
MSssbauer effect on aligned nuclei can still be studied in absorption ex¬
periments on several other isotopes, e.g.
Ir and
Ir, as well as in
emission experiments with aligned radioactive sources, e.g.
Co. In
several cases the source experiments would offer a unique possibility for
the determination of the nuclear quadrupole moment for parent nuclei.

N.J. STONE : /?}
A Description _of th£ PrNij, _Enhanced _Nuclear_ Cooling _Sjtage_ in_Use_in
Oxfordto Reach £ mK_and_Below
The PrNig is polycrystalline, approximately cylindrical 3.5 cm long by
0.8 cm diameter and was prepared by Dr. D. Hukin of the Materials Prepa¬
ration Group at the Clarendon
Laboratory. It constitutes 0.03 moles of
-8
2
material, with a zero field thermal capacity of approximately 10
R/T .
The pill is precooled through the tin heat switch and oxygen treated cop¬
per braid connection to the mixing chamber of an Oxford Instruments He/
He dilution refrigerator. The copper braid was annealed for 10 h in air
at a pressure of i 10
torr, which produces an improvement
in its low
temperature thermal conductivity by a factor of 10 - 100 /10/. Precooling
in 2.4 tesla from 33 mK to 19 mK takes about 8 h.
Below the cooling pill (Fig. 11) the copper braid is indium soldered to a
3 mm diameter oxygen treated copper tube to which the samples are sol¬
dered, also with indium. The whole assembly is surrounded by a 13 mm in¬
ner diameter copper tube which connects to the refrigerator mixing cham¬
ber and provides a heat shield at * 20 mK. Vertical slots in this shield
reduce any eddy current heating, and elsewhere the indium solder is cut
to avoid circulating supercurrents.
This system is still being developed, however it has cooled to 2 mK, re¬
turning to 10 mK over a period of * 6 h. The temperature was recorded by
a
Co in single crystal cobalt nuclear orientation thermometer. The heat
leak into the enhanced nuclear demagnetisation stage is approximately
1 nW. Temperatures well below 1 mK have been reported using PrNig /11/.
Our higher minimum temperature is attributed in part to the moderate mag¬
netising field used and in part to the thermal load represented by the Co
thermometer and a rhenium single crystal containing radioactive iridium
isotopes which was also cooled to 2 mK in .these experiments.

HEAT STITCH

Heat switch Indiun-soldered
to I.liiing-ohamber fitting
and braid.

99.993; Sn
10x4x1.5 mm

THEH..AL UNK : Cu braid
120 wires 0.2 ran diameter
Mada from co-axial cable braid.
Annealed in air at 1000*0
(Hosenblum e t . a l . Cryogenics 17(1977) 645 )
Braid stretched for rigidity after
inserting ExHlj p i l l .

Nylon spacer

j p i l l soldered with Indius
inside Cu-braid,after Au -plating.
Braid and Indiun cut along length
to prevent circulating superconducting

currents.

Cu -braid link
Crimped and In - soldered '

Joint.

00ID-FINGER : 3 ™» outer diameter
tube. Flattened at end for sample
mounting using Indium solder.

Sig, 1 1 . PrNi, demagneti¬
sation stage.
Clarendon
Laboratory, Oxford ( March
1979 ) .
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